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Summary
Multicast is a key technology enabling efficient point to multi-point communications, be they 
wireless- or wireline-based. Satellite systems, such as Satellite Digital Multimedia Broadcasting 
(S-DMB), are ideal for multicast due to their inherent wide geographic reach. However, the 
capacity constraints in satellite systems and the possibility of feedback implosion do not favour 
the provision of a return channel for user feedback which is a must for providing full reliability in 
content delivery. Two packet loss mitigation mechanisms that become relevant in this scenario are 
data carousels and packet-level forward error coiTection (FEC). The research herein aims to 
enhance reliable content delivery mechanisms with emphasis on those applicable to S-DMB.
The work carried out is divided into three main parts. The first part compares various FEC codes 
under potential S-DMB burst losses. The simulation results show that one FEC code is the best at 
protecting all relevant file sizes in shaip contrast to the conventional thinking that small FEC 
codes are better than large codes at protecting small files, and vice versa for large files. In the 
second part, two aspects of a FEC code known as two-dimensional Reed Solomon (2D RS) are 
explored. A number of 2D RS file success rate bounds are derived and compared to simulation 
results. The comparison demonstrates that two of the derived bounds, an upper and lower, can be 
used in conjunction to reasonably estimate the real performance of 2D RS without the need for 
time consuming simulations. A number of 2D RS decoding algorithms are also proposed. The 
experimental results reveal useful insights for the pursuit of more efficient decoding algorithms. 
In the third part, the integration of data carousels and FEC is investigated via analytical and 
simulation means while considering different content properties, FEC codes, data retiieval 
techniques, and ways of assigning FEC redundancy to various files on a carousel. The results 
show that the average content download time can be optimised, and that FEC redundancy is the 
main factor therein. The investigations herein are different from other works which largely 
investigate the two schemes separately or are rather limited when they examine the joint scheme.
Key words: broadcast scheduling, data carousels, erasure codes, DVB-H, LDGM, MBMS, packet- 
level FEC, reliable multicast, Reed Solomon, S-DMB, transport layer.
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1 Introduction
This chapter briefly introduces the multicast concept, emphasising on its implementation in 
wireless networks. The discusssion addresses different types of wireless multicast systems, 
provided content, and content delivery methods, before outlining the reliable multicast transport 
research area, which is the theme of this thesis. The aim, objectives, and consequent achievements 
of the thesis are also stated. Finally, the structure of the thesis, along with the key features of its 
chapters, is described.
1.1 Background
Unicast and multicast represent two fundamentally different coimnunication paradigms. With 
unicast, data are delivered point-to-point (p-t-p). In contrast, multicast, a concept invented by 
Stephen E. Deering [1], denotes the point-to-multi-point (p-t-m), or multi-point to multi-point (m- 
t-m) data delivery [2]. Broadcast can be considered a special case of multicast; data are still sent 
p-t-m, only now multi-point refers to all recipients capable of receiving the data unlike multicast, 
where multi-point usually points to an authorised subset of all potential data recipients [3].
In wireless networks, a common multicast scenario is the download of the same content to many 
users sharing the same radio link [3]. In wireline networks, multicast is largely implemented via 
the replication of packets at strategic branches along a tiee-like path from a sender to receivers 
[4]. In both cases, there are significant resource savings when compared to p-t-p delivery, where 
each receiver would require a separate packet to traverse the communication path. Regardless of 
the type of network in which it is deployed, the goal of multicast is the same:
• To allow applications to scale, namely service many users without overloading network 
and server resources.
1.1.1 Wireless Multicast Systems
The resource savings offered by multicast enable the delivery of rich multimedia content such as 
news, sports highlights, and audio/video music clips [3], [5]. This resource efficiency is
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particularly important in wireless systems' since wireless capacity is scarce and costly. Several 
competing solutions for p-t-m data distribution have recently emerged in terrestrial wireless 
networks. The Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) [3] framework enables content 
distribution to cellular mobile network users over the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) [5]-[7] -  the packet mode extension to Global System for 
Mobile Communications (GSM) -  and the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) 
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) [8], [9]. Broadcast and multicast services 
(BCMCS) are also available in cdma2000, the W-CDMA counterpart in the United States of 
America (USA). Both BCMCS and MBMS effectively broaden the service delivery paradigm of 
mobile cellulai' networks, which have been traditionally oriented towards interactive point-to- 
point services. On the other hand, the Digital Video Broadcasting for handheld terminals (DVB- 
H) standard [11], and the related Terrestrial Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (T-DMB) [12] and 
Digital Audio Broadcasting with Internet Protocol datagram tunnelling (DAB-IP) [13] standards, 
originate from radio broadcasting communities. They both expand the reach of robust broadcast 
technologies towards mobile users relying on mobile cellular networks for user interactivity. In 
contrast to DVB-H, T-DMB and DAB-IP, MediaFLO [14], the QualcOmm proprietary solution 
for effectively delivering multimedia content to mobile devices, has been designed from scratch 
and claims to utilise network resources more efficiently, while at the same time providing better 
user experience. MediaFLO relies on a unidirectional (forward link only) air interface, based on 
the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) scheme. OFDM is also a component of 
DVB-H, T-DMB, and DAB-IP. Italy has already adopted commercial DVB-H services, and more 
countries are set to follow in 2007; in the United ICingdom (UK), the mobile operator 02 has 
carried out trials with DVB-H, but it is unclear when commercial services will be launched since 
the required spectrum may not be available until the switch from analogue TV to digital TV is 
well underway or complete. T-DMB services have been running since late 2005 in South Korea, 
while trials were conducted during 2006 in several European countries. BT have a wholesale 
product called BT Movio [15], which currently uses DAB-IP, but it can be adapted for other 
mobile broadcasting standards; the first commercial service launched in October 2006 with Virgin 
Mobile [16]. MediaFLO was launched during 2006 in the USA, while British Sky Broadcasting 
has been conducting trials in the UK. Finally, MBMS is expected to be commercially available in 
the second half of 2007.
Satellite systems [17], [18] offer an alternative platform for the delivery of multicast content. 
With inherently larger radio coverage potential than the aforementioned terrestrial solutions, 
satellite systems become particularly attractive for the distribution of content over large.
' “W ireless system s” refers only to the system s described herein, e.g., ad hoc networks are excluded.
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geographically dispersed, user populations. Satellite Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (S-DMB) 
services are already available to mobile and vehicular users in Korea [19] and Japan [20]. hi 
Europe, the main expression of mobile multicast via satellite is a hybrid terrestrial-satellite system 
featuring a unidirectional satellite component [26]. The system definition and development have 
been largely pursued within the context of European Union (EU) projects SATIN [21], MODIS 
[23], [25] and MAESTRO [26], [29] which champion a satellite W-CDMA air interface to 
maximise the synergy with terrestrial UMTS (T-UMTS). Similar to terrestrial broadcast 
technologies, S-DMB relies on terrestrial mobile cellular networks for user interactivity, although 
a future version of the system is expected to have a low data rate return link via satellite. 
Following the completion of MAESTRO in early 2006, Alcatel Alenia Space is now leading a 
new investigation entitled DVB for Satellite services to Handhelds (DVB-SH), also formerly 
known as DVB for Satellite Services to Portable devices (DVB-SSP). The European Space 
Agency (ESA) is also exploring the possibility of delivering S-DMB services through its Alphasat 
platform [30]. Another instance of S-DMB is Ku-mobile, which focuses on the delivery of 
multimedia services to vehicles in Europe through the Ku-band [31]. The himarsat Broadband 
Global Area Network (BGAN) [32] can offer multicast services as is the case with the 
aforementioned S-DMB systems, but it is unique in that it is fully bi-directional, implying higher 
flexibility. XM (covering the USA) [33], Sirius (covering Canada and the USA) [34], and World 
Space (covering Africa, Asia, and Europe) [35] are examples of satellite radio systems [36], 
which cuiTently focus on the transmission of audio content only.
The aforementioned wireless multicast systems scale differently. Terrestrial cellular networks 
could be used for the delivery of highly localised content, e.g., to a college campus, tenestrial 
broadcast networks for content relevant to a town or city, and satellite systems for content popular 
in many cities or countries. The interaction between different network operators is an interesting 
issue [37], but it is beyond the scope of the thesis.
1.1.2 The Research Area
There are a number of research issues related to the provision of multicast services [38], [39]. 
This thesis focuses on reliable multicast transport a.k.a. reliable content delivery with a bias 
towards S-DMB. Since multicast applications make use of the non-reliable, datagram services of 
the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), reliable multicast transport mechanisms have to be built on 
top of UDP.
Reliable content delivery is very relevant for both wireline and wireless networks. In wireline 
networks, the chief sources of packet loss are congested routers dropping packets; radio 
transmission errors due to the impairments of wireless links and intermittent connectivity during
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cell handovers in cellular networks are the main reasons for data loss in wireless systems. System- 
specific reasons may also exaggerate the problem: for example, the occasional pre-emption of the 
satellite signal reception by the terrestrial mobile cellular network in the baseline MAESTRO S- 
DMB system [40], [41]. In general, data loss may be tolerable to a certain extent for some 
applications, e.g., video, and streaming codecs feature native mechanisms for coping with data 
loss such as error concealment techniques [42]. Moreover, data loss mitigation techniques, such as 
forward error coiTection, interleaving, and interference cancellation, are also deployed at the 
physical layer of mobile wireless networks. Nevertheless, additional protection at the transport 
layer is deemed mandatory to satisfy the performance requirements of loss-intolerant applications, 
e.g., softwaie distribution.
Although, feedback-based schemes may be adapted to p-t-m settings via optimization of protocol 
timers and use of proxying mechanisms to combat feedback implosion in wireline networks [43], 
[44], they are often completely precluded in wireless networks because the provision of a real­
time, interactive return channel is not deemed cost-efficient. Partial reliability transport 
techniques, namely, packet-level forward error collection (PLFEC) [45], [46] and data carousels 
or broadcast scheduling [47], often combined with interleaving, are then the remaining options for 
the reliable multicast transport (RMT) layer design. PLFEC, hereafter interchangeably called 
FEC, is one of the RMT building blocks formalised by the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF) RMT Working Group (WG) [48]. FEC is adopted at two layers within the DVB-H 
standard: the Multi-Protocol Encapsulation layer [11], an adaptation layer on top of the 
MPEG2/DVB transmission scheme, and the transport layer, where it is one of the building blocks 
of the File Delivery over Unidirectional Transport (FLUTE) protocol [49]; data carousels are 
listed as one of the file delivery mechanisms. In MBMS, FEC is present as part of FLUTE [50], 
and data carousels are also mentioned as a content delivery mechanism [5]. In MAESTRO, a 
number of FEC schemes along with interleaving and data carousels have been considered for the 
reliable transport layer implementation [40], [41].
1.1.3 Content Delivery Methods
In general, there are two widely different content delivery methods (paradigms) [40], [41], [49], 
[50]:
• Streaming -  the delivery of a continuous stream of sound and moving images that are 
displayed by the viewer as they arrive. A user does not have to wait to download a large 
file before seeing the video or hearing the sound. Users may join the stream at any 
moment. Streaming is mainly oriented towards real-time services such as live audio/video 
broadcasts.
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• File download -  the delivery of content that is stored at the terminal to be accessed later 
offline when the download is complete contrary to the streaming paradigm.
With respect to packet loss recovery, FEC is applicable to both file download and streaming, but 
data carousels are only applicable to file download, since streaming has timing constraints which 
require FEC blocks to be decoded quickly so that content is ready for immediate play-out. The 
thesis focuses on file download applications.
1.2 Thesis Aim
• To enhance existing or develop new reliable multicast transport techniques for wireless 
multicast systems with a bias towards S-DMB.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
hi order to accomplish the aim set in section 1.2, the objectives are as follows:
a) To conduct a suiwey of state-of-the-art RMT approaches
b) To assess the applicability of existing RMT techniques to S-DMB and other wireless 
systems
c) To identify unsolved problems or flaws in existing RMT approaches
d) To develop solutions for some of the identified problems
e) To verify proposed solutions via analytical and/or simulation and/or experimental work
1.4 Novel Work Undertaken
The novel contributions of the thesis can be summarised as follows:
• A comparison of FEC codes under realistic burst loss scenarios met in the S-DMB 
system
• The derivation of file success rate bounds for two-dimensional (2D) Reed-Solomon 
(RS) FEC codes
• The proposal and evaluation of new 2D RS decoding algorithms
• The comparison of item retrieval methods in an integrated carousel-FEC scheme
• The use of multiple FEC codes in data carousels
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• The proposal and evaluation of FEC assignment rules in data carousels. The rules 
determine how much FEC redundancy to assign to different carousel items.
The conducted research led to the publication of research papers and contributions to project
deliverables, details of which are given in the next few subsections.
1.4.1 Journal Papers
• M. Cliipeta, M. Karaiiopoulos, L. Fan, and B.C. Evans, “Integrating Packet-Level FEC 
with Data Carousels for Reliable Content Delivery in Satellite Broadcast/Multicast 
Systems”, International Journal o f Satellite Communications and Networking, Vol. 24, 
Issue 6, pp. 493-520, November/December 2006.
1.4.2 Conference Papers
• M. Cliipeta, M. Karaiiopoulos, L. Fan, B.C. Evans, “On 2D Reed-Solomon Packet-level 
FEC and its use in SDMB”, Proceedings o f the 23rd AIAA Internatiofial Communications 
Satellite Systems Conference, Rome, Italy, September 2005.
• M. Cliipeta, M. Karaiiopoulos, L. Fan, B.C. Evans, “Integration of small and large 
packet-level FEC codes with data carousels for reliable multicast transport over satellite 
links,” Proceedings of the 2"‘‘ International Symposium on Wireless Communication 
Systems /  V' International Workshop on Satellite and Space Communications, Siena, 
Italy, pp. 812-816, September 2005.
• M. Cliipeta, M. Kaialiopoulos, B.C. Evans, and R. Tafazolli, “On the use of packet-level 
FEC and data carousels for the delivery of broadcast/multicast services to mobile 
terminals”, Proceedings of the 6Ist IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference, Stockliolm, 
Sweden, Vol. 4, pp. 2394-2399, May/June 2005.
• M. Cliipeta, M. Karaiiopoulos, B.C. Evans, B. Gamier, L. Roullet, “Designing the 
reliable transport layer for Satellite Digital Multimedia Broadcasting”, Proceedings o f the 
I4th 1ST Mobile and Wireless communications Summit, Dresden, Germany, 19-23 June 
2Ô05.
1.4.3 Project Deliverables
• University of Bologna, Motorola, University of Surrey, “Final report on emerging 3G 
features for S-DMB”, MAESTRO D9-lb, available from http://ist- 
maestro.dyndns.org/maestro/ since December 2005.
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• University of Bologna, Motorola, University of Surrey, “Pilot report on emerging 3G 
features for S-DMB”, MAESTRO D9-la, available from littp://ist- 
maestro.dyndns.org/maestro/ since December 2004.
• Alcatel Alenia Space, UDcast, University of Surrey, “Reliable Transport Layer 
Technical Requirement” MAESTRO D5-1, available from http://ist- 
maestro.dyndns.org/maestro/ since June 2004.
1.5 Structure of Thesis
The thesis is organised in seven chapters as depicted in Figure 1-1.
Chapters 2 and 3 contain background material. Chapter 2 reviews wireline and wireless multicast 
network architectures, and the associated communication procedures for essential mechanisms 
such as routing, multicast session initialisation, and joining and leaving a multicast group. The 
chapter ends by summarising some of the challenges being faced in the deployment of multicast 
services. Chapter 3 is solely dedicated to reliable content delivery. It begins with a review on 
PLFEC by explaining basic principles, differences between PLFEC and bit-level or physical layer 
FEC, different FEC codes, and tradeoffs within a FEC code and between FEC codes. Next, 
interleaving and its synergy with FEC and eiTor concealment techniques are summarised. This is 
followed by an overview of data carousels and a recap of feedback-based techniques as some of 
them are suitable for S-DMB, particularly those that do not require a real-time return link. A 
number of reliable multicast protocols are also surveyed before the chapter is concluded with an 
outline of key research problems.
Chapters 4 through 6 tackle some of the research problems identified in chapter 3. Chapter 4 
introduces some Network Simulator {ns) modules developed for this work. These are 
subsequently used to compare the performance of different FEC codes under both uniform and 
burst packet loss. Chapter 5 looks more closely at 2D RS. Analytical bounds for the file success 
rate of 2D RS are derived and compared with simulation results. Then, a number of decoding 
algorithms are proposed and their computational requirements are compared against those of 
traditional algorithms through experimentation. Chapter 6 studies an integrated carousel-FEC 
scheme via analytical and simulation means. Various options for content properties, FEC codes, 
ways of assigning FEC redundancy to each carousel item, packet loss types, and item retrieval 
methods are considered. Simulator extensions which enable the execution of carousel-FEC 
simulations are also detailed.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by highlighting its major findings and suggesting directions for 
future work. This is followed by the bibliography which has comprehensive details of all the
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references used herein. The final part of the thesis contains the appendices which include the 
validation of the developed simulator modules and further results pertaining to the work presented 
in chapters 4 through 6.
Chapter 2: Multicast
- Internet
- Wireless Systems
- Key Research Issues
Chapter 3: Reliable Multicast 
Transport
-FEC
- Interleaving
- Data Carousels
- Feedback-based Schemes
- Protocols
- Implications for S-DMB
- Open Research Issues
Chapter 4; A Comparison of 
FEC Codes
- Uniform Packet Loss
- Burst Packet Loss
Chapter 5: Two-Dimensional 
Reed Solomon; Performance 
Bounds and Complexity of 
Decoding Algorithms
- Derivation and Validation of 
Bounds
- Proposal and Evaluation of 
Nevf Decoding Algorithms
Chapter 7: Conclusions and 
Future Work
Appendices
- Simulator Validation
- Further Results pertaining to 
Chapters 4 through 6 ,
Bibliography
Chapter 6: Integrating Data 
Carousels with Packet-Level 
FEC
- Analytical Study
- Simulations in ns
Figure 1-1: The relationship between different chapters of the thesis: an arrow indicates the flow of 
some if not all of the information from one chapter to another.
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2 Multicast
This chapter looks at different types of multicast and illustrates why IP multicast is the dominant 
form. A more detailed overview of IP multicast in the Internet and in wireless systems is also 
presented through the review of representative architectures and various communication 
procedures. The chapter finishes by summarising some of the challenges being faced in the 
deployment of multicast services.
2.1 Different Types of Multicast
The term multicast normally refers to the network layer or IP multicast, since IP is the most 
prevalent network layer protocol. IP multicast entails network routers forming spanning trees 
from a source to a group of receivers or end-hosts, and replicating packets at strategic points along 
the trees for efficient datagram forwarding (see Figure 2-1) compared to unicast (see Figure 2-2). 
However, other forms of multicast exist: link layer and application layer multicast.
IP Multicast
receiver 1 receiver 3
Figure 2-1: The transmission of a single packet from a sender to three receivers via IP multicast.
Unicast
receiver 2
W I  routers
Figure 2-2: The transmission of a single packet from a sender to three receivers via unicast.
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An example of link layer multicast is Ethernet; it supports unicast, multicast, and broadcast 
addresses. If a multicast application is limited to a single Local Area Network (LAN), then link 
layer multicast is sufficient. However, if multicast has to be supported over several LANs, which 
is usually the case, then IP multicast is needed: the link layer approach requires bridging a number 
of LANs to form a larger logical LAN but this approach is problematic as multicast packets are 
flooded to each component LAN even if a particular LAN has no interested receivers [51]; an 
organisation can also view this as a compromise to the autonomy of its LAN.
IP multicast is taking longer than expected to see wide deployment, reasons for which are 
described in section 2.2. On the contrary, the application layer approach does not require 
modifications at routers and is seen as a way of making multicast more readily available. With 
application layer multicast [52], packets are replicated and forwarded by end-hosts, whereas 
routers only aid packet forwarding as illustrated in Figure 2-3. However, application layer 
multicast is neither as scalable nor as efficient as IP multicast due to packet replication and 
forwarding being handled by end-hosts instead of routers; for the same reason, streaming 
applications may also suffer longer delays.
Application Layer Multicast
^  receiver 2 
^Copy of packet ^  produced at receiver 2Copy of packet' produced at sender
receiver 1 receivers
Figure 2-3: The transmission of a single packet from a sender to three receivers via application layer
multicast.
2.2 Multicast in the Internet
There are two flavours of IP multicast: Any-Source Multicast (ASM) [1] and Source-Specific 
Multicast (SSM) [53]. ASM, the original form of IP multicast, is reviewed first.
In ASM, any end-host can be the source as the name suggests, and there can be more than one 
source. A sender sends packets to a multicast group identified by a class D address in the case of 
IP version 4 (IPv4) and an address that has the first eight header bits set to 1 in the case of IPv6. 
The Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) and Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) are 
used in communicating group membership for IPv4 and IPv6, respectively. If a receiver wants to 
join a multicast session which might have been discovered through an advertisement on a website 
for example, it sends a join request to a local multicast-enabled router. This request contains the
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multicast group address as the destination so it is propagated to all group members. Eventually 
packets for the requested multicast session are directed to the router, which then forwards them to 
the receiver. The local multicast router also periodically sends membership queries to its subnet to 
check if there are receivers still interested in obtaining packets for particular multicast groups. A 
router ceases forwarding packets for a particular multicast group after there is no reply to three 
consecutive group membership queries. Group membership queries are complemented by leave 
messages, which can be sent by end-hosts who wish to disengage from a group.
The nature of a tree-like path from a multicast source to a receiver depends on the multicast 
routing protocols in use. There are two types of trees: shared trees and source trees. Examples of 
multicast routing protocols which fall into these two categories are listed in Table 2-1. A source 
tree has the shortest path from a source to a receiver. The multicast routing protocols therein 
employ flooding techniques as they are simple, but this approach raises scalability concerns and 
makes it more suited for use in one administrative domain. On the other hand, a shared tree has a 
rendezvous point (RP), which distiibutes multicast packets received from a source. Hence, the 
path from a source to a receiver may not be the shortest path, thus increasing network latency. 
Nonetheless, the lack of flooding allows greater scalability. Protocol Independent Multicast 
Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) is the most popular multicast routing protocol as it is capable of inter­
domain multicast routing with the help of the Multicast Source Discovery Protocol^ (MSDP) and 
Multicast Border Gateway Protocol (MBGP). An RP uses MSDP to inform RPs in other domains 
about multicast sources. MBGP provides administrative tools for multicast routing in an inter­
domain environment. PIM-SM appears on both columns of Table 2-1 because it initially uses a 
shared tree, but some receivers may be migrated to a source tree if a router along the reverse path 
deems that they are closer to the source than the RP. The reader is referred to [1], [2], [4] and 
[54]-[65] for the precise workings of IGMP, MLD, multicasting routing protocols, MSDP, and 
MBGP.
Despite a plethora of multicast routing protocols, ASM is not widely available. A number of 
problems exist [38], [39]; two examples are poor address allocation leading to possible address 
collisions, and the lack of access control. SSM attempts to rectify most of the problems plaguing 
ASM. In contrast to ASM, there can be only one source in SSM. A multicast session in SSM is 
identified by the channel (S, G), where S and G are the addresses of the source and gioup, 
respectively. Thus, there is no need for global allocation of SSM destination addresses as two 
ongoing multicast sessions (Si, GO and (S%, GO, with two different sources but the same group 
address are regarded as unique due to the channel concept; a local router with receivers interested
 ^IPv6 does not require MSDP because it can embed RP information in IPv6 addresses.
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in 5/ on its subnet, only receives traffic from Si although the two sessions have the same group 
address. Access control is also available as a receiver can choose a specific source to obtain data 
from. SSM routing employs source trees, but avoids the flooding present in ASM source trees, via 
an adapted version of PIM-SM.
Protocol Independent Multicast Dense Mode (PIM- 
DM) [61]
Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse 
Mode (PIM-SM) [58]
Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse Mode 
(PIM-SM) [58]
Core-Based Trees (CBT) [59]
Multicast Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF) [62] HIP^ -  a hierachical multicast routing 
protocol [60]Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol 
(DVMRP) [63]
Table 2-1: Examples of source tree and shared tree multicast routing protocols.
2.3 Multicast in Wireless Systems
Multicast in wireless systems has some differences and similarities with multicast on the Internet. 
Wireless systems offer multicast as a unidirectional service in contrast to the Internet where 
multicast is by and large a bidirectional service. Consequently, the applications currently 
envisaged for MBMS or a similar service offering such as S-DMB, are only a subset of the 
multicast applications which can be supported on the Internet. According to [39], wherein “a 
multicast application is simply defined as any application that sends to and/or receives from an IP 
multicast address”, there are three categories of multicast applications:
• p-t-m: a single source sending data to two or more receivers. Examples include file 
distribution (web site content, software), push media (news, weather updates, sports 
highlights), and monitoring (stock prices).
• m-t-m: any number of receivers sending content to the same multicast group address, as 
well as receiving from it. Examples include collaboration (shared document editing), 
multimedia conferencing, and multiplayer games.
• multi-point to point (m-t-p): any number of receivers transmitting data back to a sender 
via unicast or multicast. Examples include data collection, auctions, and jukebox.
The creators of HIP did not provide a definition of the acronym (assuming HIP is an acronym).
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MBMS and S-DMB currently support p-t-m applications. M-t-p applications are also supported in 
the form of data collection"  ^ related to missing packets; this process occurs after a multicast 
session, i.e., it is offline. Chapter 3 has further details of data collection as specified here.
Other similarities and differences between wireline and wireless multicast can be inferred in the 
following reviews of MBMS and S-DMB.
2.3.1 MBMS
MBMS is a unidirectional p-t-m service for 2.50 and 30  cellular networks. MBMS aims to use 
radio resources efficiently by transmitting content through one common channel to all MBMS 
subscribers in a given cell, thus freeing network resources for other services and users in that cell.
MBMS evolves from the Cell Broadcast Service (CBS) [67], [68] and the IP multicast enabled 
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) [6], [7]. CBS is a message-based low bit-rate service with a 
maximum message length of 1246 octets; this is unsuitable for 30  applications such as video 
streaming, which can demand bit rates of up to 384 kb/s. GPRS supports the delivery of IP 
multicast content to mobile subscribers, but this service does not allow multiple subscribers to 
share radio or core network resources.
MBMS has two transmission modes: broadcast and multicast. In the broadcast mode, content is 
delivered to all users who have enabled broadcast reception and are present within an area 
covered by a specific broadcast service. In the multicast mode, content can be delivered through 
only certain cells which have group members and are within a multicast service area for a specific 
multicast service.
The procedures for receiving MBMS in multicast mode are depicted in Figure 2-4; the broadcast 
mode excludes subscription, joining, and leaving, which are procedures that are performed 
individually per user equipment (UE) or receiver. The reference network architecture for MBMS I
is illustrated in Figure 2-5. Wlien a UE wants to join a multicast session, it sends a join request for |
a particular multicast service identified by an IP multicast address to the network. The Broadcast 
Multicast Service Centre (BM-SC) checks if the UE is authorised or has subscribed to the 
particular service; if the UE is unauthorised, the request is ignored, but if the UE is authorised, it 
is permitted to activate an MBMS Context, which consists of an IP multicast address and Access 
Point Name (APN). An APN may identify a particular GPRS Gateway Supporting Node (GGSN) 
through which the UE is to be served. The BM-SC initiates session start before transmitting 
MBMS data and session stop after data transfer is complete so that resources can be activated and 
deactivated, respectively, between each network entity along the communication path from the
In S-DMB, receivers submit their reports via the terrestrial cellular network.
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BM-SC to the UE. The Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) performs network control functions 
such as mobility procedures, and the GGSN serves an entry point for IP multicast traffic as 
MBMS data. The reader is referred to 3GPP specifications ([3], [5], [50], [69]-[71]) and overview 
papers ([72], [73]) for more details on MBMS procedures and the exact role of each network 
entity during these procedures.
Subscription
Service announcem ent
mm# Joining
Session  start :
ta transfer
%ssion Stop
Leavm
;
Figure 2-4: Phases in MBMS multicast service provision; figure obtained from [69].
I MBMS 
ReceiverX ..\ ContentProvider
[ GERAN
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BM-SC
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Figure 2-5: MBMS network architecture model; figure obtained from [50].
Nevertheless, the introduction of MBMS raises several key issues such as:
• radio resource efficiency, especially when the target users are sparsely populated. The 
worst case scenario would be one MBMS subscriber per cell
• a reduction in resources for highly remunerative p-t-p services
• lack of service continuity in heterogeneous networks
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Non-cellular technologies such as DVB-H, T-DMB, MediaFLO, and S-DMB aim to eliminate 
these problems by providing an alternative path for multicast traffic to mobile users, thus freeing 
the cellular network resources for p-t-p services. The inherent wider coverage area of non-cellular 
technologies ensures that radio resources are more efficiently utilised since the probability of 
having a single user to serve within a cell decreases as the cell size increases (mobile network cell 
versus tenestrial broadcast network cell or, even more notably, satellite spot beam): service 
continuity is also less of a problem since users move from one service area to another less 
frequently. These advantages are more prominent in S-DMB which is reviewed next. Hereafter, 
S-DMB refers to the European S-DMB system as defined in the MAESTRO Project [26].
2.3.2 S-DMB
The S-DMB system [21]-[24], [26]-[28], [40], [41] features a hybrid terrestrial-satellite system as 
shown in Figure 2-6. Many of the communication procedures such as subscribing to and joining 
an S-DMB service are similar to their counterparts in MBMS; the chief difference is that 
broadcast and multicast sessions are provided via the geostationary satellite. The baseline S-DMB 
system is unidirectional, covering large parts of Europe with multiple geostationary satellite spot 
beams. The overall system is closely integrated into the architecture of 2G/3G mobile cellular- 
networks, in a design that aims to maximize reuse of technology and infrastructure, and minimize 
system development cost.
The S-DMB-enabled BM-SC, hereafter called S-DMB service centre, is the standard 3 GPP 
MBMS BM-SC, enhanced with S-DMB-specific functions. The SDMB radio interface [21], [22] 
is an adaptation of W-CDMA, with the satellite gateway hosting both the Radio Network 
Controller and the Node B functional entities of the UMTS Radio Access Network (UTRAN). 
The user equipment is a standard 3G terminal enriched with S-DMB-enabling functions, which, 
given the unidirectional system nature, are rather limited. Terrestrial gap-fillers or intermediate 
module repeaters (IMRs) are installed in the physical locations of terrestrial base stations to 
enhance signal reception quality in urban, built-up areas, and provide indoor coverage.
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Figure 2-6: S-DMB system architecture.
As previously mentioned in chapter 1, the two content delivery methods are streaming and file 
download. These are also applicable to S-DMB, but file download has two options: hot and cold 
[40], [41]. A description of the S-DMB content delivery methods follows.
2.3.2.1 Streaming
Streaming is a sequence of moving images and sound that are sent in compressed form in a 
continuous stream and played by the UE on the fly. Therefore, a user does not have to wait to 
download a large file before seeing the video or hearing the sound and the UE may join the stream 
at any moment. Streaming is mainly oriented towards real-time services such as live audio/video 
broadcasts. The mobile terminal should be able to present the real-time content to the user with 
delays in the order of those for TV and radio. Therefore, an upper limit of one minute is set for the 
overall delay, from the moment the content is produced at the source and queued at the S-DMB 
service centre till its presentation to the user at the terminal [40]. Furthermore, the user should be 
able to change “channel”, namely tune to the reception of different content, within two seconds 
[40], [74] so that he/she does not have a frustrating experience when channel surfing. The service 
has therefore both delay and delay variation (delay jitter) requirements, whereas it is more loss- 
tolerant in comparison with the hot/cold download services.
2.3.2.2 Hot Download
Hot download entails the delivery of content that, contrary to the streaming paradigm, is stored at 
the terminal to be accessed later offline when the download is complete. Broadcasting of 
emergency information, which may be updated regularly by the application, and messages 
refreshing frequently changing data such as stock values, are examples of applications that could 
use the hot download service. The hot download content is time-stamped at the SDMB service
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centre and should become available at the UE within one minute, accounting for all possible 
delays due to content queuing, scheduling, transmission, propagation and processing. The size of 
the applicable content is small: allowing 45 seconds for the scheduling and queuing of the content 
at the network nodes and the UE processing, the content transmission should not exceed fifteen 
seconds (at 64 kb/s, accounting for headers at lower layers, the transmission of 100 KB requires 
around 15s). The content is less loss-tolerant than streaming content. Considering the limited size 
of hot download content, it may be acceptable to drop it if the UE has not completely or correctly 
received it after one transmission.
2.3.2.3 Cold Download
Cold download is the delivery of content which does not have the timing constraints of hot 
content. Cold download supports applications disseminating content, which by nature does not 
change frequently, such as audio/video clips, images, software. The tolerance to information loss 
depends on the individual item. For example, software requires zero tolerance, whereas an audio 
file may or may not require zero tolerance depending on the preferred settings of a network 
operator.
2.4 Challenges
Multicast deployment faces a number of challenges in both wireline and wireless networks. 
Solutions to these challenges have to retain the original goal of multicast: scalability. Solutions 
also have other constraints in wireless networks: the limited processing power of receivers and the 
cost of transmission capacity. Some of the challenges are summarised here.
2.4.1 Congestion Control
For scalability reasons, multicast applications do not run over TCP, which provides congestion 
and flow control. Therefore, multicast protocols must have suitable techniques to avoid 
congestion and to determine a fair share of the resources with respect to prevalent TCP network 
traffic. Congestion control is more relevant in wireline networks rather than one-hop wireless 
networks, e.g., S-DMB -  assuming that content providers use virtual private networks to access 
wireless networks instead of the public Internet or that content is already pre-stored in the core 
part of wireless networks.
2.4.2 Mobility Management
Mobility management , is an issue particularly for cellular networks as multicast data loss may 
occur during cell handover. Measures have to be in place to enable higher protocol stack layers to
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cope with this kind of data loss and to expedite the registration of the RAN and other upstream 
network entities to the BM-SC if a UE enters a cell without users for a particular multicast service 
so that MBMS data become available quickly. It is also possible for a UE to move outside a 
multicast service area, resulting in total loss of that particular multicast service.
2G/3G signalling during cell handover can also lead to the loss of S-DMB data, especially for S- 
DMB-enabled baseline UEs as they are envisaged to have a single reception chain for both 2G/3G 
and S-DMB, with 2G/3G communication having higher priority. In fact, any form of 2G/3G 
communication disrupts S-DMB reception; this type of S-DMB signal loss occurs on top 
propagation losses, e.g., due to shadowing. The prioritised 2G/3G communication can be 
classified as personal communication or network signalling. Personal communication includes 
text messages, multimedia messages, voice calls, and video calls. Network signalling enables the 
UE to use the mobile network services when required:
• Neighbouring cell measurements
• Paging Channel and Paging Indication Channel reception
• Broadcast Channel reception
• Location and Routing Area updates
2.4.3 Reliable Content Delivery
The reliable delivery of multicast content is a taxing topic. The inherent reliability weaknesses 
stem from the fact that multicast uses UDP instead of TCP as its transport protocol. UDP is a very 
basic transport protocol that provides a connectionless service, so it does not guarantee the 
delivery of packets, whereas TCP does. However, the goal of multicast would be defeated if TCP 
were used since TCP requires unicast communication between the sender and each user. Hence, 
reliable transport mechanisms have to be built on top of UDP.
Several reliable multicast transport protocols [75]-[79] have been developed to enhance the best 
effort service provided by UDP. The performance of these protocols varies depending on several 
factors including network topology, application requirements, and error management. Almost all 
the suggested protocols utilise feedback from users in the form of positive acknowledgements 
(ACKs) and/or negative acknowledgements (NACKs) to provide full reliability since a source can 
then send packets to satisfy repair requests from receivers. In a multicast environment, there are 
usually several users, so the sender can easily be overwhelmed by feedback from users. Therefore, 
feedback suppression and feedback aggregation mechanisms are often used to prevent feedback 
implosion. Some protocols also incorporate FEC; it offers high scalability since users can recover 
from independent losses without sending feedback to the sender as long as they collect a sufficient
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number of original and/or parity packets. Thus, FEC can also limit feedback, but it cannot provide 
full reliability on its own as this is only possible with some form of automatic repeat-request 
(ARQ) or user feedback. FEC can be used in conjunction with ARQ not only to provide full 
reliability, but higher performance compared to cases where each individual technique is 
employed on its own. Packet-level interleaving is another reliability-based mechanism and is 
more pertinent in wireless networks for transforming burst losses to random losses which can be 
more easily recoverd by FEC codes. Similar to FEC, data carousels can work without user 
feedback; files are placed on a broadcast schedule which is transmitted repeatedly, so receivers 
can recover missing packets from a particular file during its next transmission.
FEC, interleaving, and data carousels are mainly proactive mechanisms and are thus suitable for 
MBMS and S-DMB. Both systems currently only allow UEs to provide feedback related to a 
specific multicast session after it has terminated, since real-time return channels are not deemed 
cost-efficient. Power control can aid reliable content delivery. However, due to scalability 
concerns, it is also unlikely that feedback power control will be active for p-t-m bearers [71]. 
Furthermore, feedback power control cannot be available in the fully unidirectional baseline S- 
DMB unless receivers are allowed to use terrestrial networks for real-time power control 
signalling. Even if a future version of the S-DMB system were to accommodate real-time return 
channels via both the S-DMB satellite and/or 2.5G/3G networks, feedback power control might 
not be effective because of the long propagation delay compared to a terrestrial system such as 
MBMS. Therefore, for wireless networks, careful parameter tuning is required to ensure that 
proactive reliability measures result in a good trade-off between end-user satisfaction and efficient 
resource utilisation, with the minority that still have missing packets being served offline by some 
form of application layer retransmissions.
It is apparent that reliable transport takes on greater importance in the S-DMB system. It is more 
difficult to satisfy all users under a single satellite spot beam compared to those under one cell 
since a spot beam covers a considerably larger area with more users. Apart from 2G/3G 
communication in baseline UEs, further problems emanate from the long, deep fades of the land 
mobile satellite (LMS) channel [80] and the power limitations of the satellite, which are both 
partly compensated by the use of terrestrial gap fillers. The long propagation delay in satellite 
systems is also a constraint in the design of reliable transport solutions.
All the aforementioned reliable transport mechanisms are reviewed extensively in the next chapter 
which also identifies a number of open research issues.
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Chapter 3
3 Reliable Multicast Transport
As depicted in Figure 3-1, different protocol stack layers can be used to combat different degrees 
of data loss. This chapter reviews different aspects of application layer and transport layer 
reliability schemes, and identifies open research issues thereof. All the same, error concealment is 
not covered in great depth as this is more suitable for streaming rather than file download, the 
content delivery this thesis focuses on.
The chapter begins with a review of FEC. After this, there is an overview of interleaving that is 
often used with FEC and/or error concealment techniques. This is followed by a summary of data 
carousels, another proactive loss recovery scheme like FEC and interleaving. Next, different types 
of user feedback or ARQ and their combinations with proactive measures are examined. The 
chapter also describes how reliable multicast transport protocols use one or more the 
aforementioned reliability schemes as components. Finally, a recap of the open research issues is 
presented.
Protocol Stack
Application Layer
Transport L.ayer
Link L^yer 
Physical Layer
FEC, interleaving, 
retrapamîÂAËâis, 
error csm alm cot
Detection of 
missing TBs
FEC, interleaving, 
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Interruption Duration
Figure 3-1: Error/erasure detection and recovery at different protocol stack layers under 
broadcast/multicast scenarios: CRC -  Cyclic Reduncancy Check; TB -  link layer transport block.
3.1 FEC
FEC is an integral part of most reliable multicast transport layer designs. Its main advantage is 
massive scalability: users can independently recover different missing data packets by taking 
advantage of additional redundant packets transmitted together with the original information.
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Although FEC generates extra information overhead, which is largely dependent on the FEC code 
in use, it does not require user feedback. This feature makes FEC particularly attractive for 
unidirectional, p-t-m communication settings, where a feedback channel is not cost-efficient to 
provide as is the current situation in S-DMB.
Traditionally, FEC has been used at the physical layer in digital communication systems to 
combat bit errors. It entails the inclusion of extra bits (redundancy) in a bit sequence to detect and 
correct errors or erasures, resulting in a reduced bit error rate (BER). An error occurs when all the 
bits for a codeword are available at a receiver, but the FEC decoder determines that this particular 
codeword is invalid due to some bits being misinterpreted. If error correction is possible, the 
decoder finds the closest match for this erroneous codeword. In contrast, an erasure is the loss of a 
bit position in a codeword, i.e., that particular bit position is neither ‘1’ nor ‘O’. In general, the 
error detection/correction and erasure recovery capabilities of a code are a direct function of the 
Hamming distance between the codewords produced by the specific encoder, namely the number 
of different positions between each pair of codewords. A linear block code corrects an integer 
number of errors equal to or less than [(<:/„„•„ -l)/2], where d,„i„ is the minimum Hamming distance 
between any pair of codewords, and it can recover from a combination of v errors and e erasures if 
d > 2 v  + e + \  [81]. For example, a particular linear block code which has four information bits, 
three redundant bits, and d,„in = 3, can correct one error and zero erasures or zero errors and two 
erasures. In other words, the decoder performance is better when it is called to correct erasures 
rather than eiTors, namely when there is additional loiowledge of the error positions within the 
data stream [82]. Thus, the correction capabilities of the same codes when used at transport layer 
are higher than when used at physical layer as the transport layer only handles erasures whereas 
the physical layer has to deal with both errors and erasures.
At the transport layer, packet erasures may occur due to the following reasons:
• In wireline networks, packets can be dropped at some intermediate nodes, either because 
of congestion and buffer overflow or much more rarely due to some software error 
detected by network-level checksums [83]
• In wireless networks, packets can be wiped out as part of the loss of radio signal or they 
can be discarded at a lower layer, despite having arrived at a receiver, because they are 
too damaged, namely the bit eiTors due to adverse link conditions are more than the 
physical layer error mitigation techniques such as coding and interleaving can correct. 
The use of checksums at the radio access layer, as is the case with the W-CDMA air 
interface [9], enables detection of inecoverable errors and provides the link layer with the 
option to drop or maintain corrupted information blocks.
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In both cases, the sequence numbers of packets at the transport layer protocol headers reveal the 
positions of packet losses. This is why packet-level FEC codes are usually called erasure codes. 
Apart from superior performance, the application of FEC at packet-level enables coping with 
information loss that is spread over longer time scales than those that physical FEC can address 
(see Figure 3-1). Nonetheless, physical layer FEC is still necessary as it is more effective for 
combating a few bit errors or very short signal interruptions.
3.1.1 Generic FEC Codec
Generally speaking, a FEC encoder takes k source packets as input and generates n encoded 
packets with n > k. In the case of a systematic encoder, the n transmitted packets contain the 
original k packets and h newly generated parity packets. If the encoder is non-systematic, all n 
packets are encoded, namely the original k packets are no longer part of the transmitted set of 
packets. These n packets constitute a FEC block. The ratio k/n is known as the code rate and 
measures the proportion of data in the total transmitted packet stream. The inverse ratio, F -  n/k, 
is called the stretch factor (SF) [84] and directly expresses the additional capacity requirements 
due to FEC. Hereafter, only systematic encoders are considered as is the case in standards such as 
MBMS and DVB-H; systematic encoders are preferred as they allow direct access to the original 
information so UEs without a particular FEC decoder can also receive and process content.
A FEC decoder can recover the original k data packets as long as it receives enough packets out of 
the n transmitted packets. With some FEC codes, such as the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [85], 
[86], the decoder only requires any combination of k out of the n transmitted packets to recover 
the original k packets in a given FEC block. In contrast, other FEC codes, such as the Low 
Density Generator Matrix (LDGM) codes [87]-[89] require more than k packets to recover the 
original k packets in a FEC block. These codes are said to have a reception overhead /g.
3.1.2 Characteristics of Small and Large FEC Codes
FEC codes can be categorised into two classes: small and large [45]. Small codes, e.g., RS, are 
better suited to small FEC blocks, since the computational complexity of their encoding/decoding 
processes becomes prohibitive for large FEC blocks. On the contrary, large codes, e.g., LDGM, 
require simpler encoding/decoding operations. As a result, they have higher codec throughputs 
[84], [87]-[89], and can encode whole files into one or very few large FEC blocks when 
compared to small codes. Encoding a whole file within very few large FEC blocks is beneficial 
because for a given overall FEC redundancy level, the error conection capabihty of a code 
increases with the block size [84]. Moreover, simpler FEC decoder operations, consequently 
higher decoder throughputs, are particularly attractive for energy-constrained handheld devices.
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The ratio of the decoding throughput of the decoder of a particular flavour of LDGM codes called 
LDGM Triangle over the RS decoder {speed-up factor) depends on several factors including the 
FEC block parameters {k,n} used for RS. For example, with F = 1.5 for a file with 20,000 1024- 
byte packets and k = 5\ {or n = 77) for RS, the speed-up factor is about 1.8, whereas for n = 255 
(the maximum number of packets in an RS FEC block with a Galois Field (GF) containing 8-bit 
elements [81]) the speed-up factor is about 8.3 [87], [89].
Nevertheless, the actual advantage of large codes with respect to the achievable codec throughput 
has to be assessed taking into account the transmission rates supported by the different systems. 
For low transmission rates, e.g., the upper limit of 384 kb/s for MBMS and S-DMB, the 
bottleneck in data transport is the transmission capacity rather than the codec speed. On the other 
hand, the specific advantage of large codes becomes more relevant for low-end handheld devices 
with limited processing resources.
Small codes have the advantage of having no block reception overhead whereas large codes do. In 
general, the percentage reception overhead increases with higher SF values and smaller file sizes. 
The lower bound of r„ for LDGM Triangle is a little over 5% [87], [89]. Nonetheless, even though 
RS codes do not have a reception overhead with respect to a single FEC block, they introduce 
some overhead through the back door, when they are used for protecting large files [84], [87]-
[89]. Since the computationally intensive GF arithmetic of RS encoding and decoding procedures 
necessitates splitting up large files into small and more easily manageable FEC blocks, the 
decoder may not be able to recover a particular file even if the total number of received packets is 
greater than the original packets. This is better shown in Figure 3-2, where full file recovery is not 
possible because fewer than k packets have been received for the third FEC block. This problem is 
referred to as the coupon collector problem [84]. To distinguish the two aforementioned types of 
reception overheads, the one pertaining to a FEC block is called block reception overhead r ,^ and 
the one pertaining to a file global reception overhead.
□ □□ □ □H □ H□ □ □ n
Key:
I I original packet 
parity packet
Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4
Figure 3-2: Demonstration of global reception overhead for RS codes with k = 3,n =5;  the 12-packet 
file cannot he fully recovered, despite receiving 15 packets, i.e., three more than the original packets.
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3.1.3 Common FEC Codes
In the following, the inner workings of common FEC Codes, namely RS, LDGM, Low Density 
Parity Check (LDPC), and Raptor, are examined. These are codes that are or were part of the 
reliable multicast transport framework in one or more standards including the IETF RMT WG, 
MBMS, DVB-H, DVB-SH, and S-DMB.
3.1.3.1 Reed Solomon (RS)
During encoding, packets are arranged in an array and the RS code is applied column-wise on 
corresponding RS symbols from each original packet to form parity packets as illustrated in 
Figure 3-3. An MX A: matrix G, called a generator matrix, is central to both encoding and decoding 
of RS codes. To create a FEC block, original data symbols represented by a ^ x l  input vector x 
are multiplied by the generator matrix according to GF arithmetic rules [81]; the output is an 
n X1 vector y (see (3-1)). For systematic codes, the first k of the n output symbols are the original 
data symbols. A key fact to note is that all the original data symbols are involved in the generation
of each parity symbol. An RS code with symbol size m bits has the parameters ( n = 2^ ” - 1 ,  A:). In 
order to reduce complexity in handheld devices, it is generally agreed that this symbol size should 
be 8 bits, resulting in GF(2*) i.e., a GF with 256 elements; if the multiplication of a particular file 
size by F is greater than n, then the application of FEC to this particular file results in more than 
one FEC block.
packet length
k  original 
packets
n - k  parity 
packets
RS code
applied
column-wise
RS symbol 
e.g., 8 bits
Figure 3-3: Concept of symbols and packets in a FEC block.
y = Gx (3-1)
When a decoder receives packets from y, it checks if all the original packets have arrived safely. 
If they have, it does no work and passes these packets to a higher layer; otherwise, if some 
original packets are missing, the decoder initiates the recovery process if it has received at least k 
packets from y. The missing original data packets can be recovered by solving the linear system in
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(3-2), where y’ is a subset of k components of y available at the receiver. G’ is the subset of rows 
from G corresponding to subset y’. The amount of decoding work or complexity increases with 
increasing numbers of lost data packets [85].
(3-2)
The type of RS codes described so far as are called one-dimensional (ID) RS. The performance of 
ID RS can be improved for large files by using RS product codes or two-dimensional (2D) RS
[90] -  [92]. To ease complexity, it could be advantageous to have one FEC code implementation 
in a terminal, thus one RS mother code could be fed appropriate parameters to act as ID RS or 2D 
RS, instead of having to switch from RS for small files and to LDGM for large files for example.
With 2D RS, packets are assembled in a 2D matrix to produce row-wise and column-wise parity
packets as depicted in Figure 3-4. Each row or column is essentially a single block of ID RS. In 
the decoding stage of 2D RS, missing data packets from a given row can be recovered if that 
particular row receives at least k packets or if their respective columns receive at least k packets; 
however, even if both conditions are false, the respective columns may eventually have k packets 
through the decoding of other rows. Decoding of a 2D block starts with rows/columns and then 
columns/rows before the process iterates; the process terminates if one of the following conditions 
is satisfied:
• All the original packets have been recovered
• An iteration does not yield any more recovered packets
Data
packets ^  r* ““ N
Row-wise 
parity 
I packets
□;
Column-wise parity packets
Figure 3-4: An example of a 2D RS block.
The block success rate equation for 2D RS is one of the RS research issues. The block success 
rate or probability of recovering a block under uniform, independent packet loss in ID RS can 
easily be formulated as it is known that at least k packets are required to attain full recovery. The 
formula allows a quick understanding of the behaviour of ID RS whilst considering different files 
sizes and packet loss rates without the need for running extensive time-consuming simulations.
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However, for 2D RS, a similar formula is not yet available; the iterative decoding process means 
that there is not a universal threshold for the number of packets received to guarantee full 
recovery. In the example depicted in Figure 3-5, one pattern with four erasures at positions (1,2, 
9, 10) is fully recoverable whereas another at positions (6, 7, 8, 10) is not. The decoding process 
of 2D RS is rather mechanistic as the rows are decoded first, then the columns, or vice-versa, and 
the process iterates. It may be possible to try other sequences to exploit the fact that less decoding 
work is done when there are fewer erasures to be recovered from a constituent ID block so as to 
reduce complexity.
3 4
7 8
Figure 3-5: An example of 2D RS with: /i/ = 4, = 3, ki= k 2 = 2.
There is also another option for improving ID RS which could be explored: zigzag RS. This 
alternative could be similar to the zigzag codes analysed in [93]. The motivation behind zigzag 
RS is to enhance ID RS by ensuring that adjacent FEC blocks carry information about each other, 
thus mitigating the coupon collector problem mentioned in subsection 3.1.2.
3.1.3.2 Low Density Generator Matrix (LDGM)
LDGM codes [87]-[89] are open source FEC codes developed by INRIA; software 
implementations are available from [94]. There are three types of LDGM codes: LDGM or 
LDGM Standard, LDGM Staircase, and LDGM Triangle. These codes differ in the properties of 
their respective parity check matrices. However, once the parity matrix is created, the encoding 
and decoding processes for these three codes are the same.
Unlike, RS, the generation of each parity packet does not directly involve all the original packets. 
This is the root cause of the block reception overhead in large codes. In addition, the generation of 
a parity packet requires no GF arithmetic, only the simple XOR-ing of the packets identified by a 
parity check matrix (see Figure 3-6), thus allowing higher codec throughputs compared to RS. 
Each row of the parity check matrix is called a check node, which is simply a constraint defining 
the relationship between specific packets identified ‘I’s, e.g., in Figure 3-6, at cl, 
A 0  C © Pi = 0 or in other words, parity packet PI is created by XOR-ing packets A and C.
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Figure 3-6: An example of a parity check matrix for LDGM Standard.
Decoding takes places iteratively as follows:
1. When a packet arrives at the decoder, replace it in all the check nodes.
2. Identify recovered additional original data and parity packets as a result of the packet 
received in step 1 or step 3 (go to step 4 if there are none); in this respect, a packet is 
recovered if it is the only one still missing from a particular check node.
3. Replace each recovered packets in all the check nodes (go to step 2).
4. Go to step 1 if there are original packets which are yet to be recovered and if new packets 
are still arriving at the decoder, otherwise stop decoding.
Table 3-1 demonstrates this algorithm by showing the packet(s) recovered upon the reception of 
each packet at a decoder using the parity check matrix in Figure 3-6.
received A C P2 D
Packets recovered A C, PI P2,B D,P3
Table 3-1: An example of iterative decoding with the use of the parity check matrix in Figure 3-6.
Descriptions of the parity check matrices for the three types of LDGM codes follow.
3.1.3.2.1 LDGM (Standard)
In LDGM, all the parity packets are linked to exactly one check node, thus yielding an identity 
matrix in the second part of the parity check matrix, as seen in Figure 3-6.
3.1.3.2.2 LDGM Staircase
In LDGM Staircase, each parity packet is linked to one or more check nodes in such a way that a 
the identity matrix in the second half of the parity check matrix form LDGM is now replaced by a 
staircase matrix as depicted in Figure 3-7. Since parity packets are now protected, LDGM 
significantly reduces the block reception overhead compared to LDGM Standard, but at the 
expense of codec throughput. For example, packet P2 can be recovered through packets A, B, and 
Pl\ this allows P2 to be used in check node 3 if required. On the contrary, with LDGM, an erased 
parity packet cannot be recovered unless all original packets in the associated check node are 
known, but in that case the parity packet is not required.
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Figure 3-7; An example of a parity check matrix for LDGM Staircase.
3.13.2.3 LDGM Triangle
The LDGM Triangle parity check matrix is formed by the addition of ‘I ’s to the empty triangle 
beneath the staircase diagonal in LDGM Staircase (see Figure 3-7). This variation leads to a 
performance increase, i.e., lower block reception overhead, compared to LDGM Staircase for 
F  < 2.5; on the other hand, the encoding is slightly slower since there are more ‘I ’s per row, 
which lead to more XOR operations.
3.1.3.3 Low Density Parity Check (LDPC)
LDPC codes were invented by Gallagher in the early 1960s [95], and they are the inspiration for 
most of the large codes such as Tornado, LDGM, and Raptor. LDPC codes differ from the three 
aforementioned LDGM codes as each parity packet now takes part in several check nodes 
randomly selected. This feature makes encoding difficult since the parity check matrix cannot 
now function directly as a generator matrix in the formation of parity packets; instead, a set of n -  
k linear equations must be solved, where n - k  parity packets take the role of variables [87], [89]. 
Hence, the encoding process is much slower compared to LDGM codes. Furthermore, LDPC 
shows prohibitive memory requirements and offers no advantage over LDGM codes [87], [89].
3.1.3.4 Raptor
Raptor codes [96]-[99] were designed by researchers from Digital Fountain, Inc., by building on 
their earlier work on Luby Transform (LT) [100] and Tornado codes [84]. Although Raptor codes 
are protected by patents, they have been selected for use in both MBMS and DVB-H, and they are 
under consideration in DVB-SH. Apart form having a noticeably low block reception overhead in 
the order of 1 -  2%, Raptor codes are expandable, meaning that an encoder can generate as many 
parity packets as possible on demand. Flexibility is thus higher, since n does not have to be fixed 
beforehand, which is the case with RS, LDGM, and LDPC codes. For example, if a multicast 
session involved the transmission of on demand parity packets (parity packets which were not 
transmitted in the first round), the use of LDGM and RS codes would be inefficient compared to 
Raptor; LDGM and RS codes would require transmission of earlier packets upon exhaustion of
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the on demand parity packets, if users were still not satisfied. A Raptor encoder, instead, would 
simply generate new parity packets, thus avoiding repetition or inefficiency. For this reason. 
Raptor codes are also referred to as rateless codes, i.e., the code rate approaches zero as n »  k.
The encoding process in Raptor codes occurs in two stages:
1. The original k packets are encoded into intermediate packets using a block code which 
guarantees that first k packets in the output of stage two are source packets.
2. The output from stage one is passed to an LT encoder which works as follows:
a. A degree d for an output packet is chosen based on a given distribution 
(robust soliton distribution in the case of the standard LT code [100]).
b. A particular output packet is created by XOR-ing d distinct packets which are 
selected uniformly at random from the intermediate packets.
As is the case with other systematic codes, the decoder does no work if all the original data 
packets anive intact. However, if some data packets are missing, the decoder attempts to generate 
sufficient intermediate packets from the available packets so that it can then generate the missing 
data packets.
3.1.4 Other FEC Codes
Other FEC codes which have been used at packet-level include simple FEC codes [45], online 
[101], convolutional [102], [103], and LDPC Copper [104]-[106] codes.
Simple FEC codes entail simple XOR operations. A group of k data packets are XOR-ed together 
to generate a single parity packet; this allows a receiver to recover the original k data packets as 
long as it receives any k of the A: + 1 transmitted packets. Packets can even be grouped in a 2D 
matrix with each row and column having a single parity packet. However, as admitted by the 
authors in [45], these simple FEC codes are for very low loss conditions which are quite rare in 
satellite environments.
Online codes are rateless codes as is the case with LT and Raptor codes. The encoding and 
decoding processes of online and LT codes have some similarities. The designers of online codes 
even claim that their codes are more computationally efficient than LT codes. However, a study 
comparing the two codes does not exist. In any case, there are some stark differences between the 
two codes: LT codes appear prominently in various standardisation activities as a component of 
Raptor codes, are protected by patents, and are part of commercial products whereas online codes 
only appear in a few publications!
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Convolutional codes are not rateless. A convolutional encoder acts on a continuous stream of 
packets and its output depends on the current input and one or more of previous inputs. A 
convolutional code is described by the parameters (n, k, m). For every k information packets, n 
output packets, called a code group, are generated. The parameter m denotes the constraint length, 
which shows how many previous code groups affect one redundant packet. References [102] and 
[103] present a study comparing convolutional and RS codes; convolutional codes are shown to 
outperform RS codes in terms of bandwidth efficiency. Nevertheless, the work only considers low 
packet loss rates in the region of 1% which are more relevant for the Internet than a satellite 
environment. Studies on how convolutional codes compare with large PLFEC codes such as 
LDGM are also yet to surface.
LDPC Copper codes can be considered a flavour of LDGM codes since their parity check matrix 
can also be used to directly provide information for the generation of parity packets. NEC, Inc., 
proposed LDPC Copper codes for protecting MBMS content, but Raptor codes were selected 
ahead of these codes and RS due to their superior performance when considering the aggregate 
effect of both block reception overhead and decoding complexity. Although, NEC, Inc., showed 
that LDPC Copper codes outperform RS codes under specific settings, their comparison with 
LDGM and Raptor is yet to be made.
hi general, the comparison of FEC codes only considers uniform packet losses or burst losses 
where the burst length consists of a few packets. However, the S-band, which is the proposed 
frequency band for S-DMB, may have burst lengths consisting of several packets and this may 
affect the balance of power between the FEC codes.
3.2 Interleaving
Interleaving [107] is another technique deployed for years at the physical layer to increase the 
error recovery capability of FEC codes in die presence of burst errors. Burst errors may be due to 
the memory of the channel itself, e.g., mobile fading channels. The rationale behind interleaving 
is to spread data symbols from one block over several blocks in order to transform burst eiTors 
into random eiTors, which FEC codes find easier to correct. Interleaving entails the use of an 
interleaver at a sender to reorder FEC encoded data before transmission, and a de-interleaver at a 
receiver to restore the order before FEC decoding.
The motivation for interleaving information at packet-level is similar. Bursts of erasures may be 
the result of drop-tail buffer management schemes at the intermediate routes on the data flow path 
or sustained link outage intervals in die case of wireless links. Similar to FEC, interleaving is also 
highly scalable since no user feedback is required. It must be noted that interleaving does not 
correct erasures; hence, applying interleaving without FEC would be futile except in audio/video
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streaming applications where interleaving improves the performance of error concealment 
techniques, and hence the perceived media quality [42], [108]. Nonetheless, interleaving is 
applied carefully in streaming applications because it adds latency. This latency is of an order that 
does not pose major concerns for file download services.
In general, there are two types of interleavers at the physical layer: block and convolutional [107]. 
These are also applicable at packet-level. In addition, random interleaving is also recommended 
for LDGM at packet-level [87], [89]. There is no easy answer with regards to the best interleaver 
and parameters: this depends on the packet loss characteristics, which in turn depend on the 
specific system and transmission environment. The actual characterisation of data loss at packet 
level has to take into account the impact of the physical and link layers of the radio interface. The 
three aforementioned interleaving techniques are now described in turn.
3.2.1 Block Interleaving
Block interleaving is more relevant to RS since this code is likely to have several FEC blocks. A 
critical parameter is the interleaving depth or degiee, which is defined as the number of blocks 
spanned by packets from a certain FEC block when spread; its value is two or greater. In general, 
the performance improves with increasing interleaving depth. If a file has four FEC blocks and all 
are involved in interleaving, there are two possibilities:
• interleaving depth = 2: send the first packet from block one, then the first from block two, 
followed by the second packet from block one, and so on; do the same to blocks three and 
four.
• interleaving depth = 4 (or maximum depth): send the packets in this order -  first packet 
from block one, first packet from block two, first packet form block three, first packet 
form block four, second packet form block one, second packet form block two, and so on.
The example in Figure 3-8 shows the benefits of interleaving: each FEC block can only recover 
from a maximum of two erasures, but interleaving spreads the three erasures into one for FEC 
block A, and two for FEC block B, thus enabling full recovery.
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Figure 3-8: An illustration of the benefîts of block interleaving in the presence of a burst of erasures.
3.2.2 Convolutional Interleaving
Convolutional interleaving is applicable to both small and large codes. A convolutional 
interleaver takes a packet stream at its input and ensures that there is a constant number of packets 
between packets, which were adjacent in the original stream. For example, an original packet 
sequence 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 could be 0, -3, -6, -9, 4,1, -2, -5, 8, 5, 2, -1, etc., after interleaving 
which results in once adjacent packets being separated by four packets.
3.2.3 Random Interleaving
Random interleaving takes an original sequence of packets and randomises it before transmission. 
This can work for one FEC block, usually the case with large codes, or many FEC blocks, which 
is the norm for RS. It is possible to combine block interleaving and random interleaving for RS. 
On this occasion, it is possible to have an interleaving depth of one so that the packet sequence is 
randomised per FEC block. An interleaving depth of two results in the packet sequence being 
randomised per two FEC blocks as illustrated in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9: An example of integrated random and block interleaving witb block interleaving depths
one and two.
3.3 Data Carousels
With data carousels, information is organized into data items corresponding to a single file or a 
batch of files, which are transmitted repeatedly in the broadcast medium according to a specific 
schedule. The problem of scheduling broadcast transmissions first became relevant in the context 
of teletext and videotext in the 1980s [109]. It found renewed interest in the 1990s in the context 
of datacasting, i.e., broadcast data dissemination, the focus being mainly on wireless network 
settings [110], [111]. Studies have mainly evolved around the design of scheduling algorithms 
that can enhance user interactivity or pseudo-interactivity in push, pull, and hybrid push-pull 
settings, while respecting the power and computational constraints related to wireless 
environments and devices.
Under the pull setting, explicit requests for files are sent to the network. However, the push setting 
is particularly attractive for unidirectional wireless networks since it does not require user 
feedback. Instead of sending an explicit request to the network, a user interacts with their UE 
through a menu to indicate which file they want; subsequently, the UE tunes in to the broadcast 
when the requested item is just about to appear on the schedule. In case the UE does not succeed 
in retrieving the whole item, it has to wait for subsequent appearances of the item until it retrieves 
it correctly. Items can be recovered in one-shot or cumulative mode, as shown in Figure 3-10. The 
two item retrieval techniques introduce a trade-off between data access speed and memory 
requirements.
A well-designed schedule takes into account the relative demand (live requests for pull and 
historical data for push) for each data item so that the number of appearances of each item in the 
schedule increases with the demand for it (for example see Figure 3-11). In this way the average 
time required from a random user to retrieve an item can be minimized [110], and the pseudo­
interactivity perceived by the user improves. The mean response or download time is the key
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user-oriented metric for the carousel efficiency. It is defined as the expected value of the 
download time when considering the whole user population and all carousel items; the download 
time is in turn defined as the time that elapses between the time instant when the user expresses 
his desire to access a particular item, to the time when that item is successfully retrieved from the 
broadcast schedule and is stored at his terminal.
Item one Item two •  •  •  Item one Item one
a | b | c a | b | c
Packet
status yx y y y x yyy
One-shot
Discard
received
packets
Discard received 
packets Retrieval of |  item one 
complete
Cumulative
Retrieval of item 
one complete
■, Store received I packets
Figure 3-10: An illustration of one-shot and cumulative item retrieval techniques.
Item ID 1 2 3 4Demand
Probability 0.25 0.25 0.25 025
Broadcast schedule with each item equally popular among users
Item ID 1 2 3 4Demand
ProtMbllltv 0.48 0.24 0.16 0.12
Broadcast schedule with each item having different popularity among users
Figure 3-11: The first 10 items, each of unit length, in uniform and non-uniform item demand 
schedules generated by algorithm A [110] (with initial R values set to -1) in the absence or errors.
With regards to adding PLFEC to data carousels, the scheduling community is yet to consider it. 
On the other hand, the FEC community has very few studies which attempt a joint investigation of 
the two mechanisms [98], [112]-[116]. The authors of [112] and [113] consider a data carousel 
with only one file and show that the inclusion of FEC (ID RS) reduces the number of broadcast 
cycles required to recover a file. In [114], a sender that repeatedly transmits a single ID RS- 
encoded file is considered and the importance of the transmission order of packets from each FEC 
block is emphasised; it is indicated that the download is faster when more unique packets arrive at 
the receiver. One code that is not short of unique packets is Raptor. In [98], it is reported that both 
DVB-H service coverage and carousel response time improve when considering fixed file size 
carousels incorporating Raptor FEC. Coupling encoded carousels with post-delivery file repair 
procedures [49], [50], the service operator has higher flexibility in achieving the desired level of 
transport reliability. On the whole, these studies are rather limited since carousel properties such 
as item popularity, variable file sizes in the same carousel, appropriate scheduling, and tradeoffs 
between item retrieval techniques are not considered; furthermore, the option of using more than
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one FEC code in the same carousel and ways of assigning FEC redundancy to each carousel item 
are not addressed.
3.4 Feedback-based Schemes
As mentioned earlier in subsection 2.4.3 some form of user feedback is required in order to 
achieve full reliability. Since real-time or online return channels are not deemed cost-efficient for 
S-DMB and other similar systems, offline feedback is the most common type of feedback 
available in these systems. Nonetheless, it may be possible to draw on some of the online 
feedback approaches in wireline networks so as to make online feedback scalable or cost-efficient 
in S-DMB.
3.4.1 ARQ
The most basic form of user feedback is ARQ [81], [117]. The three common types of ARQ are 
stop-and-wait, go-back-N (CBN), and selective-repeat (SR).
In stop-and-wait ARQ, one segment of data is transmitted and the sender stops to wait for an 
ACK from the receiver; if a receiver receives the segment correctly, it sends an ACK to the sender 
which in turn sends another segment of data upon reception of the ACK for the previous segment. 
However, if the first segment is received in error, the receiver sends a NACK to the sender which 
then retransmits that particular segment before stopping to wait for an ACK. This stop-and-wait 
approach results in idle time, i.e., inefficiency, which is worse for environments with long 
propagation delays and high levels of data loss.
GBN eliminates the idle time in stop-and-wait since the sender transmits data segments in a 
contiguous manner; the receiver still sends ACKs and NACKs accordingly. However, the sender 
reacts in different way to stop-and-wait upon the reception of a NACK; if the sender transmits 
data segments 1 ,2 ,3 , 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, and receives a NACK for data segment 4, it retransmits 
data segments 4 to 8 instead of data segment 4 only. The idea behind this behaviour is that a 
buffer is not required at the receiver to restore the order of the data segments since they all arrive 
in order.
Although better than stop-and-wait, GBN results in unnecessary retransmissions especially when 
the propagation delay is long and the data rate is high. SR can overcome this ineffectiveness since 
it improves on GBN by retransmitting a data segment if it receives a NACK for that specific data 
segment. Nonetheless, SR requires the use of a buffer at the receiver for restoring the order of the 
data segments, e.g., after transmitting data segments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, a sender receives a
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NACK for data segment 4 which is then immediately retransmitted, so assuming correct reception 
for all the other data segments, the received sequence at the receiver is 1, 2, 3, 5, 6,7, 8, and 4.
An example of a transport protocol which incoiporates some form of ARQ is TCP. The form of 
ARQ in TCP works in a similar fashion to stop-and-wait with some exceptions:
• Often more than one data segment is sent at a time; there is a dynamic value for the 
number of data segments a sender can transmit at once and this dynamic value is 
determined by the congestion and flow control mechanisms of TCP.
• The receiver does not send NACKs; instead, the TCP sender has a retransmission timer to 
guard against lost data segments and/or ACKs. Upon the expiration of the retransmission 
timer for a particular data segment, the TCP sender retransmits it.
The main drawback of basic ARQ schemes in multicast environments is that they result in 
feedback implosion where the sender, network entities, and links on the path from receivers to the 
sender are overwhelmed with feedback information. If the number of receivers is X, and the 
uniform, independent packet loss rate is p, then the probability that a data packet needs to be
retransmitted is 1 -  (l — ; evidently, this probability increases as X  increases, thus making
basic ARQ unsuitable for communication with large audiences which are typical in S-DMB. It is 
also difficult for the sender to keep track of the status of each packet at each receiver; this 
information is required so that the sender can release packets from its buffers if it has received X  
ACKs. Therefore pure or basic ARQ is usually combined with one or more mechanisms to enable 
high scalability and avoid feedback implosion.
3.4.2 Hybrid ARQ
Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) [81], [117] -  [124] entails the integration of ARQ and FEC to combat the 
wealaiess of the individual mechanisms. In p-t-m communications, FEC offers high scalability 
and partial reliability, whereas pure ARQ offers very limited scalability and full reliability. 
Needless to say, HARQ outperforms pure ARQ. In HARQ, feedback is reduced by the use of:
• Bitmaps to send a feedback packet for an entire FEC block instead of sending one
feedback packet per transmitted packet like ARQ
• NACKs only instead of both ACKs and NACKs.
• FEC which negates the need to send retransmission requests if the FEC decoder can
recover missing data packets.
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The two common types of HARQ are Type I  and Type II [81], [117] -  [119]. For a receiver with a 
FEC block consisting of k data packets, h parity packets, and a reserve parity packets, these 
HARQ mechanisms function as follows:
• Type I
o 1st transmission: send (k + h) packets
o Retransmit missing data packets if there are repair requests.
• Type II:
o 1st transmission: send (k + h )  packets
o If there are repair requests, transmit the remaining a parity packets
o Upon exhaustion of the reserve parity packets, retransmit missing data packets if 
there are still repair requests.
Type n  is more efficient than Type I since it is more effective to send reserve parity packets than 
to retransmit missing data packets especially when packet losses are highly uncorrelated among 
receivers. At worst, the transmission of reserve paiity packets is as good as the retransmission of 
missing data packets when packet losses are highly correlated. Type II is also referred to as 
adaptive FEC since the amount of FEC redundancy is adapted according to reception conditions. 
The values of the parameters h and a can be estimated by using the algorithm proposed in [124]. 
Despite being more scalable than Type I, Type II may penalise UE in terms of processing 
requirements since after a retransmission, a UE could end up with k packets most of which are 
parity packets but the decoding work increases with the number of missing data packets.
The choice of FEC code in HARQ has received little attention. ID RS is extremely efficient if a 
file has one FEC block since a single reserve parity packet can recover a single lost data packet at 
any receiver whether all the receivers have the same missing data packet or a different missing 
data packet. In other words, the ID RS reserve parity packet is universal per FEC block. On the 
other hand, if the FEC code is LDGM and the maximum number of missing data packets is one, a 
single reserve parity packet is likely to be insuffcient as every data packet is not directly involved 
in the generation of each parity packet. In the case of larger files, ID RS requires the splitting of 
files into a number of FEC blocks whereas LDGM can encode the whole file without splitting. 
Therefore, ID RS requires the retransmission of a number of parity packets equating to the sum of 
the maximum number of missing data packets in each FEC block, but due to the block reception 
overhead problem it is unclear if and when LDGM would require a number of packets less than 
this sum. It would be interesting to note if the performance cut-off points between different FEC 
codes are the same under HARQ as they are for the unidirectional case.
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To further improve scalability and the avoidance of feedback implosion, ARQ or HARQ can also 
be combined with one or mom feedback suppression mechanisms which can be either timer-based 
or structure-based.
3.4.3 Timer-based Feedback Suppression
Timer-based feedback suppression [125]-[129] spreads feedback over time so as to avoid 
feedback implosion. Receivers listen to feedback from other receivers and feedback suppression is 
achieved subsequently when a receiver which is yet to send feedback detects a feedback message 
that directly coincides with or eclipses its own pending request. Receivers listen to other feedback 
messages either directly when a receiver transmits a feedback message via multicast or indirectly 
when the sender multicasts a copy of the feedback message which it received via unicast from one 
of the receivers. Timer-based feedback suppression entails the use of random back-off timers, 
time slots, and probabilistic polls to spread feedback over time.
When employing random back-off timers [125], [126], a receiver waits until the expiration of its 
respective timer before sending feedback; if the receiver detects other feedback messages which 
match or eclipse its own while its timer is counting down, then the timer is cancelled. A unicast 
feedback channel has worse feedback latency than a multicast feedback channel since feedback is 
unicast to the sender which then multicasts it to the rest of the group. There is also a trade-off 
between the latency of the feedback and the amount of suppressed feedback messages.
Random back-off timers are often combined with representatives [127] -  [130]. In general, 
representatives transmit their feedback immediately or almost immediately after detecting data 
loss without waiting for the expiration of back-off timers in an effort to accelerate the response to 
feedback. A non-representative only transmits feedback if its pending request has not been 
eclipsed after the expiration of its back-off timer. The selection of representatives is an important 
feature in combating feedback implosion. On the one hand there is the simple approach of the 
sender selecting representatives based on the average number of NACKs over a probing period.
On the other hand, there is the more detailed but more effective approach of the sender selecting 
representatives based on logical or physical areas.
The use of time slots attains feedback suppression by only allowing random users to transmit their 
requests during specific periods or time slots [130]. In probabilistic polls [130], a sender 
multicasts a poll message to a multicast group where each receiver has a different probability of 
replying to the poll, thus alleviating feedback implosion. Targeted slotting improves on standard j
time slots by letting receivers with a particular metric value respond in earlier time slots than i
receivers which have a higher or lower value for that metric. Targeted probabilistic polling 
improves on standard probabilistic polling in the same way.
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Another form of feedback suppression which is similar to the use of time slots is the use of a finite 
number of return channels which is less than the number of receivers; in this case, receivers are 
assigned a return channel at appropriate moments [131]. The delay in the response to feedback 
increases as the number of return channels decreases.
All the aforementioned works assume that each receiver has a real-time return channel either 
permanently or via channel assignment algorithms. Furthermore, the systems considered are either 
totally wireline or hybrid satellite-terrestrial systems where the end-users are connected to very 
small aperture terminals (VSATs) for reception of satellite signals; a single VS AT can serve 
several end-users who have the option of sending feedback via satellite (wireless) or a terrestrial 
(wireline) link. In S-DMB or similar systems, where the immediate links to and from the users are 
wireless, a first step to introducing real-time feedback may find this unattractive. It may be 
worthwhile exploring an approach which only employs very few strategically placed permanent 
feedback representatives which are controlled by the network operator; with the aid of FEC, this 
solution could prove highly scalable and cost-efficient compared to the unidirectional and fully 
bidirectional cases.
In summary, the advantage of timer-based feedback suppression, unlike their structure-based 
counterparts, is that it is an end-to-end solution requiring minimal support from network 
infrastructure.
3.4.4 Structure-based Feedback Suppression
Structure-based feedback suppression entails the use of grouped distributed error recoveiy (DER) 
to ease the burden of error recovery on the source or sender [132]; other terms associated with 
structure-based feedback suppression feedback aggi-egation and local recovery. Another form 
of DER is ungrouped DER, but this does not fall under structure-based feedback suppression as 
any member of the entire multicast group can respond to a NACK.
In grouped DER, receivers are placed in clusters which can confine NACKs and responses to 
these NACKs; a NACK only propagates towards the source if the leader of a given cluster cannot 
respond accordingly to one or more NACKs from members of that cluster. Grouped DER includes 
hierarchical feedback filtering, so a cluster leader may not necessarily have direct access to the 
source since a number of cluster leaders can be part of another cluster higher up the multicast ti*ee 
where the leader in that cluster is not the source.
In contrast to DER, the source is exclusively responsible for eiTor recovery in centralised error 
recovery (CER). A comparison was made between CER and grouped DER with both schemes 
featuring HARQ Type II [132]. The CER also included random back-off timers. It was shown that 
grouped DER outperforms CER on the whole in terms of latency and bandwidth efficiency.
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Nevertheless, CER is more desirable because it can be more easily implemented than grouped 
DER which requires considerable network support, e.g., the formation of multicast subgroups and 
the need for network routers to function as cluster leaders.
It is difficult to envisage structure-based feedback suppression for S-DMB because of the one-hop 
nature of the network. A tree-like network is better suited to feedback aggregation and local 
recovery. Feedback aggregation and local recovery could be provided in S-DMB via the use of 
cellular networks and/or multiple hops on the path from the satellite to receivers, e.g., satellite to 
high altitude platforms (HAPs) [133], HAPs to IMRs, and IMRs to receivers, and/or various 
combinations thereof. Cellular networks, IMRs, HAPs, and the satellite could all be equipped to 
respond to NACKs emanating either directly from receivers, e.g., in the case of terrestrial 
networks and IMRs, or from other network entities, e.g., the satellite responding to NACKs from 
HAPs. The main concerns are the cost of adding HAPs in the S-DMB forward path, the cost of 
enabling intermediate network entities to respond to NACKs, and the cost of providing real-time 
return channels for all users. The use of very few permanent network controlled representatives 
mentioned in section 3.4.3 seems to be a more plausible route for the introduction of real-time 
feedback messages via terrestrial p-t-p links with the subsequent responses being delivered via 
satellite. Currently, the only feedback permitted in S-DMB is offline feedback; this is the main
component of post-delivery file repair procedures which are triggered after the completion
unidirectional download sessions with zero real-time feedback channels.
3.4.5 Post-delivery File Repair
Post-delivery file repair procedures are more applicable to wireless multicast systems than their 
wireline counterparts since real-time feedback is normally available in wireline systems to enable 
full file recovery. Post-delivery file repair procedures entail the transmission of offline feedback,
i.e., after the broadcast/multicast file download session (one-off or caiousel delivery) has 
terminated, from the receivers to one of several file repair servers [40], [41], [49], [50], [134]- 
[136]. In order to conserve network resources, repair requests are spread in time through random 
back-off timers and across multiple file repair servers; in addition, there is also the possibility to 
send repair data in either p-t-p or p-t-m mode depending on specified efficiency thresholds. The 
approach is similar in botli DVB-H [49] and MBMS [50]:
• The receiver
1. Determines the lost data from a file download session
2. Computes a random back-off time and randomly selects a repair sever from a list
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3. Transmits a repair request message to the chosen server at the computed time; the 
messages identifies the missing source packets.
• In response, the file repair server sends a repair response message containing one of the 
following:
1. The requested data -  a response constituting a p-t-p file repair session
2. A redirection to another file repair server
3. Details on how to access a p-t-m file repair session
4. An eiTor message.
An error message from the file repair sever may be due to a number or reasons such as 
overloading and gateway timeout. In this situation, the receiver can still choose another file repair 
server from its list; if all the servers fail, the receiver has to wait for an update of the list of file 
repair servers.
As expected, the file repair procedure in S-DMB is similar to that in MBMS (or DVB-H) as the 
repair data can delivered through p-t-m (satellite) or p-t-p (terrestrial) mode as illustrated in 
Figure 3-12. Although some repair requests are also generated with the help of random back-off 
timers in S-DMB, the repair requests from receivers can either be unsolicited or explicitly 
solicited unlike MBMS where the repair requests are implicitly solicited by deciphering 
appropriate fields in FLUTE and/or (Session Description Protocol) SDP indicating the termination 
of a file delivery session. If the requests are solicited, random back-off timers are employed at 
receivers to spread requests over time. The requests are sent via p-t-p terrestrial connections, but 
unlike MBMS, the S-DMB server(s) uses the satellite to multicast a copy of any request to the 
entire group so that receivers who are yet to send their requests can update theirs accordingly. For 
example, a receiver waiting to send its request may discard it because the data it wants has already 
been requested by another receiver. The approach to multicast a copy of any given request 
appears to make sense in S-DMB for two reasons: first, one spot-beam can cover the entire 
multicast group in contrast to MBMS where several cells are usually required to reach the entire 
group; and second, S-DMB potentially has considerably more users compared to MBMS, so it is 
beneficial to limit the feedback from users. All the same, studies are yet to be conducted to 
examine how the MBMS and S-DMB solicited feedback approaches fare in either system. 
Unsolicited repair requests in S-DMB are generated by receivers which still have missing data 
after previous p-t-m retransmissions. Yet again, a copy of every request is multicast via satellite to 
the entire group. It may be beneficial to other receivers which also having missing data if the S- 
DMB sever(s) uses p-t-m to retransmit the missing data. However, if there are only a few
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receivers interested, this is inefficient. An alternative is the use of terrestrial p-t-p connections 
which offer the last chance for data recovery.
On the whole, algorithms to decide whether to use p-t-m or p-t-p mode for sending repair data in 
both MBMS and S-DMB are critical for efficient bandwidth consumption in either system. Such 
an algorithm for DVB-H is presented in Annex B of [49], but it is unclear if it is wholly 
applicable to MBMS and S-DMB. A cost function which decides between p-t-m satellite 
communication and terrestrial p-t-p communication is presented in [137]; the function is for a 
generic hybrid satellite-terrestrial system, but it can be used a starting point for S-DMB. Post­
delivery file repair could also be delivered in a hierarchical fashion in S-DMB. There could be up 
to five post-delivery file repair phases in the following order of decreasing scalability: p-t-m via 
satellite, p-t-m via HAPs, p-t-m via terrestrial broadcast networks e.g., DVB-H, p-t-m via 
terrestrial cellular networks e.g., MBMS, and finally p-t-p via terrestrial networks.
 ^ ,N passes
Passive push 
(data carousels)
End of pass N
Are there 
retransmission 
requests?
End of content 
transmission
Terrestrial p-t-p 
selective 
retransmissions
Do they 
exceed a certain 
threshold?
Satellite p-t-m 
selective 
retransmissions
End of p-t-m retransmissions
Are there 
still retransmission 
requests?
Figure 3-12: Data recovery stages for S-DMB cold download services.
The use of FEC codes in post-delivery repair has some open issues. A study comparing different 
FEC codes over the whole picture, i.e., phase 1 -  complete file delivery, and phase 2 -  post­
delivery file repair, is lacking. Furthermore, the specifications [49], [50] indicate that in phase 2 
receivers only identify source or data packets which are missing, but it may be advantageous to 
provide more information condensed in a bitmap about redundant packets as well because this 
may lead to higher bandwidth efficiency. For example, a sender transmits packets with the 
following properties; A © B = PI and B © C = P2 where packets A, B, and C are data packets.
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and packets PI and P2 are parity packets; if a receiver only gets packets PI and P2, it requests all 
three missing source packets as per specifications, but a closer examination reveals that sending 
packet B only also suffices since B XOR P2 recovers packet C, and B XOR PI recovers packet A.
3.5 Reliable Multicast Transport Protocols
A one-size-fits-all solution for reliable multicast transport does not exist due to a wide range of 
requirements from different applications and networks. Consequently, there are numerous reliable 
multicast transport protocols [1], [49], [50], [75]-[79], [88], [138]-[142]. Each protoco] 
incorporates some form of one or more of the aforementioned reliability mechanisms. Instead of 
presenting specific details of every reliable multicast transport protocol, two prominent protocols 
developed by the IETF RMT WO are summarised first: FLUTE [138] and NACK-Oriented 
Reliable Multicast (NORM) [43], [44]; these two protocols suit the two paradigms of 
unidirectional and bidirectional communication, respectively. In fact, as mentioned earlier in 
subsection 1.1.2, FLUTE has been selected for file download in both DVB-H [49] and MBMS 
[50]. Three satellite-specific protocols are also discussed. Finally, the review of reliable multicast 
transport protocols ends by highlighting the characteristics which distinguish different reliable 
multicast transport protocols.
3.5.1 FLUTE
FLUTE is responsible for the delivery of one file or a group of files; it is a unidirectional protocol 
which does not incorporate real-time feedback from receivers to the source. Asynchronous 
Layered Coding (ALC) [142] is the base protocol which FLUTE builds on by including session 
and file attributes through a file delivery table (FDT).
ALC consists of three building blocks (BBs): FEC [48], Layered Coding Transport (LCT) [143], 
and multiple rate congestion control in compliance with IETF criteria for evaluating reliable 
multicast transport protocols [144]; an example of a multicast congestion control protocol that is 
suitable for FLUTE is Wave and Equation Based Rate Control (WEBRC) as it requires no 
feedback from receivers [145].
The concept of layered coding was first introduced with reference to audio and video streams. For 
example, a TV broadcast can be partitioned into three layers, corresponding to black and white, 
colour, and High Definition Television. LCT takes this approach by allowing multiple streams or 
channels to originate from one sender to many receivers. The different channels can differ in 
terms of FEC coding and audio/video quality. It must be noted that the content is the same; it is 
the formatting that is different.
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The LCT header also carries congestion control information. Multiple rate congestion control is 
feedback free and it enables a given receiver to react to congestion by selecting only the channels 
that it capable of supporting inespective of other receivers, thus being massively scalable.
The FEC BB reduces the number of erasures and results in high scalability since it totally leaves 
erasure recovery in the hands of FEC decoders at the receivers. The FEC Payload ID uniquely 
identifies a packet generated or processed by a FEC encoder. A receiver needs to know about the 
transmitted file, e.g. its size and the type of FEC code. This information is contained in the FEC 
Object Transmission Information which is part of the FLUTE FDT.
3.5.2 NORM
Unlike FLUTE, NORM grants the use of real-time feedback (NACKs) from receivers to the
source. The NORM protocol [43] builds on the NORM BB to provide efficient, scalable and
robust transfer of bulk data by adding:
• NORM messages, including support of out-of-band information
• A FEC BB
• Congestion control based on TCP-Friendly Multicast Congestion Control (TFMCC) [146] 
The procedures specified by the NORM BB [44] are:
• NORM sender transmission strategies, e.g., caching transmitted data for retransmission or 
repair
• NACK-oriented repair process with timer-based feedback suppression
• Round-trip timing for adapting NORM timers
It is also documented that intermediate devices/systems, with knowledge of network topology, 
may offer assistance to NORM, e.g., NACK aggregation to enhance scalability, although NORM 
shall be capable of functioning in the absence of tliis option.
Group dynamics have an impact on NACK timing and congestion control. It is stated that, with 
the use of probabilistic, timer-based suppression techniques, the threshold is around 10,000 
receivers before the number of NACKs transmitted to the sender becomes a problem, i.e., NACK 
implosion [43], [44]. NORM sender messages have a group size field that is an estimate and is 
used in tuning random backoff timers. NACK timing is dependent on the group’s greatest round 
trip timing (GRTT). This is determined from time stamps in messages exchanged between the 
sender and receivers during a GRTT probing period. The sender advertises the GRTT to the 
whole group. The GRTT is part of the algorithm for computing the back-off timeout, which is 
independently chosen at each receiver based on a truncated exponential distribution. The
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algorithm may also optimise the back-off distribution given the number of receivers to reduce the 
number of NACKs, thus improving scalability.
The NACK process or cycle is initiated, i.e., the back-off timer is initialised, by any receiver 
which detects a missing data packet or determines that a missing data packet cannot be recovered 
at the end of the transmission of a FEC block. The NACK message is either unicast to the sender 
or multicast to the entire group. In the case of unicast feedback, the sender has to alert other 
receivers of pending repairs.
3.5.3 RMUS
Reliable Multicast over Unidirectional Satellite Link (RMUS) [139] is asymmetric and does not 
employ any form of FEC. Data transmission is interspersed with the error recovery process which 
consists of two main polling stages: in the first, all the receivers are polled for reception reports 
and only the lost packets are retransmitted; the second stage entails polling for reception reports 
from receivers which reported missing packets during the first polling stage. If there are still 
receivers with missing packets, the polling process continues for a predefined number of times 
and a receiver which does not report during this period is ignored. User feedback is obtained via a 
low bit-rate return link, which may be a satellite uplink or dial-up connection.
3.5.4 SRMTP
Satellite Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (SRMTP) [140] is window-based and the window
size is optimised with respect to the delay-bandwidth product of the satellite channel to realise a
high data rate. The network architecture under consideration has end-users, which receive 
multicast content directly from the satellite or via a local LAN connected to a receiving gateway. 
The return channels aie via satellite. The recovery mechanism is based on ACKs and NACKs; 
FEC is not considered. It is shown that SRMTP is enhanced by satellite onboard processing and 
buffering, i.e., the satellite retransmits missing packets, to outperform the following:
• SRMTP over a bent pipe satellite
• SRMTP with only onboard processing
• Multicast File Transfer Protocol [141]
3.5.5 SAT-RMTP
Unlike RMUS and SRMTP, SATellite Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (SAT-RMTP) [79] 
adopts FEC and HARQ, thus making it more scalable. SAT-RMTP supports receivers with and 
without return links. The sender solicits feedback periodically throughout the transfer of a file.
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Receivers with return links employ random timers to avoid feedback implosion. A receiver 
without a return link can benefit from the response of the sender to feedback generated by 
receivers with return links; alternatively, a receiver with a return link but with a timer which is yet 
to expire can suppress a pending request if the provided feedback is sufficient.
3.5.6 Key Characteristics of Protocols
Various classifications of reliable multicast transport protocols are available [75]-[77]. The 
provision of reliability can be segmented into three categories: data reliability, error reporting, and 
error recovery.
3.5.6.1 Data Reliability
Data reliability can also have number of subclasses: best ejfort, bounded latency, most recent, 
receiver-centred, and absolute. Best effort reliability refers to a transport protocol which makes 
no effort to improve on the reliability offered by the network layer; an example of such a protocol 
is UDP. Bounded latency means that each packet has a specific life-span. This is common in 
streaming applications where the retransmission of missing packet is not required if it cannot 
arrive within a specific time frame. Most recent reliability is relevant for data which changes 
frequently such as live basketball scores. Therefore, if a particular basketball score is lost and a 
new update arrives before retransmission can take place, the old data is rendered obsolete. 
Receiver-centred reliability describes the case where reliability is determined at the receiver; 
although the source may perform retransmissions, it has no knowledge of the status of each 
transmitted packet at each receiver. Absolute reliability is required by applications such as 
software updates; all the data packets sent to all the receivers must be coiTcctly received or 
recovered for the content to function.
3.5.6.2 Error Reporting
Error reporting contains two subclasses: communication patterns and policies. When a receiver 
wants to communicate an error, it can do so either via unicast or multicast. As for the enor 
reporting policies, these comprise ACKs, NACKs, timer-based feedback suppression, and 
structure-based feedback suppression, either individually or combinations thereof.
3.5.Ô.3 Error Recovery
Communication patterns and policies also constitute enor reporting, hi response to a 
retransmission request, the source or another network entity can use either unicast or multicast for 
the transmission of a repair packet. There are a number of policies for facilitating enor recovery; 
these fall into two categories, namely CER and DER. Furthermore in either category, the network
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entity retransmitting packets has the choice of employing some form of ARQ or HARQ. In CER, 
the sender may have:
1. Tight control, e.g., it may require an ACK from each receiver
2. Looser control, e.g., it may not be aware of the status of each packet at each receiver, but 
receivers contact it directly for retransmissions if they detect missing packets.
As mentioned previously, DER may be ungrouped or grouped. Ungrouped DER and grouped 
DER are also referred to as flat and hierarchical, respectively.
3.6 Implications for S-DMB
PLFEC is certainly the main reliability mechanisms as evidenced by its wide adoption in DVB-H, 
MBMS, and the IETF, and it is also ideal for S-DMB. Raptor codes require license fees, whereas 
RS and LDGM are virtually free. On the whole Raptor codes are better than RS and LDGM codes 
in terms of complexity and bandwidth efficiency; in addition. Raptor codes offer more flexibility 
as they are expandable. If licenses fees are deemed prohibitive, the" choice is between RS and 
LDGM codes. ID RS and LDGM codes on their own are unattractive because of the bandwidth 
penalties incurred when protecting large and small files, respectively. One option is to use both, 
codes, i.e., ID RS for protecting small files and LDGM for protecting large files. The other option 
is to use different forms of RS for different files sizes, e.g., ID RS for small files, zigzag RS for 
intermediate files, 2D RS for large, and 3-D RS for super-large files. S-DMB streaming requires 
the protection period to be short, equivalent to small or super-small files, to allow users to tune 
into and scan different channels quickly. The hot download service mainly has small files, and the 
cold download service has a very wide range of file sizes. One FEC code can be selected for all 
services or different combinations of FEC codes for different services. The choice of FEC code 
for a particular file or service depends on the relative costs of bandwidth efficiency, decoding 
complexity at resource-constrained handheld devices, and license fees.
Interleaving is applicable to all three S-DMB services. In the case of the streaming service, the 
interleaving period should be smaller than two seconds, in order to satisfy the requirement for 
quick scanning of content channels by the user. Interleaving may not be applicable at all for low 
transmission rates. In general, media-specific error concealment techniques in multimedia codecs 
make up for the reduced protection offered by the transport layer. The flexibility with respect to 
the interleaver configuration is higher for the hot download service and even higher for the cold 
download service. As mentioned earlier, the choice of the interleaver depth and/or type has to 
match the packet loss dynamics, while respecting the memory and processing requirements at the 
receivers.
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Data carousels are not applicable to S-DMB streaming due to the time constraints of this service. 
Dynamic data carousels [49] can be used with the hot download service since the content therein 
is expected to change frequently. On the other hand, the content delivered through the cold 
download service is not expected to change frequently, so static data carousels [49] can be 
employed. One-shot recovery is more suited to the hot download service since the content is small 
and chances are that the next appearance of a particular file on a carousel is a new version. On the 
other hand, cumulative recovery may be more suited to the cold download service because the 
content is static and larger so data recovery in a step by step manner at every appearance of a 
particular item can minimise the download time. This reasoning may have to be revised when 
considering an integrated carousel-FEC reliable transport layer.
In its present state, the only form of feedback applicable to S-DMB is post-delivery file repair 
which is only relevant for the cold download service. A possible way of introducing real-time 
feedback could be through the use of very few network controlled representatives providing 
feedback via dedicated teiTestrial p-t-p links with the source responding over the satellite forward 
path. It seems reasonable that this approach could be used in the hot and cold download services, 
but whether or not it can deliver retransmissions on time to satisfy the time constraints of the 
streaming service is open to debate. For more timely responses to feedback, network entities 
closer to the users, e.g., IMRs, may have to equipped with the capability to retransmit missing 
data, but the scalability of this method is highly questionable. When considering the various 
options to the introduction of feedback, the criteria for performing evaluations should at least 
include bandwidth consumption, perceived content quality, and download time.
The most suitable reliable multicast tiansport protocol for file download appliciations in the 
current version of S-DMB is FLUTE, since this protocol is fully unidirectional and has been 
adopted by both DVB-H and MBMS, systems which S-DMB seeks to be closely aligned with. 
However, SAT-RMTP may also be suitable for S-DMB as this protocol could function with zero 
return links. Furthermore, a future S-DMB implementation incorporating feedback representatives 
could use SAT-RMTP as this protocol can already support receivers with and without return links.
3.7 Summary
This chapter described a number of reliable multicast transport techniques, ranging from 
individual mechanisms such as FEC, data carousels, interleaving, and hybrid ARQ, to protocols 
such as FLUTE and NORM that amalgamate one or more reliability mechanisms. A wide range 
of outstanding research issues were also identified:
1. Reed-Solomon:
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a. The formulation and evaluation of file success rate bounds for 2D RS
b. The design and investigation of new decoding algorithms for 2D RS
c. The design of zigzag RS or an approach with similar effect and its standing with 
respect to ID and 2D RS.
2. A comparison of FEC codes:
a. Under S-band burst loss
b. Convolutional codes and other FEC codes
c. LDPC Copper codes, LDGM codes, and Raptor codes.
3. The design and characterisation of an integrated carousel-FEC reliable transport layer.
4. Feedback:
a. The choice of FEC code for HARQ
b. The introduction of feedback representatives in S-DMB
c. The addition of feedback aggregation and local recovery in S-DMB both online 
and offline
d. Algorithms for switching between p-t-m and p-t-p post-delivery file repair
e. The selection of FEC code in the overall file delivery cycle, i.e., p-t-m file 
download followed by p-t-m and/or p-t-p file repair
f. The optimisation of the response from the file repair server in p-t-p repair.
The upcoming chapters focus on proactive reliability mechanisms as they are suitable for the 
baseline S-DMB system. Chapter 4 compares different packet-level FEC codes under S-DMB 
burst losses. Chapter 5 explores 2D RS file success rate performance bounds and decoding 
algorithms. Chapter 6 investigates the integration data carousels and packet-level FEC. The work 
earned out assumes file download sessions (one-off or carousel delivery) with a single 
transmission rate or layer in a fully unidirectional setting with the option of post delivery file 
repair procedures.
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Chapter 4
4 A Comparison of FEC Codes
The S-band is relevant for S-DMB. The main contribution of this chapter is the comparison of 
FEC codes under S-band burst losses via simulations in the freely available Network Simulator 
ins) [155].
The chapter begins by introducing a hypothetical ideal FEC code to act as a reference for the 
simulation results and indicate to a certain extent how Raptor codes perform. Next, an overview 
of the simulator is presented. This is followed by simulation results which begin with a 
comparison of FEC codes under uniform packet losses so as to better appreciate the impact of S- 
band burst losses on the traditional balance of power between FEC codes. The simulation results, 
under both uniform and burst packet losses, are in terms of the file success rate versus the FEC 
stretch factor, and the overall minimum transmission overhead for a system implementing one p-t- 
m file delivery session immediately followed by a p-t-p file repair session leading to full file 
recovery by all receivers versus the initial overhead, i.e., the FEC stretch factor in the p-t-m file 
delivery phase.
4.1 An Ideal FEC Code .
The FEC codes selected for performance comparison are ID RS, 2D RS, LDGM, and a 
hypothetical ideal code. The principles of ID RS, 2D RS, and LDGM were explained in chapter
3. An ideal FEC code encodes a whole file of any size in one FEC block consisting of k data 
packets and n ~ k  parity packets; its decoder only requires any k packets to recover the file. Thus, 
similar to ID RS, an ideal code has no block reception overhead, but unlike ID RS, an ideal code 
does not require a large file to be split into multiple FEC blocks. A number of researchers have 
shown that the performance of Raptor codes is very close to that of an ideal code [98], [152]. 
However, when inteipreting the results of the ideal code, it must be remembered that Raptor codes 
perform relatively worse as they have some block reception overhead.
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4.2 Simulator Description and Setup
The freely available ns provides a platform for the simulations. The simulator has a number of 
useful built-in functions and it allows researchers to easily integrate their own modules. Appendix 
A contains the validation of the modules developed by this author. The packet flow along the 
main functions or modules in the simulator configuration for measuring the file success rate for a 
given value of F is depicted in Figure 4-1.
BroadcasVMulticast
1 *
Receiver
FEC Decoder uChannel 1
Packet Generator
FEC Decoder u
FEC Encoder u
FEC Decoder u
Channel 2
Channel T
Figure 4-1: An overview of the simulator in the configuration for measuring the file success rate for a
given FEC stretch factor.
4.2.1 The Source
The packet generator produces = L x  F  packets for a file with a total of L data packets. To
mimic the availability of pre-stored packets at a real BM-SC, a built-in constant bit rate (CBR) 
traffic source is used to transfer packets at 10 Gb/s to the selected FEC encoder; such a transfer 
rate ensures that the wireless link data rate is the bottleneck of the system.
The CBR source is attached to an object of a newly developed Agent, PLFEC, which houses the 
FEC and interleaver functions. All the FEC codecs were developed from scratch except for 
LDGM, part of which was adapted from version 1.8 of the openly available INRIA LDGM codec 
[94]. Each FEC encoder in the PLFEC Agent is a ‘dummy’ encoder as it does no real encoding 
work. Instead, its purpose is to appropriately label the header of each packet after arranging 
packets into different FEC blocks or rows and columns if applicable. There are seven options 
considered for the encoder (and decoder):
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i. RSn255\ ID RS with k , n < 2 5 5 ,  k < n
ii. RSk50\ ID RS with /c < 50, n < 255
iii. 2DRS
iv. LDGM Triangle 
V. LDGM Staircase
vi. LDGM (Standard)
vii. Ideal Code
When the selected encoder is ID RS, an algorithm (see [86], [87], [89], and [92]) works out how 
many data and parity packets there should be in each FEC block based on whether the ID RS 
code is RSn255 or RSk50; then, each packet header is assigned the appropriate FEC block 
number, packet ID, and packet type, i.e., data or parity packet. The process is similar for 2D RS: 
an algorithm (see [92]) works out how many data and parity packets there should be in each row 
and column; then, each packet header is assigned the appropriate row number, column number, 
and packet type. With any of the LDGM options and the ideal code, there is no need for an 
algorithm to split a file into FEC blocks or create a 2D block. Thus, each packet header is 
assigned the appropriate FEC block number, sequence number, and packet type, but the FEC 
block number is constant as there is only one FEC block.
After the header of a packet is labelled, the packet is sent to a Queue object -the interleaver- 
which collects all the packets before performing one of the following freshly added tasks:
i. No interleaving: the packets are transmitted in the order in which they airived
ii. Random interleaving: the packets are transmitted in a random order.
iii. Block interleaving: this is only applicable to ID RS and the specifics are in chapter 3.
The interleaver sends all the packets to a Node object (not shown in Figure 4-1) which in turn
transmits them to the receivers. Given the nature of the simulations (transport layer specific),
there is no advantage in utilising the more complicated satellite nodes, so the simpler wired nodes 
are used. The source node has a separate direct wired link with each receiver; each wired link has 
data rate of 384 kb/s and a delay of 250 ms. The built-in multicast forwarding functions enable 
multiple copies of any given packet to be delivered to multiple receivers.
4.2.2 The Receiver
The behaviour of each channel between the source node and each receiver is produced by an 
ErrorModel object. The mathematical support available in ns ensures that each channel is
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statistically independent. The link and physical layers are sldpped and the channel state dynamics 
are interpreted directly into dynamics of the loss process at the transport layer. This is explained 
further in subsection 4.2.4.
Before a packet is passed on to the selected FEC decoder, the ErrorModel object sets the error 
flag in the packet header if a packet is deemed corrupt, otherwise the packet header is left 
untouched. As is the case with the FEC encoders, the FEC decoders do not have to really cany 
out decoding work. Once a packet anives at a FEC decoder, its header is examined and the FEC 
decoder increments appropriate counters by the value one before discarding the packet.
For ID RS and the ideal code, a FEC block is deemed recovered when at least k packets are 
counted. In the case of 2D RS, iterative decoding, as described in chapter 3, entails manipulating a 
2D dummy matrix consisting of ones and zeros. If the error flag of a packet is set, the position in 
the 2D dummy matrix, given by the row and column numbers, is set to zero; otherwise it is set to 
1. All the ones in a given row are added and the decoder checks if the result is less than or at least 
equal to the value of k for that particular row; if the result is at least equal to /c, all the data 
positions in that row are set to one, but if the answer is less than k, the decoder switches to the 
next row or column to perform a similar check.
The LDGM decoder is slightly more complex. Before the decoder can accept packets, it produces 
a generator matrix based on the values of L and F. The decoder then knows all the check nodes 
which are associated with any given packet, since this information is not carried in the packet 
headers. When a packet arrives or is recovered via a check equation thanks to the previous arrival 
of other packets, the decoder increments the counters of all the check nodes associated with this 
particular' packet. A counter of a particular check node reveals the number of missing packets in 
that check node. If there is only one missing packet (corrupt or yet to arrive) from a check node, 
that missing packet is assumed to be recovered. The decoding process ceases if all the data 
packets are recovered or if there are still some missing data packets but there are no check nodes 
with one missing data packet after file transmission is complete.
The output from any FEC decoder is a file, which records a number of statistics including the 
percentage of the file recovered. This parameter allows the derivation of the file success rate and 
the overall minimum transmission overhead for a system implementing one file delivery session 
immediately followed by a p-t-p file repair session.
4.2.3 File Sizes
It is impractical to consider many different file sizes in the simulations due to complexity. 
Therefore, a few representative file sizes, namely 100 KB, 500 KB, 1000 KB, and 4000 KB, are 
chosen; these approximate the mixture of the file sizes specified in the guidelines for FEC
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simulations in DVB-H [49] and MBMS [50]. In DVB-H, the recommended file sizes for 
evaluating the performance of FEC codes are 4 KB, 128 KB, 1 MB, and 4MB, and in MBMS the 
file sizes are 100 KB, 500 KB, and 3 MB.
4.2.4 Packet Loss
Common packet loss rates in the S-DMB system are in the order of 10 -  20% [40], [41]. These 
figures account for low and high user mobility scenarios, periods of satellite signal disruption due 
to preemptive terrestrial network signalling, and the targeted link layer data block error rate 
(BEER) of 1%.
Regarding the dynamics of the data loss process at packet level, there is no easy answer. Al­
though it is well known that the mobile satellite channel behaves as an ON-OFF channel [80] and 
it has been argued analytically that under certain assumptions this ON-OFF behaviour is 
preserved at the bit/symbol level [149], the actual characterization of data loss at packet level has 
to take into account the impact of the physical and link layers of the radio interface. The ideal 
approach would be to:
a) Perform link-level simulations for relevant channels taking into account the respective 
user mobility patterns, the radio propagation environment, and the physical layer 
functions
b) Use the outcome of link-level simulations to build/configure a Maikov model for the error 
process at the packet level; parameters of the model would be the mean duration in the 
good and bad states, and their respective packet loss rates.
In the absence of suitable link-level simulation results, two alternatives are considered. In the first 
approach, it is assumed that packet losses are random. The subsequent simulations include four 
uniform packet loss rates: 1%, 10%, 20%, and 30%. The second approach entails the use of a land 
mobile satellite channel Markov model directly at the transport layer. Thus, this scenario covers a 
system which is totally reliant on the satellite signal, i.e., no terrestrial gap-filler. Reference [150] 
presents a three-state Markov model (see Figure 4-2) based on S-band measurements to account 
for three reception conditions: line of sight (SI), moderate shadowing (S2), and deep shadowing 
(S3). ESA also use these results in their ID RS investigations for S-DMB [151]. The two-state 
Markov model results presented by Lutz are not used as they are for the L-band [80]. Although 
the authors of [150] provide a number of parameters for a three-state Markov model, they do not 
mention the probability of losing a packet in any of the states as this is system dependent.
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Therefore, a quasi-worst'*’ case scenario is considered for an urban environment where the 
probability of losing a packet in the line of sight or good state is zero, and the moderate and deep 
shadowing states are merged to form a bad state which has a 100% chance of losing a packet. The 
merging of states two and three is indicated by (3-3) and is aided by the relationship in (3-4)^; Pa,b 
is the probability of going from state a to state b, Pat,c is the probability of going from a state 
created by merging states a and b to state c, and P(a)\s the probability of being in state a.
2,2
2,3
P.,.
Figure 4-2: A three-state Markov model.
'P .,. Pl,2 P . /
P2,. P2.2 P2.3
I p 3.1 P3.2 P3.3J
[/>(2 ) +
V^23,1
(3-3)
23.1 y
2)/>2., + P(3)P3, (3-4)
Unlike uniform packet loss, the data rate and packet size now have an impact on the packet loss 
characteristics; the speed of the user and the state duration also has an impact. These 
characteristics are shown in Table 4-1. Two types of receivers moving at different speeds are 
considered, while the data rate is fixed at 384 kb/s. These settings are sufficient for monitoring the 
impact of changing the number of packets per state. The user speed determines how long it takes a 
user to traverse a state, after which a random number is generated to decide whether a particular 
user remains in the current state or moves to another state. The Markov chain statistics (see Table 
4-2) used are those for an angle of elevation equal to 40 degrees [150] which is selected 
arbitrarily.
'*’ Any form of communication between the UE and terrestrial network is not considered. Such 
communication would result in the loss of S-DMB data at baseline user terminals as they have a single 
reception chain, with 2G/3G communication having higher priority than S-DMB.
 ^The relationship in (3-4) was provided by Dr. Peter Sweeney (p.sweeney@surrey.ac.uk).
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User Speed (Km/h) 3 50 data rate 
(kb/s)State Duration (s) 4.8 0.288
Number of Packets per 
State
225 . 13.5 384
150 9 256
112.5 6.75 192
75 4.5 128
37.5 2.25 64
Table 4-1: The number of packets in a state for different data rates and user speeds: average state 
length = 4 metres (along the route travelled by a receiver), packet size = 1 KB.
0.8628 0.0737 0.0635
0.1247 0.8214 0.0539
0.0648 0.0546 0.8806 [
0.8628 0.1372
0.0914 0.9086
Table 4-2: Conversion of a 3-state Markov model with P(I) = 0.4, P(2) = 0.27, and P(3) = 0.33, to a 2-
state Markov model.
4.3 Results and Discussions
The simulation results are in the form of two types of plots:
a) File success rate vs. PEC stretch factor: if a simulation with one user is run 1000 times 
and the user recovered the whole file X  times, the file success rate is X/1000. The value 
1000 is selected because it was recommended for MBMS PEC investigations [148].
b) Minimum system overhead vs. PEC stretch factor or more accurately, initial overhead in 
the initial p-t-m file delivery phase. The minimum system overhead is the ratio of the total 
packets transmitted ( L x  F  plus the minimum aggregate number of packets required in p- 
t-p file repair to guarantee full file recovery for all the 1000 receivers) to L. A crude p-t-p 
file repair scheme which only transmits missing data packets is considered; this scheme is 
the baseline and is specified in the MBMS [50] and DVB-H [49] specifications, but it is 
possible to find more efficient schemes as suggested in chapter 3 and demonstrated in 
[152], [153]. The minimum system overhead provides an understanding of the state of 
receivers which did not recover the whole file. It is called the minimum system overhead 
because if a receiver has Y source packets missing, the file repair server sends Y source 
packets as a minimum, but if some packets are lost during the p-t-p file repair session, the 
server has to retransmit these packets, thus leading to more than Y packets being 
transmitted in total by the server.
The results and discussions for both uniform and burst packet loss are presented next.
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4.3.1 Uniform Packet Loss
The following results under uniform packet loss do not include any form of interleaving since 
interleaving offers no gain under this type of packet loss (see Appendix B). The maximum value 
of F is 2.00 as this is adequate on the whole to lead to file success rates of 100% under packet loss 
rates of up to 30%. The minimum value of F is 1.04 because LDGM requires at least 3 parity 
packets for the formation of its generator matrix; hence for a 100 KB which has 100 packets the 
minimum acceptable value of F is 1.03, but 1.04 is chosen arbitrarily as this leads to 2.00 as the 
maximum value of F when F increases in steps of 2%. The LDGM code selected for the 
simulations is LDGM Triangle as this is recommended for random losses where F < 2.5 [87], 
[89]. Special attention is also given to the region where the file success rate ranges from 90 to 
100%; it can be called the hot zone as this is the performance region which is most likely sought 
after by network operators.
4.3.1.1 File Success Rate versus FEC Stretch Factor
The file success rate (FSR) versus FEC SF plots are depicted in Figure 4-3. The best real code in 
the hot zone for each file size and packet loss rate is given in Table 4-3, and Table 4-4 has the 
FEC overhead gains of the ideal code over the best real code when both codes first reach a 100% 
FSR.
The ideal code is the best code under all settings. An example of the advantage of the ideal code is 
as follows: if there are 30 missing packets, the ideal code achieves full file recovery if its FEC 
overhead equates to only 30 packets. On the other hand, a real code such as RSn255 may require a 
FEC overhead which equates to more tlian 30 packets due to the coupon collector problem 
mentiond in subsection 3.1.2. All the same, the advantage of the ideal code over the best real code 
is minimal at a packet loss rate of 1% as can be seen in Figure 4-3 a) and b), and Table 4-4. As the 
packet loss rate increases, the gain of the ideal code also increases since the inefficiencies of the 
real codes worsen. Another key observation is that, when L=  100 KB, the ideal code and RSn255 
results match perfectly. This is due to the fact that RSn255 only has one FEC block for this file 
size.
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a) p = 1 %, L = 100 KB (solid), L = 500 KB (dashed) b) p = 1 %, L = 1000 KB (solid). L = 4000 KB (dashed)
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g) p = 30%, L = 100 KB (solid), L = 500 KB (dashed) h) p = 30%, L = 1000 KB (solid), L -  4000 KB (dashed)
Figure 4-3: The FSR vs. FEC SF for different file lengths and packet loss rates.
As for the real codes, when the uniform, independent packet loss rate, p, is 1%, the best code in 
the hot zone for L = 100, 500, and 1000 KB is RSn255, whereas LDGM Triangle is the best code 
when L = 4000 KB. However, closer examination of Figure 4-3b) reveals that at L = 4000 KB, 
LDGM Triangle is marginally better than RSn255 and RS2D, so a single RS codec with the 
capability to switch between ID and 2D modes is sufficient for the protections of all file sizes. In 
fact, RS2D is marginally better than RSn255 when L = 4000 KB. At this packet loss rate, the 
coupon collector problem is not significant for RSn255, so RSn255 can perform better than large 
codes over a wide range of file sizes. On the other hand, the coupon collector problem is 
significant for RSk50, and it worsens as the number of FEC blocks (or file size) increases, since 
higher SF values are required to ensure that all the blocks are recovered. The performance of the 
large codes, namely RS2D and LDGM Triangle, improves as the file size increases. In the case of 
RS2D, as L grows, the SF required to attain a specified FSR decreases, since the dependencies 
between individual FEC blocks within a 2D block are more effective when there are more 
packets. At small values of L, there are very few packets and the constituent FEC blocks within a 
2D block are small, so RS2D is less effective than RSn255 and RSk50 which can both encode the 
whole file into very few FEC blocks. For example, when L = 100 KB and F = 1.20, the RS2D 
parameters are My = 11,/:/= 10, ri2 = rij, k2 = kj, the RSk50 parameters are Nb = 2, with each block 
having n = 60 and k  = 50, and the RSn255 parameters are Ag = I, n= \20, k =  100. In the case of 
LDGM Triangle, the improving performance as L increases is attributed to the decreasing block 
reception overhead.
When p = 10%, the best code in the hot zone for all file sizes is a type of RS code. The expected 
result that RSn255 performs like an ideal code when Ag = 1 is clearly seen in Figure 4-3c) when 
L= 100 KB.
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. Ilk
P h W
.. 100-'• ' ■
' 4000 1...
1% RSn255 RSn255 RSn255 LDGM Triangle
10% RSn255 RSn255 RS2D RS2D
20%"
*
RSn255 RSn255 RS2D LDGM Triangle
30%' RSn255 RSn255 LDGM Triangle LDGM Triangle
Table 4-3: The best code (excluding the ideal code) when considering the FSR only in the hot zone.
P
F£G overhead gain of ideal code over best real code
4- #  X. ..
100 KB 500 KB ^ ^ 0 0 0  KB :j^OOOKB^
1% 0% 2% 2% 0%
10% 0% 6% 2% 4%
20% 0% 8% 6% 6%
30% 0% 12% 14% 10%
Table 4-4: The FEC overhead gain of the ideal code over the best real code when the file success rate
first reaches 100% for both codes.
When p = 20%, the best code in the hot zone is a type of RS code for all file sizes except L = 4000 
KB, where LDGM Triangle is superior. From Figure 4-3f), it can be observed that at L = 4000 
KB, the FSR gain of LDGM Triangle over the best RS code which is RS2D is quite significant 
(between 35 and 40% at F = 1.32), so a single RS codec with ID and 2D options is insufficient to 
protect all file sizes at this packet loss rate. If one wishes to persist with the RS codec, 3-D RS or 
other forms of RS are worth investigating.
When p = 30%, the best code in the hot zone is RSn255 for L = 100 and 500 KB, and LDGM 
Triangle for L = 1000 KB and 4000 KB. The plots in Figure 4-3h) indicate that the gain of LDGM 
Triangle over the best RS code is relatively minimal for L = 1000 KB, but significant for L = 40(X) 
KB.
4.3.1.2 Minimum System Overhead versus Initial Overhead
When the initial overhead (or FEC SF in the p-t-m file delivery phase) increases, the general 
trends of the minimum system overhead (MSO) versus initial overhead plots are as follows:
• initially, the MSO decreases sharply since the number of receivers with missing packets 
decreases, leading to fewer receivers requiring p-t-p file repair sessions
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• the MSO decreases until an optimal point is reached; further increase of F results in a 
steady rise of the MSO (best seen in Figure 4-4a) and b)). For those values of F additional 
parity packets are no longer necessary as all receivers have already recovered the whole 
file.
The trend that the advantage of the ideal code increases with the packet loss rate can be seen in 
Figure 4-4 and Table 4-5.
As for the real codes, when /? = 1, 10, and 20%, a single a RS codec is sufficient for the protection 
of all file sizes because when LDGM Triangle is the best code at L = KXK) and/or 4000 KB (see 
Table 4-6), its FEC overhead gain over the best RS code is marginal, i.e., 2% or less. When p  = 
30%, RSn255 is the best code for L = 100 and 500 KB, and LDGM Triangle when L = 1000 and 
4000 KB. The LDGM Triangle gain over RS2D is relatively marginal (2%) at L = 1000 KB and 
more significant (8%) at L = 4000 KB.
RSn255
RSkSO
RS2D
LDGM
Ideal
6.5
> 5.5
% 4.5
2.5
FEC Stretch Factor
- e -  RSn255 
— RSk50 
-B-RS2D  
—e— LDGM 
Ideal
2.6
c6 2.4
®  2.2
1.05 1.15FEC Stretch Factor
a) p = 1 %, L = 100 KB (solid), L = 500 KB (dashed) b) p  = \ % , L  = 1000 KB (solid), L = 4000 KB (dashed)
6 0 f
RSn255
RSk50
RS2D
LDGM
Ideal
1.14 1.56 1.6FE(Î Stretch Factor 1.16
-« -R Sn255
—  RSk50
-B-RS2D
-e-LDGM
Ideal
1.2 1.24 1.28 1.32FEC Stretch Factor 1.36
c) p =  10%, L = 100 KB (solid), L = 500 KB (dashed) d) p = 10%, /. = 1000 KB (solid), L = 4000 KB (dashed)
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Figure 4-4: The minimum system overhead vs. FEC SF for different file lengths and packet loss rates.
p
FEC overhead gain of ideal code over best real code
100 KB 500 KB 1000 KB 4000 KB
1% 0% 2% 0.3% 0%
10% 0% 6% 2% 4%
20% 0% 8% 6% 6%
30% 0% 12% 14% 10%
Table 4-5: The system overhead gain of the ideal code over the best real code at the respective
optimal points.
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p 1 0 0 / ^500 ^
RSn255 RSn255 LDGM Triangle LDGM Triangle
10% RSn255 RSn255 LDGM Triangle LDGM Triangle, RS2D
20% RSn255 RSn255 RS2D LDGM Triangle
3 0 # RSn255 RS2D LDGM Triangle LDGM Triangle
Table 4-6: The best code (excluding the ideal code) when considering the optimal points for the
minimum system overhead.
4.3.2 Burst Packet Loss
The two user speeds, 3 and 50 Km/h, considered for burst loss scenarios, yield different packet 
loss characteristics. An understanding of the differences can help with the interpretation of the 
forthcoming comparison of FEC codes. Some exploratory simulations without FEC were 
conducted to reveal the nature of the losses at the two speeds. All the burst packet loss simulations 
in this thesis employ the two-state Markov model derived in Table 4-2 of subsection 4.2.4, and 
use a data rate of 384 kb/s as is the case for uniform packet loss simulations. The mean results 
from the exploratory simulations are presented in Table 4-7. The results are in the form X +/- Y 
where X is the mean and X - Y to X + Y is the 95% confidence interval. The average length of 
good and bad periods for c = 3 Km/h are significantly longer than those for c = 50 Km/h because 
the lower the speed, the longer it takes a user to traverse a state.
As is the case with the simulations under uniform packet loss, the FEC codes being compared are 
an ideal code, RSn255, RSk50, RS2D, and LDGM Triangle. An addition is LDGM Staircase; this 
code is included because it is the best LDGM code when F > 2.5, and it is apparent that F > 2.5 in 
order to attain Pp.ioo = 100% under the considered burst losses.
User speed 
(Km/h) :
, Packet loss Average length of bad 
period (packe.5) -
^ Average length of good 
%  ' period (packets)
3 64.94+/-5.41 1481 +/- 207 888 +/- 146
50 59.66+/- 1.66 143 +/- 7 98 +/- 5
Table 4-7: Some mean simulation results under burst losses from the following settings: L = 4000 KB,
no FEC code, 100 simulation runs with 1 user.
As previously stated in section 3.2, interleaving plays a key role in aiding FEC codes when packet 
losses occur in a burst. There a number of interleaving techniques, so the fairest way to compare
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FEC codes under burst losses is to use the best interleaving technique for each FEC code. Thus, 
an investigation to determine the best interleaving technique for each FEC code is carried out 
before comparing the FEC codes. The ideal code is excluded from the interleaving investigations 
because the absence of a block reception overhead and the use of a single FEC block mean that 
interleaving has no effect on it.
4.3.2.1 A Comparison of Interleaving Techniques
The three investigated interleaving options are interleaving off (none), random, and block. Block 
interleaving is only applicable to RSn255 and RSk50: the interleaving depth is set to maximum, 
which is equivalent to the number of FEC blocks constituting a particular file.
4.3,2.1.1 RSn255
None
Block
Random0.8
0.6
CO 0.4k
0.2
FEC Stretch Factor
None
Block
Random0.8
B
0.2
FEC Stretch Factor
a) L = 100K B b) L = 500 KB
None
BIcxjk
Random0.8
0.6
«  0.4
FEC Stretch Factor
None
Block
Random0.8
1
0.2
FEC Stretch Factor
c) L =  1000 KB d) L = 4000 KB
Figure 4-5: A comparison of interleaving techniques for different files encoded with RSn255; two 
user speeds, c = 3 Km/h (blue/solid), c = 50 Km/h (dashed/red).
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The plots in Figure 4-5 show that maximum depth block interleaving is consistently better than 
random interleaving and the case without interleaving. This is so because maximum depth block 
interleaving guarantees the widest possible spread of packets from a given FEC block, whereas 
random interleaving can have packets from the same FEC block in relatively close proximity. In 
other words, there are no guarantees to the degree of separation as it is a random process, and the 
no interleaving case has packets from a particular FEC block transmitted together one after 
another, thus increasing the chances of the FEC block being obliterated by one bad duration. 
Another interesting observation from Figure 4-5 is the trend for L = 1000 and 4000 KB when 
there is no interleaving and c = 3 Km/h. The explanation is as follows. One can consider a file 
with no pairty packets, i.e., F -  1.0, fitting perfectly into a single good period which is adjacent to 
a bad period. However, once parity packets are introduced, the file is split into FEC blocks and 
transmitted (without interleaving) in the following order: data packets, parity packets (FEC block 
1), data packets, parity packets (FEC block 2), etc. Therefore data packets (from latter FEC 
blocks) which were once in the good period are shifted into the bad period as parity packets from 
the early FEC blocks (e.g., FEC blocks 1 and 2) now occupy their former space, thus hampering 
the chances of full file recovery.
4,32.1,2 RSkSO
For similar reasons, the plots in Figure 4-6 also show that maximum depth block interleaving is 
consistently better than random or no interleaving for RSk50.
None
Block
Random0.8
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0.2 .■0-‘
FEC Stretch Factor
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-a-B lock 
Random0.8
1 0.6
CO 0 .4  £
0.2
----------
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Figure 4-6: A comparison of interleaving techniques for different files encoded with RSkSO; two user 
speeds, c = 3 Km/h (blue/solid), c = 50 Km/h (dashed/red).
4.3.2.1.3 RS2D
The plots in Figure 4-7 demonstrate that RS2D with random interleaving outperforms the case 
without interleaving. The case without interleaving is actually block interleaving with respect to 
the columns in a 2D RS FEC block, since the packets are sent row by row. Sending packets row 
by row means that there is no spreading of packets with respect to each row; this in turn means 
that error bursts can wipe out entire row FEC blocks, thus placing emphasis on column FEC 
blocks for erasure recovery. However, random interleaving eliminates this problem by randomly 
transmitting all the packets from a 2D block; error bursts are less likely to wipe out entire rows or 
columns.
-None 
■ Random
0.8-
0.6
I  4CO0. ^
0.2 XT'
2 3 4FEC Stretch Factor
None
Random
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0.6
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Figure 4-7: A comparison of interleaving techniques for different files encoded with RS2D; two user 
speeds, c = 3 Km/h (blue/solid), c = 50 Km/h (dashed/red).
4.3,2.1.4 LDGM Triangle
As illustrated in Figure 4-8, random interleaving is better than no interleaving on the whole since 
any consecutive packets in the triangular part of the generator matrix are spread out to decrease 
their chances of being wiped out in the same bad period. However, the case without interleaving 
performs better than random interleaving at c = 50 Km/h for for larger files and relatively high SF 
values. This is strange and requires further investigation.
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Figure 4-8: A comparison of interleaving techniques for différent files encoded with LDGM Triangle; 
two user speeds, c = 3 Km/h (blue/solid), c = 50 Km/h (dashed/red).
4.3.2.1.5 LDGM Staircase
All the plots in Figure 4-9 indicate that random interleaving is better than the case without 
interleaving since it spreads out all consecutive packets; this is crucial for the consecutive parity 
packets which make up the staircase in the generator matrix.
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Figure 4-9: A comparison of interleaving techniques for different files encoded with LDGM 
Staircase; two user speeds, c = 3 Km/h (blue/solid), c = 50 Km/h (dashed/red).
4.3.2.2 Best Interleaving Setting for each FEC code
To recap the interleaving investigations from the previous subsection (4.3.2.1), the best 
interleaving settings, adopted for the comparison of FEC codes in the next two subsections 
(4.3.2.3 and 4.3.2.4), are as follows:
• RSn255: maximum depth block interleaving
• RSk50: maximum depth block interleaving
• RS2D: random interleaving
• LDGM Triangle: random interleaving at c = 3 Km/h, both random and no interleaving at 
c = 50 Km/h
• LDGM Staircase: random interleaving
• (Ideal code: no interleaving).
4.3.2 3 File Success Rate versus FEC Stretch Factor
Unlike under uniform packet loss, the performance of the small codes, namely RSn255 and 
RSkSO, also improves as L increases (see Figure 4-10). This can be explained by the fact that a 
single bad duration can wipe out an entire small file, whereas a large file with enough parity 
packets may survive.
As the bad durations has shorter durations when c = 50 Km/h, the file success rates are higher at 
this speed than when c = 3 Km/h. All the plots in Figure 4-10 show that the best code for both 
speeds and the four considered file sizes is RSn255 which matches the ideal code almost 
perfectly. Block interleaving in RSn255 yields consistent spreading of packets from all FEC
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blocks as evidenced by the constant value of the inter-packet distance of packets from the same 
FEC block (see Table 4-8). In contrast, random interleaving is not as consistent in the spreading 
of packets from all rows and columns as indicated by the large standard deviation values in Table
4-9; the spreading of packets from the same check node through random interleaving in LDGM 
codes is also not as effective. Therefore, some rows and/or columns in the case of 2D RS, and 
some check nodes in the case of LDGM codes, may have their packets quite close together after 
random interleaving, and this means these packets can be wiped out together by a single bad 
period, which in turn leads to a lower chance of fully recovering a file.
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Figure 4-10: The FSR vs. FEC SF for different FEC codes, file lengths, and user speeds; at c = 50 
Km/h, LDGMxri* is LDGM Triangle without interleaving.
L (KB)
F
2.5 5.0
inter-packet distance inter-packet distance
100 1 2
500 5 10
1000 10 20
4000 40 79
Table 4-8: The inter-packet distance of packets from the same ID RS FEC block.
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L(KBka
F #
2.5 « 5.0
a P a100 13.62 11.57 16.19 15.76
*  500 31.70 29.55 36.89 37.04
1000 45.28 44.70 52.83 52.01
4000 89.98 89.21 105.29 103.93
Table 4-9: Statistics for the inter-packet distance of packets from the same row or column FEC block 
in 2D RS; p  and a  are the mean and standard deviation values, considering all the rows and columns.
4.3.2.4 Minimum System Overhead versus Intial Overhead
The MSO versus FEC SF plots are the same as the FSR versus FEC SF plots in the sense that 
RSn255 or RSkSO emerges as the best code. It can also be observed from the plots in Figure 4-11 
that the MSO is very high even after high values for the initial overhead especially for c = 3 Km/h 
and L = 100 and 500 KB at c = 50 Km/h. As explained earlier, at c = 3 Km/h, the average bad 
period is quite long, so this leaves many users requiring p-t-p file repair; the situation is worse at L 
= 100 and 500 KB because even with the inclusion of parity packets, these files can be easily 
erased by a single bad period. At c = 50 Km/h, the performance improves as the bad period are 
shorter, but the MSO is still relatively high for L = 100 and 500 KB. The results suggest that a file 
delivery scheme entailing a p-t-m session followed by p-t-p file repair is not ideal under the type 
of burst losses considered herein, especially at c = 3 Km/h and small file sizes at c = 50 Km/h. 
Perhaps multiple p-t-m sessions or a data carousel followed by p-t-p file repair could perform 
better.
Another noteworthy observation from the plots in Figure 4-11 is that the ideal code sometimes 
performs worse than a real code, e.g., in Figure 4-1 la) LDGM Staircase performs better than the 
ideal code when F = 2.5 and 3.0. This is not an error and is due to iterative decoding in LDGM 
Staircase. For example, if a file with 20 data packets and 10 parity packets is not fully recovered 
when only 10 packets have been received received at either decoder, the LDGM Staircase decoder 
can still recover some of the missing data packets depending on the relationship of the received 
and missing data packets, thus reducing the overall number of missing data packets; on the other 
hand, the ideal code’s decoder cannot recover any missing data packets as it needs a further 10 
packets before any form of decoding can occur.
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Figure 4-11: The minimum system overhead vs. FEC SF for different file lengths and user speeds.
4.4 Summary
This chapter introduced the Network Simulator modules developed for the research herein. The 
simulator was first used to review the performance of FEC codes under uniform packet loss. 
Finally, it was used to conduct a thorough investigation of the performance of FEC codes under S- 
band burst losses. The key results are as follows:
1. Uniform packet loss’.
a. The file success rate versus FEC stretch factor plots (one-off p-t-m file delivery)'. 
an all-RS FEC codec with the capability to switch between ID and 2D modes 
may be sufficient for packet loss rates of up to 10%. Therefore, an all-RS FEC 
codec is applicable to the Internet as packet loss rates are generally less than 10%, 
and perhaps some wireless systems. However, to attain the best bandwidth 
efficiency under the considered settings, LDGM Triangle has to be used as well
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since it is better than the best RS code for some settings (e.g., p = 1%, L = 4000 
KB). Furthermore, as the packet loss rate increases (e.g., p  =20%), LDGM 
Triangle becomes significantly better than the best RS code when protecting large 
files (e.g., L = 4000 KB). Thus, a system like S-DMB, which has to account for 
such a packet loss rate in its design, may have to use all three FEC codes (ID RS, 
2D RS, and LDGM Triangle) depending on the scenario. The alternative is to 
investigate the use of 3-D RS or other forms of RS.
b. The optimal points o f the minimum system overhead versus initial overhead 
curves (p-t-m file deliveiy followed by p-t-p repair): an all-RS FEC codec seems 
to be suitable at both p  = 10% and 20% as the FEC overhead gain of LDGM 
Triangle over the best RS code is relatively marginal (2% or less) when the files 
are large. Consequently, if S-DMB supports p-t-p file repair sessions on top of p- 
t-m file delivery sessions, an all-RS codec is more suitable than when there is 
only a single one-off p-t-m file delivery session. Nonetheless, to achieve the best 
bandwidth efficiency in p-t-m file delivery followed by p-t-p repair, under the 
considered settings, LDGM Triangle also has to be accommodated or other forms 
of RS have to be developed if an all-RS codec design is desired.
c. The bottom line is that, at the moment, an all-RS codec is only suitable if a 
compromise in bandwidth efficiency can be tolerated, otherwise all three FEC 
codes must be used for different scenarios in order to attain the best bandwidth 
efficiency under the considered settings. The use of only ID RS and Raptor, an 
ideal-like code particularly when protecting large files, may yield the best 
possible bandwidth efficiency under all settings.
Burst packet loss: under the considered S-band Markov model for the urban environment, 
RSn255 is the best code for all the files at the two user speeds of 3 and 50 Km/h because 
of the consistent packet spreading achieved by maximum depth block interleaving. This 
result is a shift from the traditional thinking that small codes are only suitable for small 
files. Hence, operators of the S-DMB system or a similar' system should select RSn255 if 
they wish to rely solely on the direct S-band satellite signal for p-t-m file delivery in an 
urban area, even if p-t-p file repair sessions occur via terrestrial networks: on the whole, 
the performance of RSn255 is similar to that of an ideal FEC code. It would be interesting 
to find out how Raptor codes perform in relation to RSri255 and the ideal code under this 
packet loss model. It would also be interesting to compare the performance of FEC codes 
in other S-band environments and other types of burst losses, especially those with fewer, 
but not too few, packets in an average bad period.
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Chapter 5
5 Two-Dimensional Reed Solomon: 
Performance Bounds and Complexity of 
Decoding Algorithms
This chapter claims two contributions; the derivation and validation of 2D RS file success rate 
bounds, and the development and testing of new 2D RS decoding algorithms.
2D RS codes are important for two reasons. First, like LDGM, they are better than ID RS at 
protecting large files. Second, they can reduce terminal complexity by allowing the use of a single 
RS FEC codec with the agility to switch between ID and 2D modes depending on the scenario 
(packet loss rate, file size, and target file success rate) instead of having two separate FEC codecs, 
e.g., ID RS and LDGM.
The chapter begins with the derivation of a few 2D RS file success rate bounds and their 
comparison with simulation results to ascertain which bounds are better at approximating the real 
performance of 2D RS so as to reliably diminish the need for extensive simulations. The search 
for improved 2D RS decoding algorithms follows. The basic metric for comparing the algorithms 
is the decoding time measured from a real RS codec written in the progiamming language C. 
Better algorithms, be they FEC-related or not, are particularly important for power constrained 
devices which constitute the bulk of user terminals in S-DMB. The chapter ends with an outline of 
the main conclusions.
5.1 File Success Rate Bounds for 2D RS
The block success rate equation for a ID RS FEC block is straightforward since it is known that at 
least any k packets out of the n packets making up the FEC block need to be received in order to 
recover the block. Hence, the probability of fully recovering a ID RS FEC block, ,under the 
assumption of a uniform, independent packet loss rate p, is given by (5-1); if a file is split into Nb 
FEC blocks, the file success rate, plP, is given by (5-2).
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( i-p )V ''"  (5-1)
j = k \ J )
pjORS^Ÿl1=1 M'fWy (5-2)
However, in the case of 2D RS, an exact equation for the block success rate or file success rate  ^
cannot be formulated as easily since a 2D RS FEC block is decoded iteratively and its constituent 
ID RS FEC blocks interact with each other. For example, if a row FEC block is not recovered 
during the first decoding pass along the rows, it may be recovered during the second pass, as the 
prior pass along the columns might have recovered enough missing packets for that row to enable 
its recovery.
The search for 2D RS FSR bounds begins with an analysis of simple erasure patterns, which leads 
to the definition of some parameters. This is followed by an analysis of an exhaustive set of 
erasure patterns from which the analytical bounds are derived. Finally, the bounds are validated 
via comparison with simulation results.
5.1.1 Preliminaries
The type of 2D RS FEC blocks investigated have no checks on checks, namely, second-order 
parity packets generated from the row or column-wise parity packets; hence, the bottom right- 
hand corner of the 2D block is empty as shown in Figure 5-1. This kind of 2D block has total of 
^tot ((^1 - ^ i ) '  (^2 “  ^2 )) number of packets, whereas the one with checks on
checks has a total of • «2 • Two further parameters, the per-row and per-column parity
packets hi and /i2, which are applicable to either type of block, are defined as follows: 
\  -  k j, /î2 = /Î2 ~ ^2 • There are no findings suggesting that blocks with checks on checks
are superior to those without checks on checks or vice versa. The latter are selected arbitrarily for 
the following investigations^
After investigating some erasure patterns on a simple 2D block like the one in Figure 5-1, one 
notices some trends emerging with respect to which erasure patterns are fully recoverable. The
’ As the considered file sizes can fit into a single 2-D RS FEC block, the terms file success rate and block 
success rate aie used interchangeably.
 ^ Henceforth, it is incorrect to assume that the forthcoming parameters, analytical expressions, and results 
are directly applicable to 2-D blocks with checks on checks unless explicitly stated.
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understanding of these trends is aided by two further parameters, Ea and E^ , which are defined by 
(5-3) and (5-4) respectively.
Data
packets
r ^  * Row-wise
parity packets
Column wise parity  packets
Figure 5-1: An example of a 2D RS FEC block without checks on checks: /i; = 3, k/ = 2, /i^  = 3, = 2,
E„ = 3 ,E^ = 4,
=l + /i,+/12 (5-3)
E^=ki-h2+tc2-h (5-4)
Three regions of interest can be noted with respect to the number of erasures j  within a 2D block:
i. Region 1, 0 < y < -1  : all the erasure patterns generated by j  erasures in this range 
are fully recoverable, e.g., for j  = 2, erasure samples (1,2) and (5, 8) (see Figure 5-1).
ii. Region 2, E^ < j  < E^: some of the y-erasure patterns in this range are fully
recoverable, while others are not, e.g., for y = 3, erasure sample (5, 6, 8) is not fully 
recoverable whereas (3, 4, 5) is, and for y = 4, erasure sample (2, 3, 5, 6,) is not fully 
recoverable whereas (2, 4, 7, 8) is (see Figure 5-1).
iii. Region 3, E ^+ \<  j  < : all the j-erasure patterns in this range cannot be fully
recovered, e.g., y = 5, erasure samples (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and (1, 3, 4, 6, 8) (see Figure 5-1).
The erasure regions and the equations of the parameters thereof were verified by using a dummy 
2D decoder written in MATLAB. The decoder was also used to test the recoverability of an 
exhaustive set of erasure patterns. ‘Exhaustive’ means that for a given number of erasures y, e.g., 
three, and a specific 2D block, e.g., the one in Figure 5-1, all the possible erasure patterns are
found, 56 in this case, and the decoder is used to discover how many of the patterns are fully
recoverable. In this example, not all of the patterns should be fully recoverable as y lies in region
2. Table 5-1 displays a sample of the results from the aforementioned exhaustive exercise; in the 
second row which starts with A,,,, = 10, the n and k parameters of the 2D block parameters yield Ea 
= 4 and E^  = 6. All the erasure patterns are fully recoverable when y < 3, part of the erasure
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patters are recoverable when 4 < j  < 6 , and none are recoverable when j > l , thus verifying the 
three defined erasure regions.
N ,^ " / «3 *3
8 3 2 3
10 4 2 3 :
12 4 2 4 :
11 4 3 3
Number of Erasures
206 I 252 I 224 I 210 I 130
792 I 788 I 924 I 896 I 792 I 700 I 495 I 311
165 I 159 I 330 I 270 I 462 I 216
Table 5-1: A sample of the results from decoding exhaustive erasure patterns: T -  total patterns 
generated hy each erasure number; R -  total patterns fully recovered.
Using the three erasure regions, the file success rate of a 2D block can be written as:
o2DRS
f.lOO
' a  ( N  \  
y=o \  J  )
o2DRS
F.lOO
totI
7=0
N,o-j +
E, N to t
J
(5-5)
(5-6)
The parameter aj indicates the fraction of erasures that are fully recoverable for each number of 
erasures. As a^  = 1 in region 1, the file success rate can be split into two parts as shown in (5-6). 
The exact derivation of aj in region 2 is a taxing task, but some bounds of this fraction may be 
derived, consequently leading to the derivation of the file success rate bounds for 2D RS.
5.1.2 Derivation of Bounds
It is apparent that aj ranges from one to zero for respective j  values from {Ea~ I) to (E^+ 1) as 
illustrated in Figure 5-2a), where the x-axis value of zero corresponds to the j  value oi E a - \ .
0.9 0.9
0.8
0.7 0.7
0.6 0.6
0.4 0.4
0.3 - Exhaustive
-  Linear 
-C osine
-  Ellipse 
-U pper
0.3
0.2 0.2
5Number of erasures after subtracting (E^ -  1) Number of erasures after subtracting (E^ -  1 )
a) The rows correspond to the rows of results in Table 
5-1.
b) Row 1 (_Nu! = 8) of Table 5-1 as plotted by different 
bounds.
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Figure 5-2: The parameter oj vs. the number of erasures after subtracting (Eg -  1); the x-axis range is
0 to (Ej + 1) — (Efl — 1).
A number of existing functions are tested to see how they follow the exhaustive results from the 
y-axis value of one to the y-axis value of zero (see Figure 5-lb) -  d)):
• Linear -  this assumes that y or aj varies in a linear fashion from x = Otox = (E^+ 1 ) -  (E  ^
-  1). If Ec is defined as = (E^  4- 1) -  (E  ^-  1), then the equation for y can be written as:
y =  hi (5-7)
Cosine -  this assumes that y varies according to the cosine function from jc = 0 to x = E^ :
 ^ X  7 t^y = cos —  • — (5-8)
Ellipse -  this assumes that y varies according to the equation for an ellipse^ from jc = 0 to
X — Er.
r
V = 1 - (5-9)
Upper -  this is the upper bound where y = 1, i.e., it is assumed that all the erasure patterns 
in region 3 are fully recoverable, but this is not the case in reality.
See http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Ellipse.html
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The results in Figure 5-lb) -  d) show that:
• In all three examples, the linear-based bound is a loose lower bound and it is quite 
pessimistic.
• The cosine-based bound is a good lower bound in two instances, but the ellipse-based 
bound is better in the remaining instance.
• In the three examples, the ellipse-based bound exhibits a different behaviour in each; in 
the first it is a good upper bound, in the second it is a tight bound, and in the third a lower 
bound.
• The upper bound consistently produces y values greater than those attained through the 
exhaustive search, and the deviation between the two sets of results increases as a: 
increases.
The parameter aj in (5-6) can be adapted to reflect the four aforementioned bounds to assess their 
impact on the file success rate equation by comparing their plots with simulation plots.
5.1.3 Validation of Bounds
This section investigates how the previously defined file success rate bound functions perform 
with respect to simulation results for a range of packet loss rates and file sizes. The packet loss 
rates selected are 1%, 10%, and 20%. The file sizes used are 100 KB, 400 KB, 900 KB, and 3600 
KB; these are close enough to the representative set of files given earlier, but there are changes, 
e.g., the 500 KB file is replaced by a 400 KB, because the analytical expressions require that the 
2D RS parameters, ii], »2, kj, and k2 are all integers. However, the simulator has no such 
restrictions as can be seen from the 2D block creation algorithm in [92].
The plots comparing the bounds to simulation results are displayed in Figure 5-3. Table 5-2 has 
the bound with the least square eiTor for each setting.
When p = 1%, the plots (see Figure 5-3a), d), g), and j)) and least square error computations both 
indicate that the simulation results can be accurately approximated by the upper bound when L -  
100, 400, and 900 KB, but the ellipse-based bound is better when L = 3600 KB. I
When p -  10% and L = 100 KB, the cosine-based bound has the least square error and Figure 
5-3b) shows that it is the best lower bound up to a point just below E = 1.4 beyond which the 
ellipse-based bound is the best lower bound. Wlien L -  400 (see Figure 5-3e)) and 900 KB (see 
Figure 5-3h)), the ellipse-based bound is the best lower bound on the whole and it also has the 
least square error. The ellipse-based bound is also the best lower bound when L = 3600 KB (see 
Figure 5-3k)), but the upper bound has the least square error.
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When p = 20%, the ellipse-based bound has the least square error for all the file sizes, and the 
plots show that it is the best lower bound.
The results across all the settings indicate that:
• the upper bound is consistently above the simulation curve as predicted from the 
exhaustive analysis, and it is particularly close to the simulation curve at low values of p.
• apart from very few cases at low values of F, e.g.. Figure 5-31), the linear- and cosine- 
based bounds are consistently below the simulation curve, as predicted. The linear-based 
bound is a rather pessimistic lower bound compared to the cosine-based bound as 
expected.
• the ellipse-based bound is the best lower bound on the whole, since it is generally closer 
to the simulation curve than the linear- and cosine-based bounds, as expected.
Therefore, the upper and ellipse-based bounds can be used to estimate the file success rate of 2D 
RS while being aware that the real 2D RS file success rate curve is somewhere between the two 
curves and that the ellipse-based bound moves farther away from the real curve as the packet loss 
rate increases.
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Figure 5-3; The comparison of various 2D RS file success rate bounds with simulation results.
L
(KB) P1% 10% 20%
100 upper cosine ellipse
400 upper ellipse ellipse
900 upper ellipse ellipse
3600 ellipse upper ellipse
Table 5-2: The bound which has the least square error with respect to the simulation results
5.2 Decoding Algorithms for 2D RS
The decoding algorithms for 2D RS form the remaining research item of this chapter. In this 
research, the two traditional decoding algorithms for product codes [154] are called rows first 
(RF) and columns first (CF):
• RF -  go through each row, decoding where possible, then go through each column, 
decoding where possible, then go back to the rows and repeat the process until all the 
erasures have been recovered or no more can be recovered.
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• CF -  go through each column, decoding where possible, then go through each row, 
decoding where possible, then go back to the columns and repeat the process until all the 
erasures have been recovered or no more can be recovered.
The order of the decoding sequence has an impact on the output of the decoder if the FEC code 
performs error correction at bit-level [81]. However, at packet-level, the FEC decoder only 
performs erasure decoding; in this case, the order of the sequence has no bearing on the output of 
the decoder, i.e., the same packets are eventually recovered whether RF, CF, or an entirely 
different algorithm is used.
Under erasure decoding, the aforementioned decoding algorithms are very suitable for single 
parity check (SPC) product codes [154], where each row and column is only capable of 
recovering one erasure. In the case of 2D RS, the number of erasures that can be recovered by 
each constituent ID RS FEC block depends on their respective {n, k) parameters. According to 
[85], during the decoding process of a ID RS FEC block, the cost of inverting the generator 
matrix is 0(kf )  and the cost of recovering I missing original packets is 0(kl). Therefore, if a FEC 
block is recoverable, the computational cost increases as the number of missing original packets 
increases. Thus, instead of blindly using RF or CF, it may be possible to design 2D RS decoding 
algorithms, which take into account the number of erasures in each row and column to reduce the 
overall computational complexity.
5.2.1 Proposed Decoding Algorithms
In a bid to reduce the overall computational cost of 2D RS decoding, the following algorithms are 
proposed:
• Least number of erasures first (LF): at each decoding step, analyse the whole 2D matrix 
to find out which recoverable row or column has the least number of erasures (minimum 
equals one, not zero as that would mean no decoding work); decode this particular 
constituent ID RS FEC block, and repeat the process until all the erasures have been 
recovered or no more can be recovered. If there is more than one constituent FEC block 
with the least number of erasures, the following two actions can be taken:
o if the k value of the constituent ID RS FEC blocks is different, select the one with 
the least value of k for decoding as this has the least decoding complexity
o if the k value of the constituent ID RS FEC blocks is the same, select a row with 
the least identification number for decoding, or select a column with the least 
identification number if there are no rows among the ID blocks, which have the 
least number of erasures
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• Most number of erasures first (MF): at each decoding step, analyse the whole 2D matrix 
to find out which recoverable row or column has the most number of erasures; decode this 
particular FEC block, and repeat the process until all the erasures have been recovered or 
no more can be recovered. If there is more than one constituent FEC block with the most 
number of erasures, the following two actions can be taken:
o if the k value of the constituent ID RS FEC blocks is different, select the one with
least value of k for decoding as this has the least decoding complexity
o if the k value of the constituent ID RS FEC blocks is the same, select a row with
the least identification number for decoding, or select a column with the least
identification number if there are no rows among the ID blocks which have the 
most number of erasures
• LF-MF: a combination of LF and MF; start with LF and decode one FEC block, then
switch to ME to decode another FEC block, then back to LF and repeat the process until
all the erasures have been recovered or no more can be recovered.
• MF-LF: a combination of LF and MF; start with MF and decode one FEC block, then
switch to LF to decode another FEC block, then back to ME and repeat the process until
all the erasures have been recovered or no more can be recovered.
• RF-CF: a combination of RF and CF; check row 1, then column 1, then row 2, and so on 
until all the FEC blocks have been checked after which the process is repeated until all the 
erasures have been recovered or no more can be recovered.
• CF-RF: a combination of RF and CF; check column 1, then row 1, then column 2, and so 
on until all the FEC blocks have been checked after which the process is repeated until all 
the erasures have been recovered or no more can be recovered.
The decoding sequences in Table 5-3 are obtained by applying the decoding algorithms to the 
erasure pattern in Figure 5-4. In this example, LF recovers one packet at each decoding step. 
However, LF uses six FEC blocks, thus implying six generator matrix inversions. This is where 
MF comes in because its speciality is to reduce the number of FEC blocks used. For LF, the 
decoding computational cost is six instances of 0(4) for packet recovery and six instances of 0(4) 
for generator matrix inversion, whereas for MF, the cost is three instances of 0(8) for packet 
recovery and three instances of 0(16) for matrix inversion. Hence, at face value, LF appears to be 
less complex than ME. Nevertheless, the costs of packet reconstruction and matrix inversion do 
not account for the cost of transfening the FEC blocks from memory to the ID RS decoder, so 
using so many FEC blocks like LF may actually be prohibitive. The key assumption here is that 
the 2D RS decoder is actually a single ID RS decoder, which is fed with one 2D RS row or
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column at a time. The rationale behind the hybrids LF-MF and MF-LF is to try to decrease the 
cost of transferring FEC blocks from memory to the decoder while still being able to recover a 
relatively few decoding packets at each decoding step. RF-CF and CF-RF are included in the hope 
of somehow improving on RF and CF.
Decoding
algorithm
The constituent FEC block decoded and the 
corresponding number of data packets recovered
Number of ID RS 
FEC blocks decoded
RF rl(l),r3 (2 ),c l(l), c3(l), c4(l) 5
CF cl(2), c2(l), c3(l), c4(2) 4
LF rl( l) ,c l( l) ,  c2(l), r3(l),c3(l),r2(l) 6
MF r3(2), cl(2), r2(2) 3
LF-MF rl(l),r3 (2 ),c l(l), r2(2) 4
MF-LF r3(2), r l( l) ,c l( l) ,  c3(l), r2(l) 5
RF-CF rl(l),c l(l),r2 (2 ), c2(l), r3(l) 5
CF-RF c l(2), c2(l),r2(2), r3(l) 4
Table 5-3: The decoding sequence and the number of packet recovered at each decoding step for 
different decoding algorithms acting on the erasure pattern in Figure 5-4.
cl c2 c3 c4 c5 o6
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Figure 5-4: An example of a 2D RS FEC block with erasures at positions (1 ,7 ,9 ,1 0 ,1 4 ,1 6 ).
5.2.2 Decoding Experiments
In a real system, the following three stages occur sequentially [92]:
• packet reception
• decoder scheduling
• packet recovery, i.e., real decoding
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During packet reception, the decoder builds a 2D binary matrix representing the status of each 
packet in the transmitted 2D RS FEC block; one indicates correct reception, whereas zero 
indicates a missing packet. After packet reception, a specified decoding algorithm such as RF 
determines the decoding sequence by processing the 2D binary matrix. Finally, rows and columns 
are passed to a ID RS decoder, one at a time, according to the decoding schedule. In this 
investigation, it is assumed that packet reception is already complete, so that the focus is on 
decoder scheduling and real decoding only. As the decoding stage is more complex than the 
scheduling stage, the decoding experiments are earned out first in order to reduce the number of 
decoding algorithms being compared in the scheduling experiments. The schedules required for 
the decoding experiments are generated by scheduling scripts written in MATLAB whereas the 
scheduling experiments in subsection 5.2.3 are performed using decoder scheduling algorithms 
written in C.
5.2.2.1 Setup
The settings for the experiments are as follows:
• L: 400 KB, 1600 KB, 3600 KB
• p: 10%, 20%
• F: 1.5, 2.0
• Decoder (scheduling) algorithms being compared: RF, LF, MF, MF-LF, RF-CF.
The three file sizes are chosen such that they are close enough to the representative set of files 
specified in section 4.2.3, but also guarantee that ki and kg are integers to ease the complexity of 
the MATLAB and C decoder scheduling scripts. In fact, from the given settings, the dimensions 
of the 2D block are the same length, i.e., nj = n-2, and ki -  /c2. The values of F are also selected to 
leave iij and 112 as integers. Furthermore, the values of F ensure that a large number of samples of 
fully recoverable erasure patterns can be comfortably generated based on the typical S-DMB 
packet loss rates. Only fully recoverable erasure patterns are considered because they lead to the 
most amount of decoding work which can be considered as the worst case scenario. On the 
subject of the decoding algorithms being compared, CF, LF-MF, and CF-RF are excluded because 
they are similar to and it is expected that they provide minimal gain over RF, MF-LF, and RF-CF, 
respectively, especially in relatively large 2D blocks and over a large number of erasure samples 
with many erasures which are typical for the studied packet loss rates. In the case of small 2D 
blocks, the difference can be quite stark, e.g., consider RF and CF acting on a fully recoverable 
erasure pattern consisting of only four erasures on one row: RF would recover them using one 
FEC block, whereas CF would recover them using four FEC blocks, each with a single erasure.
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Before running the decoding experiments, the schedules are generated as follows:
• For each L, F, and p, use MATLAB to generate 100 unique and fully recoverable erasure 
patterns, each with f l o o r ( F x L x p )  erasures; any decoding algorithm written in 
MATLAB can be used to verify that an erasure pattern is fully recoverable.
• Use MATLAB to generate a schedule from each erasure sample for each decoding 
algorithm. There are two output files: one, fec_blocks_$sampleID, simply contains the 
number of FEC blocks to be used, and the other, sequence_$sampleID, is the schedule 
which is in the form of lines containing the parameters k, I, e.g., the output for MF acting 
on the erasure pattern in Figure 5-4 is as follows:
o fecJblocks_l: (lino. I) 3.
o sequence_l: (line 1) 4, 2; (line 2) 4, 2; (line 3) 4, 2.
Other parameters required for decoding are either fed directly to or are permanently set in the real 
ID RS decoder instead of being read from an output file produced by the scheduling process. A 
Perl script reads the two output files for each of the 100 erasure samples and each decoding 
algorithm. Each decoding sequence is passed to the decoder 100 times; one line at a time from the 
sequence is passed to the ID RS decoder and the number of FEC blocks given by the file 
fecJblocks_$sampleID lets the Perl script know when to commence the next experimental run 
until 100 runs have been completed. The real ID RS decoder used is a slightly customised version 
of the one developed by the author of [85]; a copy of the tar ball is available from the INRIA 
website [94].
Apart from the parameters k and I, the decoder is also fed with the parameters decoderlD and 
samplelD to be used in the name of the output file of the decoder so that each combination of 
decoder scheduling algorithm and erasure sample can be distinguished. Once the decoder receives 
the aforementioned four command line parameters from Perl, it generates a ID RS FEC block 
with k original packets and 255 -  k redundant packets based on GF(2®); n = 255 and GF{2^) are 
permanently set in the decoder, as is the size of each packet which is 1024 bits. The packets from 
the FEC block are placed in aiTay, with the first 0 to & -  1 positions occupied by original packets 
and the remaining positions, k to /z -  1, occupied by parity packets. The decoder inserts erasures 
by removing the last I data packets from positions 0 to -  1. The fec_decode(...) function is then 
called to recover the original packets and die number of microseconds it takes for this function to 
execute is measured. The measured time is saved in the output file 
decodingTime_$decoderID_$sampleID. After this, program control returns to the Perl script, 
which in turn feeds the decoder with another set of the four parameters k, /, decoderlD, and 
samplelD from the same samplelD if there are more FEC blocks or more runs remaining. For
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example, if MF has $decoderID ~ 1, the erasure sample in Figure 5-4 has $sampleID = 1, the 
maximum number of experimental runs is 2, the output file from the decoder, decodingTime_l_l, 
could have the following contents: (line 1) 30; (line 2) 29, (line 3) 32, (line 4) 35, (line 5) 32, (line 
6) 31; since there are three FEC blocks used, the first three lines account for the first experimental 
run, and the last three for the second run. As the decoding experiments involve five decoding 
algorithms, 100 erasure samples, and 100 experimental runs, there are a total of 500,000 output 
files from the ID RS decoder. After the 100 experimental runs are complete for all the 100 
erasure samples and a specific combination of decoder scheduling algorithm, L, F, and p, the 
computer is shut down for a few minutes to allow it cool. The machine used in the experiments 
has the following specification: 1.6 GHz Intel Centrino Processor, 512 MB RAM, Linux Fedora 
Core 4.
5.2.2.2 Results and Discussions
The mean decoding times for each decoding algorithm and their corresponding 95% confidence 
intervals are given in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5, respectively. Some general trends are follows:
• For a fixed L and F, increasing p  results in longer decoding times since more packets have 
to be recovered, e.g., the mean decoding time rises by 99.46% for RF from scenario 1 to 
scenario 2.
• For a fixed F and p, increasing L leads to longer decoding times since bigger files have 
more packets which have to be recovered, e.g., the mean decoding time rises by 640.04% 
for LF from scenario 1 to scenario 5.
• For a fixed L and p, increasing F has a variable effect. In some cases, the mean decoding 
rises (8 instances out of 30 in Table 5-4), e.g., for all algorithms from scenario 1 to 
scenario 3, and in other cases, the mean decoding time decreases (22 instances out of 30 
in Table 5-4), e.g., for all algorithms from scenario 9 to scenario 11. Increasing F can lead 
to longer decoding times because constituent FEC blocks can recover more data packets 
than before, thus augmenting the decoding complexity; on the other hand, increasing F 
can also lead to shorter decoding times because there may be less missing data packets 
since there are now more parity packets which can be lost instead. The scenarios where 
increasing F leads to shorter decoding times suggest that there is a trade-off between 
bandwidth consumption and the decoding time. However, at face-value, the decrease in 
decoding time is relatively small compared to the increase in transmission overhead, e.g., 
for LF an additional 50% of bandwidth leads to a decrease of 0.89% in the mean decoding 
time from scenario 9 to scenario 11. Therefore, increasing F in an effort to have shorter
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decoding times may not be worthwhile unless the relative cost of decoding is 
phenomenally higher than that of bandwidth.
Mean decoding time for different decoding 
aigorithme (ms)
Scenario
47.5693600
92.854
1.910 1.879
3.693 3.684
14.260 14.238
27.839
14.064 14.070
28.144
1 92.963 92.989
1 47.097 47.119
92.974
Key:
Colour Position
Table 5-4: The mean decoding time of each decoder scheduling algorithm under different scenarios.
95% confidence intervais for the mean decoding time (ms)
Scenario RF-CF MF-LF
+/-0.033+/-0.032
+/-0.045
+/-0.351
W-0.042 +40.042
+/'0.056 +40.060
+/-0.118 +40.113
+40.149
+ ^ 4 4 +/-0.U3
+/-0.216
+/-0.264
+/-0.320 +40.317
+/-0.294 +40.302
Table 5-5: The 95% confidence intervals for the results displayed in Table 5-4.
It can also be noted from Table 5-4, that MF is the best algorithm whereas LF is the worst 
algorithm. The ranking of each algorithm in ascending order is as follows: MF, RF, MF-LF, RF- 
CF, and LF. The earlier concern that LF uses too many FEC blocks appears to be its downfall. MF 
and RF dominate first and second positions as they generally use the fewest FEC blocks, whereas 
LF always uses the highest number of FEC blocks (see Table 5-6). MF-LF performs poorer than 
MF because its LF component increases the number of FEC blocks decoded as indicated in Table
5-6 and the erasure pattern in Figure 5-5 which yields five FEC blocks for MF-LF (rl(2), c2(l), 
r2(2), c3(l), r4(2)) and foin for MF (rl(2), r2(2), r3(2), r4(2)). RF-CF performs poorer than RF 
because it also increases the number of FEC blocks decoded as the CF component partially 
recovers rows which RF is yet to attend to and could have recovered in one swoop, e.g., the 
erasure pattern in Figure 5-5 yields a decoding sequence of rl(2), r2(2), r3(2), r4(2) for RF, and 
rl(2), cl(2), r2(l), c2(l), r3(l), c3(l) for RF-CF; the two erasures in r2 are recovered in one 
swoop by RF, but RF-CF uses two FEC blocks as the erasure in position 7 is recovered when RF- 
CF looks at c l, and the one in position 9 is recovered when RF-CF looks at r2. MF-LF performs
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better than RF-CF because when a step by the CF and LF components compromise the decoding 
process, the RF component in RF-CF blindly goes to the next row whereas the MF component 
actively attempts to alleviate the situation by seeking the constituent block with the most number 
of recoverable erasures.
Mean number of FEC blocks
RF-CF MF-LFScenario
101.7 100.7
114.2 109.8
109.5
Key:
Colour Position
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
Table 5-6: The mean number of FEC blocks used by each decoding algorithm for each scenario.
c l c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
Figure 5-5: A 2D RS block with erasures at positions 1 ,4 ,7 ,9 ,1 4 ,1 5 ,1 9 , and 21.
The fact that the algorithms which dominate first and second positions need the fewest FEC 
blocks to recover all the erasures means that these algorithms also have the highest number of 
erasures to FEC blocks ratio (J/Nb)’, this is confirmed by Table 5-7 which shows that there is a 
strong correlation between the highest J/Nb ratio and the best algorithm. In cases where the best 
algorithm does not have the highest J/Nb ratio, that algorithm may not be optimal due to some 
FEC blocks having an exceptionally large number of erasures such that the decoding complexity 
outweighs the effect of transferring fewer blocks to the decoder; hence, by easing the decoding 
complexity a little by having slightly more FEC blocks, the best algorithm attains a lower 
decoding time.
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Numoer or times an aigomnrn wttn tne 
highest J/N b Ratio has the specified 
rank
Scenario
Key:
Colour P e rcen tag e  
80 -100 
7 0 -8 0  
6 0 -7 0  
5 0 -6 0  
< 50
Table 5-7: The number of times an algorithm with the highest j/N s  ratio has the specified rank;y is 
the number of erasures and Nb is the number of FEC blocks.
MF is better than RF on the whole as it is more likely to have the highest J/Nb ratio. Out of the 
1200 erasure samples MF is first 653 times whereas RF is first 496 times (see results tables in 
Appendix C). When either RF or MF are in first position, the algorithm in second position 
worsens the mean decoding time by up to 3.07% for RF and 3.57% for MF. When considering the 
overall mean values over all the 1200 erasure samples, the algorithm in second position is 0.48% 
worse than RF and 0.73% worse than MF. When RF and MF are in second position or lower, RF 
worsens the overall mean decoding time by 1.99% whereas the respective figure for MF is 0.80%. 
Out of the 1200 erasure samples, MF-LF is in first position 43 times, RF-CF 8 times, and LF 0 
times, hence corroborating the earlier stated ranking in ascending order of MF, RF, MF-LF, RF- 
CF, and LF. When MF-LF, RF-CF, and LF are in second position or lower, they worsen the 
overall mean decoding time by 1.92%, 2.31%, and 3.25%, respectively.
5.2.3 Scheduling Experiments
As RF and MF emerge as the dominant algorithms from the decoding experiments, these are the 
only algorithms compared in the scheduling stage before combining the results of the scheduling 
and decoding experiments to find out the best algorithm overall.
5.2.3.1 Setup
The experimental setup for the scheduling experiments is similar to the one for the decoding 
experiments. For each combination of L, F, and p, the 100 fully recoverable erasure samples used 
in the decoding experiments are also used here. Each C scheduler program reads one erasure 
sample at a time, loads a 2D array with ones and zeros (corresponding to erasure positions), and 
measures the time it takes to generate a complete decoding schedule; this is done 100 times before 
moving to the next erasure sample.
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S.2.3.2 Results and Discussions
The general trends from Table 5-8 are the same as those from Table 5-4, i.e., for a fixed F and L, 
and for a fixed F and p, increasing p and L, respectively, also increases the scheduling time, and 
the effect of increasing F for a fixed L and p is variable.
By comparing Table 5-4 and Table 5-8, it can also be noted that the duration of the scheduling 
stage is only a tiny fraction of the decoding stage, e.g., in scenario 1, the mean scheduling time for 
RF is 0.018 ms whereas its mean decoding is 1.861 ms which corresponds to an increase by a 
factor of about 103. The difference between the mean decoding and scheduling times becomes 
wider as the file size and packet loss rate increase, e.g., in scenario 12, the mean scheduling time 
for RF is 0.077 ms whereas its mean decoding is 91.887 ms which corresponds to an increase by a 
factor of about 1193. The decoding stage entails considerably more advanced operations than the 
scheduling stage such that when there are more packets to be recovered, the complexity of the 
decoding stage grows at higher rate than that of the scheduling stage which entails much simpler 
operations on a binary 2D matrix.
With regards to which algorithm has the shortest scheduling time, RF is the best not only in terms 
of the mean scheduling time for each scenario (see Table 5-8), but also the scheduling time for all 
the 1200 erasure samples. The overall mean gain offered by RF is 90.48%. These observations are 
not unexpected because MF is severely compromised by the fact that it has to examine the whole 
2D array every time before determining which FEC block should appear next in the schedule. In 
contrast, RF systematically goes through all the rows and columns until all the data packets are 
recovered or no more can be recovered, during which time it places a new FEC block on the 
schedule when appropriate, i.e., RF does not have to examine the whole 2D array every time 
before determining which FEC block should appear next.
Mean scheduling time
L{KB) F p
400 1.5 10%
400 1.5 20%
400 2.0 10%
400 2.0 20%
1600 1.5 10%
1600 1.5 20%
1600 2.0 10%
1600 2.0 20%
3600 1.5 10%
3600 1.5 20%
3600 2.0 10%
3600 2.0 20%
Key;
Colour Position 
lis t 
2nd
Table 5-8: The mean scheduling times for RF and MF.
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5.2.4 The Overall Picture
Having seen that MF is on the whole better than RF in the decoding stage, but RF is convincingly 
better than MF in the scheduling stage, the attention now shifts to the overall picture to see which 
algorithm emerges as the best. Table 5-9 shows RF has the best mean processing time for each 
scenario, and from Table 5-10 one notes that out of the 1200 erasure samples, RF is better than 
MF on 1100 occasions. Therefore, RF is overwhelmingly better than MF. Although MF is better 
than the RF in the decoding stage, its scheduling stage compromises it so much that it loses out to 
RF in the overall picture.
Scenario L (KB) F p
1 400 1.5 10%
2 400 1.5 20%
3 400 2.0 10%
4 400 2.0 20%
5 1600 1.5 10%
6 1600 1.5 20%
7 1600 2.0 10%
8 1600 2.0 20%
9 3600 1.5 10%
10 3600 1.5 20%
11 3600 2.0 10%
12 3600 2.0 20%
Mean scheduling + 
decoding time (ms)
Key:
Colour Position 
lis t 
2nd
Table 5-9: The mean of the combined scheduling and decoding times for RF and MF.
Scenario
The number of times each decoding algorithm Is In 1st position and the statistics 
concerning Its deviation from the algorithm In 2nd goWtlon
RF MF
f H mln max f a mln max
1 91 4.09% 0.17% 10.54% 9 1.66% 0.04% 5.24%
2 62 1.97% 0.05% 6.97% 38 1.39% 0.01% 4.94%
3 94 4.45% 0.11% 15.91% 6 1.32% 0.11% 4.66%
4 90 3.31% 0.17% 7.06% 10 1.41% 0.24% 4.38%
5 100 4.57% 2.12% 7.02% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
6 98 2.19% 0.87% 3.14% 2 1.29% 0.42% 2.16%
7 100 5.08% 3.46% 6.15% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
8 99 2.79% 1.74% 8.80% 1 1.10% 1.10% 1.10%
9 83 4.60% 2.17% 5.93% 17 24.98% 5.36% 36.68%
10 100 2.42% 0.50% 3.30% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
11 100 5.00% 1.94% 6.35% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
12 83 0.24% 0.00% 0.97% 17 0.10% 0.01% 0.47%
Total
Overall mean 921 3.39%| 1.11%| 6.84% 1 8| 2.77%| 0.61%| 4.97%
Table 5-10: The number of times each decoding algorithm is in 1st position and the statistics 
concerning its deviation from the algorithm in 2nd position; f -  frequency, p -  mean.
5.2.5 Other Considerations
Other aspects of the 2D RS decoding which can be considered are partially recoverable erasure 
patterns, parallelism, when the scheduling and decoding begin with respect to packet reception, 
and further algorithms:
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The investigations herein only consider fully recoverable erasure patterns and these 
typically entail the recovery of many FEC blocks. However, it could be worthwhile to 
examine how tlie different algorithms fare in the presence of partially recoverable erasure 
patterns which have much fewer erasures. It is also expected that in a real system, for a 
given F and L, some receivers have fully recoverable erasure patterns while others do not.
If a 2D RS decoder is capable of decoding multiple constituent FEC blocks at once, then 
RF and CF can decode up to all the rows or all the columns at once. However, the same 
degree of parallel processing may not be readily available for the other decoding 
algorithms due to FEC block dependencies. Consider an example where there are 5 FEC 
blocks to be decoded by each algorithm and the 2D RS decoder can simultaneously 
decode 5 FEC blocks: in the case of LF it may be possible to decode all five FEC blocks 
simultaneously if they are all rows or columns, but if the schedule reads two rows 
followed by two columns and another row, then parallel processing can only proceed 
smoothly if all the FEC blocks in the schedule are independent, i.e., they do not share any 
missing data packets, otherwise there may be delays caused by the need to wait for a 
missing data packet which is to be recovered by the previous FEC block in the schedule, 
e.g., if the packet in position 1 is missing, and the schedule reads rl, cl, etc., rl and cl 
cannot be decoded simultaneously, as c l has to wait for the packet in position 1 to be 
recovered through rl before it can be decoded. In the case of RF, there can only be delays 
when switching from recoverable rows to recoverable columns if the preceding row and 
following column are not independent. There should be room for further optimisation in 
terms of assembling hardware specific for 2D RS decoding, but this is beyond the scope 
of the thesis.
It is assumed that the decoding of 2D RS begins only when the BM-SC has completed the 
transmission of packets belonging to a particular file. Naturally, decoding parts of a 2D 
block as packets are being received is an option and it is possible for RF, CF, and their 
hybrids, but it may not be ideal for obtaining the maximum possible gain available with 
LF, MF, and their hybrids. Decoding on the fly may also not be efficient for RF and CF 
because packets from a particular FEC block may be recovered by decoding the FEC 
block when there is actually no need to do the decoding because these packets are in 
transit, i.e., for decoding on the fly to work efficiently for RF and CF, the receiver has to 
Iœ o w  the order in which the packets are transmitted so that missing packets are indeed 
missing and not in transit. Nevertheless, it is expected that 2D RS is used for relatively 
large files and these fall under the download service, featuring applications with no time 
constraints and consequently the extra delay coming from not decoding on the fly can be 
tolerated.
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• In the current setup, RF and MF are the best two algorithms in the decoding stage in 
which MF is better than RF on the whole. RF is the best algorithm overall since it 
convincingly beats MF in the scheduling stage. This suggests that a hybrid algorithm 
containing the simplicity of RF in the scheduling stage and the efficiency of MF in the 
decoding stage could perform better than both RF and MF. Two examples of such hybrid 
algorithms which could be worth exploring are proposed: start decoding the Dimension 
with the Most number of recoverable erasures First (DMF), and MF-x-RF which uses MF 
to identify the first x FEC blocks in the decoding schedule, but proceeds as RF to identify 
the remaining blocks. In fact, DMF is a step in the right direction as it is better than MF, 
but it is not better than RF (see Appendix C); all the same, it is apparent that the next 
logical step after DMF is MF-x-RF, an algorithm which may eventually be more 
computationally efficient than RF.
5.3 Summary
This chapter explored fresh approaches to two aspects of 2D RS codes: file success rate bounds 
and decoding algorithms. The main outcomes are as follows:
1. File success rate bounds for 2D RS: the comparison of the four derived bounds (upper, 
linear, cosine, and ellipse) with simulation results shows that two of the derived bounds, 
an upper and a lower (based on the equation of an ellipse), can be used to reasonably 
estimate the file success rate of 2D RS without running simulations. The real 2D RS file 
success rate curve actually lies somewhere between the two curves and the lower bound 
moves farther away from the real curve as the packet loss rate increases. However, the 
current bounds require that the 2D RS parameters ;zy, »2, ki, and lc2 are all integers; this 
results in a coarse granularity for F (FEC stretch factor), e.g., if L = 100 KB and iii -  «2, 
then ki = 10, k2 = 10, then F increases in steps of 20%, Better bounds may alleviate this 
restriction.
2. Decoding algorithms for 2D RS: the development of more computationally efficient 
algorithms is critical because the algorithms have a direct impact on the battery life of 
handheld terminals. The experiments reveal that RF, a traditional algorithm, and MF, one 
of the proposed algorithms, are the most prominent algorithms in this context. On the 
whole, MF is better than RF in the decoding stage because its schedule is more likely to 
have the least number of FEC blocks. It is apparent that the operation to transfer FEC 
blocks to the decoder is generally more costly than the actual decoding itself. However, 
RF is overwhelmingly better than MF in the scheduling stage, so much so that RF is the 
overall best algorithm. MF has to analyse the whole 2D matrix before identifying a FEC
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block for decoding, whereas RF does not, as it simply places a FEC block in a decoding 
schedule if that FEC block has missing data packets and is recoverable, before proceeding 
to the next FEC block. Despite the fact that none of the proposed algorithms is better than 
RF overall, and the possibility that RF may be more amenable to other decoding options 
such as decoding on the fly and parallel processing, the results indicate that, in the 
decoding stage, the best decoding algorithm usually has a schedule with the highest ratio 
of erasures per FEC block or, alternatively, the least number of FEC blocks. Additionally, 
in the scheduling stage, the simplicity of traditional algorithms renders them vastly 
superior to the proposed algorithms. Therefore, the development of further 2D RS 
decoding algorithms should consider these two key outcomes. For example, a hybrid 
algorithm which incorporates the best aspects of RF and MF could be developed.
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Chapter 6
6 Integrating Packet-Level FEC with Data 
Carousels
A data carousel is a broadcast schedule consisting of files arranged according to their popularity 
(see section 3.3). Each file may appear more than once on the schedule, thus giving receivers 
many chances to recover it. Packet-level EEC entails the generation of parity packets from data 
packets of a particular file, and a receiver can recover this file even if some data packets are 
missing as long as it obtains a sufficient combination of data and parity packets. Both data 
carousels and FEC are highly scalable as user feedback is not required for their operation, 
although the presence of user feedback can improve their efficiency.
FEC is normally used with one-off file delivery where all the authorised receivers are notified of a 
pending download session and are expected to be available for this session, after which post­
delivery file repair procedures are triggered by receivers which have missing data packets. 
However, if there are many users with high packet loss rates, a p-t-m file repair session involving 
the retransmission of an entire file is the most efficient file repair procedure, and this is similar to 
a data carousel. Data carousels also give receivers the flexibility to tune in at their leisure.
All the same, data carousels cannot combat packet losses on their own. The addition of FEC to 
data carousels enables receivers to retrieve a particular file in fewer passes or attempts since all 
they require now for file recovery is a sufficient combination of data and parity packets instead of 
an exact number of data packets constituting the file. The research on the integration of data 
carousels and packet-level FEC is limited. The broadcast scheduling community has not 
considered packet-level FEC [109]-[111]. The FEC community has considered very basic data 
carousels [98], [112]-[1I6]. Carousels with a single file or multiple files of the same size have 
been considered, but in reality a carousel is likely to have files of different size. It has also been 
assumed that a receiver is interested in all the files from a carousel, but a receiver is likely to be 
only interested in particular files, i.e., each file will have different popularity. Since the considered 
carousels are rather basic, appropriate broadcast scheduling algorithms have also not been taken 
into account. With respect to FEC, the carousels employ one FEC code, but it may possible to 
achieve gains by using multiple FEC codes, e.g., ID RS for small files and 2D RS or LDGM 
Triangle for large files. As mentioned in chapter 3, there are two file or item retrieval techniques:
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one-shot and cumulative. The cumulative approach has been adopted without comparing it to the 
one-shot approach, but the addition of FEC may yield similar performances from the two 
techniques under certain settings.
The aforementioned shortcomings of existing carousel-FEC approaches are addressed in two 
upcoming sections. The investigations commence with an analytical study using the software 
package MATLAB in section 6.1. This is followed by ns simulations in section 6.2. The chapter 
ends with a summary of the main findings.
6.1 Analytical Study
This section begins by reviewing the FEC and data carousel equations when these two eiTor 
recovery methods are used separately. Next, the equations for an integrated carousel-FEC scheme 
are derived. Finally, the derived carousel-FEC expressions are used to evaluate the integrated 
scheme under various settings.
6.1.1 FEC
As there are no exact equations for 2D RS and any of the LDGM codes, the fairest way to 
compare the FEC codes under various carousel-FEC settings is through simulations. Therefore, 
only ID RS is used in the analytical study. The file success rate equation for ID RS was given in 
(5-2) on page 75, and is repeated here in (6-1) for convenience.
■^,100 “ 1 1  
1=1
(6-1)
The plots in Figure 6-1 are obtained by plotting (6-1) under various settings with a target FSR 
value of 99%. As expected, more parity packets or higher values of F are required to attain 
P f . i o o  = 99% when the packet loss rate increases. F increases as L increases for RSk50, since each 
increment in L results in additional FEC block, thus the need for greater protection to ensure that 
all FEC blocks arrive correctly or yield the target FSR. In the case of RSii255, a ripple effect in F 
is observed as L increases, particularly at lower values of L for any given packet loss rate. This 
ripple effect is due to the fact that a single increment in L does not necessarily result in an 
additional FEC block, e.g., when p = 10%, the required F decreases as L increases from 50 to 150 
or 200 KB as there is a single FEC block and it is known that for a fixed SF, the performance of a 
FEC block improves as k increases. However, the required F increases as L changes from 200 to 
250, as an additional FEC block is introduced; there are now 300, ( F x L  = 1.2x250), packets in 
total with both the data and parity packets evenly split between the two blocks, so extra protection 
is required to attain the same FSR.
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RSn255 is selected over RSk50 for the analytical study because it offers significant bandwidth 
savings as was illustrated in subsection 4.3.1 and can be seen here in Figure 6-1 by comparing the 
two graphs when L = 5000 KB and p = 20%. On the flip side, RSn255 has higher decoding 
complexity than RSk50 [87], [89], but this drawback is not critical enough to prevent RSn255 
from being the default ID RS code [86], [92].
p=10%
p=15%
p=20% 1.551.45
II «  1.451.35c/5 1.3
a 1.25
O 1.35
p=10%
p=15%
p=20%
1.25
1000 2000 File Size (KB)3000 4000 5000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
a) RSn255 b) RSk50
Figure 6-1; The variation of the required FEC SF to attain P f , ioo = 99% for different ID RS codes, file 
sizes, and packet loss rates; the file size, L, varies from 50 to 5000 KB in steps of 50 KB.
6.1.2 Data Carousels
As stated in chapter 3, a good carousel design carefully considers the relative demand for each 
item so that, for a given carousel length, a particular item appears a befitting number of times and 
its appearances in the carousel are spread accordingly in order to minimise the average time 
required by a random user to retrieve it.
Let t\ be the access time for item i and user k, i.e., the time that elapses between the time instant
when the user expresses his desire to access item / and the time when downloading commences 
for this particular item. The access time can be considered as a lower bound for the download 
time (access time + file duration); hereafter, the two terms are used interchangeably. The mean 
response (or download) time, S, is the key user-oriented metric for the carousel efficiency. It is 
defined as the expected value of t[ when considering the whole user population and all carousel
items. The expression for the minimum average response time, Smw, under the optimum broadcast 
schedule design strategy (see (7) in [109]) in the presence of data loss but in the absence of FEC, 
may then be generalized into (6-2):
^ \  *=i y (6-2)
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where M  is the number of items in the schedule and /*/ is the mean number of required re­
appearances of data item i (each one associated with a demand probability value qi and length /,) 
after its first appearance, so that it is fully retrieved in the presence of data loss. {/,} is the set of 
item lengths normalised with respect to the minimum item length, namely
h = mill L
Note that by using (6-3), the response time is measured in time units or slots equal to the 
transmission time T of the minimum-length item:
mill LT = - ( -----  (6-4)C
where C is the link capacity in packets per second. Since the file sizes are given in KB, and each 
packet contains 1 KB of data, L,- also denotes the number of data packets in a file. Without 
considering FEC, the parameter 77 depends on the data item retrieval technique, one-shot or 
cumulative, mean packet loss rate, and total number of packets making up the item. The 
expressions for 77 under one-shot and cumulative recovery of items are as follows:
a) One-shot Retrieval of Items: upon the appearance of each item in the schedule, the 
receiver will either conectly retrieve the whole item or not. When part of the item is not 
retrieved, correctly retrieved item parts are discarded rather than stored and the retrieval 
procedure begins from scratch upon the next item appearance in the schedule. The
probability p i that an item is not fully received within one appearance in the schedule is
P l . = l - ( l - p ) ^  (6-5)
and the probability that the full item will be correctly retrieved by its re-appearance in 
the schedule becomes
=  (6-6)
Therefore, the mean number of item i re-appearances in the schedule before it is fully 
retrieved, 77, equals
= (6-7)
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b) Cumulative Retrieval of Items: in contrast to one-shot item retrieval, cumulative item 
retrieval dictates that the receiver stores part of the item which is retrieved correctly, even 
if the whole item is not received error-free. This requires appropriate data packaging that 
will allow the identification of correctly received data parts and later, when all item parts 
are correctly retrieved, the reassembly of the item. The probability that the item will have 
been reassembled by its z* re-appearance in the schedule is
= z > 0
while r, becomes
r ^ (p ,L ,)  =  £ l - P ;
j= o
(6-8)
A
(6-9)
;=0
-»-1-sho t.L=20 
-cy cumulative. L=20 
1-shot, L -100 
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Figure 6-2: Average number of item re appearances until full retrieval vs. mean packet loss rate 
under one-shot and cumulative item retrieval.
By using (6-7) and (6-9), Figure 6-2 draws a comparison between the two options for data 
retrieval from data carousels for two particular items. As expected, the cumulative retrieval of 
items accelerates the acquisition of the full item when compared to the one-shot retrieval 
technique. The performance gap between the two techniques increases with higher packet loss 
rates and larger items. In fact, the cumulative retrieval technique appears to be less sensitive to 
packet loss rate and item length variations, whereas with the one-shot retrieval, the time to acquire 
the full item may increase dramatically for large items, even under moderate packet loss rates. All 
the same, the one-shot retrieval technique is simpler since there is no requirement to cache a 
partially received item and the overheads due to data packaging and reassembly can be reduced 
compared to the cumulative retrieval technique.
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6.1.3 Integrating Data Carousels with FEC
The common approach in determining the FEC redundancy level for one-off file delivery is to set 
the FEC SF for a target FSR, e.g., 95% in DVB-H and 3GPP FEC simulation guidelines [147], 
[148]. The aim is to strike a good balance between the achieved FSR and the required capacity 
overhead. However, when combining FEC with data carousels, setting the FEC SF by only 
considering the FSR does not allow for optimization of the carousel response time.
For example, consider a hypothetical, elementary data carousel with only two data items, with 
equal size, item demand, and FEC SF, with receivers employing cumulative item retrieval and 
facing a mean packet loss rate of 10%. The aforementioned equations in subsections 6.1.1 and 
6.1.2, while incorporating the changes described in this subsection, can be used to compute the 
mean download times (see Table 6-1). It is clear that targeting 95% FSR or its closest match 
results in a suboptimum average item response time { P f . i o o  = 96.58%, S = 1.282 slots). When the 
value of F is lower than the one resulting in minimum average item response time {F = 1.24, S = 
1.259 slots), any combination of F and S is Pareto optimal, i.e., getting a smaller value for F only 
comes at the expense of higher minimum average response time and vice-versa. On the contrary, 
increasing the F beyond the value corresponding to the minimum response time deteriorates the 
carousel responsiveness, yielding higher item download times.
P F,IOO (% ) ^ 93.34 96.58 98.35 99.24 99.67 99.86 99.95 99.98 99.99
N orm a lised S  (slots) 1.337 1.282 1.260 1.259 1.268 1.284 1.301 1.321 1.340
F  ' ' 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34
Table 6-1: The normalised average data carousel response time for different values of F, with 
RSn255,p = 10%, M = 2,qi =q2 = 0.5, and Lj = 50, L2 = Lj.
The superposition of FEC on the data carousels affects the mean content download time in two, 
diametrically opposite, ways. On the one hand, higher levels of FEC redundancy improve the 
error correction capability of the FEC codes. Faster download times are feasible, since users have 
higher chances to download an item in fewer attempts. On the other hand, higher FEC redundancy 
levels result in longer encoded items (the /, values in (6-2) are inflated) and increase the spacing 
between appearances of a particular item in the schedule, giving rise to higher response times. An 
integrated carousel-FEC design is characterised optimum, when it minimises the average 
download time. As indicated by Table 6-1, this can happen for a critical value of F, hereafter 
denoted Fopt, where the gain in download times due to better FEC code error correcting 
capabilities is exactly offset by the stretching of download times because of the EEC-related 
capacity overhead.
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The next few subsections introduce the equations for an integrated carousel-FEC scheme, and 
show different ways of assigning FEC redundancy to carousel items. The approach for arriving at 
an optimum mean response time is also described.
6.1.3.1 Formulae
The introduction of FEC in the carousel affects two sets of parameters in (6-2), the item lengths 
{//} and the mean number of item re-appearances in the schedule {r,}, so that it can now be 
written as
-[CmÇ.FEC (6-10)
^ V/=1
In other words, the minimum average response time under given item demand and length 
distributions now becomes itself a function of the FEC redundancy. The FEC SF (F,) may be the 
same or different for all items. The per-item FEC block error rate (F,) is the probability of losing a 
FEC block from item i, and can be computed using (5-1)^° for ID RS. In the one-shot case, /•/ can 
still be computed from (6-7) after replacing p  with F, and L with Nq. However, under cumulative 
retrieval, p  in (6-9) has to be replaced by the mean post decoding packet loss rate 
{ p p o s t  =  1 -  ( P f Ÿ ^ ^ ) ,  s o  that ( 6 - 1 0 )  may be rewritten as
1 t' M ------------ - -------------------
mm 2 (6-11)
6.1.3.2 Per-Item FEC Stretch Factor, Demand, and Length
As stated in the previous section, the FEC SF assigned to each item may be the same or different. 
This section reports some of the results from an exhaustive search entailing the use of (6-10) and 
(6-11) in MATLAB to find the optimal settings of SF for different items; the carousels considered 
have at most three items in order to ease the complexity of the search, but the rules derived from 
this exercise are later tested on carousels with several items. The goal is to find the relationship 
between Fop,j and F^ pf z where qj, qz, h and h  are already known, under various packet loss rates 
and both item retrieval techniques.
i. Rule 1, if there are two or more items, they are of equal size and have the same 
demand, e.g., M =2, lz = /y, qi = qz: in general, the one-shot and cumulative optimal 
points are virtually identical (see Table 6-2 through Table 6-6 for a fixed L and p). 
The reason for this is fully explained in section 6.1.4 as the main function of Table
See page 75.
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6-2 to Table 6-6 is the derivation of relationships between Fop, values for different 
items under various settings. Table 6-2 reveals that for a given L and p. Fop, is the 
same for each item irrespective of M, e.g., when p = 10% and the item retrieval 
technique is one-shot. Fop, -  1.24 when M = 1, and Fop,j and Fop,_z are both equal to 
1.24 when M = 2. Sop, is the only parameter which changes when M changes. 
Therefore, rule 1 can be defined as follows: if items have the same values for length 
and demand, then F should have the same value for all of them, and Fop, has a value 
identical to the one obtained if there were only one item in the carousel.
p Retrievalmethod
Optimal values
M = 1 M  = 2
S o p t P  opt P p .io o jo p t ^ o p t P o p U F o p t s P p .tO O jopL I P  f.tOO_opt_2
10% one-shot 1 0.6295 1.24 99.24%# 1.2589 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24%cumulative 1 0.6294 1.24 99.24%J 1.2588 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24%
20% one-shot 1 0.7365 1.44 98.87%# 1.4730 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87%cumulative I 0.7363 1.44 98.87%# 1.4726 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87%
Table 6-2: The optimum response times and their corresponding F and Pp,ioo values for L = 50, 
Fmin = 50, where all the items in the carousel have both the same demand and length.
ii. Rule 2: if there are two or more items, they are of equal size but have different 
demand, e.g., M = 2 , 12 = li, qi f  qz’. one of the main observations from Table 6-3 is 
that changing the content demand affects the response time, but Fop, remains constant 
implying that it is only affected by changes in p, e.g., when p = 10% and the item 
retrieval technique is one-shot, the value of Fop, for each item remains 1.24 as the 
demand for each item changes. The response time is greater when the items are 
almost equally popular than when the items have relatively big differences in their 
popularity; when there is a big disparity in the demand between two items, the 
carousel can afford to be biased in favour of the more popular item and thus have a 
lower average response time compared to the case where items are equally popular. 
Rule 2 can be defined as follows: if items have the same length, but different 
popularity, then F should have the same value for all of them, and Fop, is equal to the 
value obtained if there were only one item in the carousel (see Table 6-2 when M = 
1).
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p
Optimal values Demand, M = 3
Retrieval method
Spp( F op(_i P o p L i Fof>L3 P  F.toojapt_t P f,100_opL 2 PF.100_OfH,3 item 1 item 2 item 3
1.2265 1.24 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24% 99.24% 0.90 0.05 0.05
one-shot 1.7301 1.24 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24% 99.24% 0.45 0.45 0.1 C1.8792 1.24 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24% 99.24% 0.40 0.30 0.3C
1.7945 1.24 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24% 99.24% 0.51 0.33 0.1610% 1.2264 1.24 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24% 99.24% 0.90 0.05 0.05
cumulative 1.729S 1.24 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24% 99.24% 0.45 0.45 0.1 C1.8791 1.24 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24% 99.24% 0.40 0.30 0.3C
1.7946 1.24 1.24 1.24 99.24% 99.24% 99.24% 0.51 0.33 0.16
one-shot 1.4351 1.44 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87% 98.87% 0.90 0.05 0.05
2.0243 1.44 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87% 98.87% 0.45 0.45 0.1C
2.1989 1.44 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87% 98.87% 0.40 0.30 0.3C
2.100C 1.44 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87% 98.87% 0.51 0.33 0.1620% cumulative 1.4347 1.44 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87% 98.87% 0.90 0.05 0.05
2.0235 1.44 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87% 98.87% 0.45 0.45 0.1C
2.1984 1.44 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87% 98.87% 0.40 0.30 0.3C
2.0995 1.44 1.44 1.44 98.87% 98.87% 98.87% 0.51 0.33 0.16
Table 6-3; The optimum response times and their corresponding F and Ppjoo values for L = 50, 
Lnin = 50, where all the items in the carousel have different demand hut the same length.
iii. Rule 3: if there are two or more items, they are of different size but have the same 
demand, e.g., M = 2, h f  U, qj = qz- from the results in Table 6-4, rule 3 can be 
defined as follows: if items have different length, but the same popularity, F or Fop, is 
not the same for both items, e.g., when p -  10% and the retrieval method is one-shot, 
Fop,_i -  1.240 and Fop,_z = 1.195; Fop, for each item is equal to the value obtained if it 
were the only item in the carousel (see Table 6-2 for L = 50, M = 1, and Table 6-5 for 
L= 1000,M= 1).
P Retrieval method
Optimal values
M s 2
Sopt P  OPLI Popt_a P f. ioo_ opL1 P  F,100_opt_2
10% one-shot 9.0962 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%cumulative 9.0957 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%
20% one-shot 10.6360 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%cumulative 10.6350 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%
Table 6-4: The optimum response times and their corresponding F and Pp.m values for L/ = 50, 
Lz = 1000, L„i„ = 50, where all the items in the carousel have the same demand hut different length.
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p Retrieval method
Optimal values
/I# = 1
Sopf F  op, Pp.lOOjap,
10% one-shot 12.0540 1.195 99.57%cumulative 12.0530 1.195 99.57%
20% one-shot 14.0930 1.394 99.46%cumulative 14.0920 1.394 99.46%
Table 6-5: The optimum response times and their corresponding F and Ppjoo values for L = 1000, 
Cmin = 50, where the single item in the carousel has 100% demand.
iv. Rule 4: if there are two or more items, they are of different size and have different 
demand, e.g., M = 2, I2 h, qi q2 . from the results in Table 6-6, rule 4 can be 
defined as follows: if items have different length and popularity, F or Fop, is not the 
same for each item, e.g., when p = 10% and the item retrieval method is one-shot, 
Foptj = 1.240 and Fop,_2 = 1.195 as the demand for each item changes; Fop, for each 
item is equal to the value obtained if it were the only item in the carousel.
p Retrievalmethod
Demand, 
M  = 2 Optimal values
item 1 item 2 S o p , P p .io o  opt 1 P p .io o  opt 2
0.9 0.1 3.4246 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%
one-shot 0.8 0.2 5.1180 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%0.7 0.3 6.5814 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%
10% 0.6 0.4 7.8981 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%0.9 0.1 3.4244 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%
cumulative 0.8 0.2 5.1177 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%0.7 0.3 6.5810 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%
0.6 0.4 7.8977 1.240 1.195 99.24% 99.57%
0.9 0.1 4.0052 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%
one-shot 0.8 0.2 5.9851 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%0.7 0.3 7.6962 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%
20% 0.6 0.4 9.2357 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%0.9 0.1 4.0046 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%
cumulative 0.8 0.2 5.9844 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%0.7 0.3 7.6953 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%
0.6 0.4 9.2347 1.440 1.394 98.87% 99.46%
Table 6-6: The optimum response times and their corresponding F and Ppjoo values for Lj = 50, Lj = 
1000, Lmm = 50, where all the items in the carousel have both different demand and length.
In summary, the exhaustive searches for Sop, and corresponding Fop, values in small-scale 
carousels (M < 3) show that F„p, is independent of item demand, but Sop, is not, and each item has 
its own Fop, which is equal to the one obtained if it were the only item in a carousel. These results 
are the basis of a FEC assignment rule (FAR) called unique FSR-SF, details of which are 
provided in the next subsection.
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6.1.3.3 FEC Assignment Rules
The amount of FEC redundancy assigned to each item is determined according to a FAR. Three 
such rules are proposed:
• Unique F5R-SF: each item is assigned a unique SF which is equal to Fopt, the SF value 
leading to S o p ,  if it were the only item in a carousel, minus a deviation (constant for all 
items), F d e v ,  which enables this FAR to be used in the suboptimal regions of the carousel 
response time. If Fdev = 0, all the items are assigned their unique F„pt values, e.g., 1.24 for 
L = 50 (see Table 6-2) and 1.195 for L = 1000 (see Table 6-5) when p = 10%.
• Common S F :  each item is assigned the same SF regardless of its size; therefore, for i ^ j, 
Fi = Fj and Pp.iooj P f . i o o j  unless L, = Lj (see Figure 6-3).
•  Common F S R :  the redundancy added to each item is computed so that the same file 
success rate is achieved for all items, irrespective of their lengths; thus, for i 9^  j, 
P f j o o j  = P f . i o o j  and F, Fj unless L, = Lj (see Figure 6-3).
Common SF: k = 2, F,= \ .5, = Ff P =  0.5
Item  1 Item  2
Item  1 Item  2 ^F.iooj — 50%
Item  1
F100_2 = 25%
Item  2
F^,100_2 — 50%^F. 100J  -  50%
Common FSR: k = 2 , F j =  1.5, F2 = 2.0, p  = 0.5
Figure 6-3; The difference between the common SF and the common FSR FEC assignment rules for a
simple example of ID RS code use.
6.1.3.4 Optimisation Procedure
In the case of the unique FSR-SF FAR, the individual values of F which yield the optimum 
carousel response time are already known from a preliminary exercise to derive Fop, for each file 
size. However, for common SF and common FSR, the respective global F and Pf.ioo values that 
give an optimum carousel response time are not known, so these values have to be increased 
systematically until an optimum carousel response time is found. For example, when the FAR is 
common SF, Sop, is initialised to a very large number and F may be initialised to 1.00 and either 
(6-10) -one-shot item retrieval- or (6-11) -cumulative item retrieval- are used to compute the 
carousel response time. The computed response time is then compared with the current value of
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Sopù if it is less than Sopu F is increased and the whole process repeats; otherwise, the previous 
value of F  corresponds to Fop,.
6.1.4 Performance Evaluation of the Integrated Carousel-FEC Scheme
In the following, the performance of the integrated carousel-FEC scheme is assessed under 
various settings regarding the demand probability and length of individual items, and the packet 
loss rates the scheme will have to cope with. The basic performance metrics are the minimum
average download time , as defined in section 6.1.3, and the FEC SF value(s), which may be 
seen as representative measures of the user satisfaction and the network efficiency, respectively. 
Tables of numerical results and comparative plots demonstrate the way the different file retrieval 
methods and FEC assignment rules affect the integrated carousel-FEC scheme performance. The 
MATLAB® software package is used for the numerical results and plots.
6.1.4.1 Parameter Settings
There are four main scenarios which are based on the item demand distribution:
• Scenario 0: all the items are equally popular
• Scenario 1 : the demand decreases with increasing item length such that the smallest item 
is the most popular and the largest item is the least popular
• Scenario 2: the demand increases with increasing item length such that the smallest item 
is the least popular and the largest item is the most popular
• Scenario 3: the demand is also non-uniform like in scenarios 1 and 2, but this time the 
demand is randomly assigned to items, so some small items are more popular than large 
items whereas others are not.
The item demand varies according to the Zipf distribution which is also used by other researchers, 
for example [109], [110]. The expression for the Zipf distribution is given in (6-12). The 
parameter 6 determines the skewness of the demand distribution. When 6 = 0, the item demand is 
uniform (scenario 0). For values of 6 greater than zero, the demand is non-uniform as it decreases 
with increasing index number i (see Figure 6-4). Herein, 6 is arbitrarily set to 1 for scenarios with 
non-uniform demand. The index numbers can be assigned accordingly to different items to create 
scenario 1 to 3, e.g., in scenario 2, the index number increases with decreasing item size such that 
the largest item is assigned index number 1 and the smallest item is assigned index number M.
(6-12)
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Figure 6-4: The variation of item demand probability with increasing index number for different
values of tbeta (0), where A/ = 10.
Within the aforementioned four scenarios, other parameters are fixed or can vary as follows:
• M: 100
• 50
• 1500, 5000
• L varies in steps of 50 from L„„„ to L^ax according to the length distribution in [47]. 
When Lnuix = 5000, there are 100 items of different size, but when L„^ u = 1500 there are 
only 30 items of different size, so to reach M = 100, there are 2, 3 or 4 instances of each 
item size
• Item retrieval method: one-shot, cumulative
• FEC code: RSn255
• FAR: common SF, common FSR, unique FSR-SF
• F (for common SF) varies from 1.00 to 2.50 in steps of 0.02; an increment of 0.02 is 
equivalent to an increment of 1 packet for L = 50
•  P f . i o o  (for common FSR) varies from 90.00% to 100.00% in steps of 0.01%; the closest 
match to these values are read from reference tables of P f . i o o  vs. F for each combination 
of L and p, where F also varies from 1.00 to 2.50 in steps of 0.02 to guarantee a fair 
comparison between common SF and common FSR
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• Fdev (for unique FSR-SF) varies from -0.10 to 0.10 in steps of 0.02; during the 
derivation of F opt in single-item carousels, F also varies from 1.00 to 2.50 in steps of
0.02 to ensure a fair comparison between the FEC assignment rules
• p: 10%, 15%, 20%.
6.1.4.2 Results and Discussions
This subsection begins by presenting and explaining the fundamental relationship between the 
mean download time and the FEC stretch factor. The results and discussions also compare the 
different item retrieval methods, and explore how to cater for heterogeneous receivers.
6.1.4.2.1 Fundamental Trend
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Figure 6-5: Normalised mean response time (in slots) vs. FEC SF; scenario 1, L,„ax = 5000, p =20% , 
cumulative item retrieval, RSn255, common SF FAR.
Irrespective of the item demand scenario, range of files sizes, item retrieval technique, or FAR, 
the variation of the average response time with the FEC redundancy follows the same general 
trend (for example, see Figure 6-5). Initially, tlie response time decreases dramatically upon the 
addition of redundancy. Although the equivalent length of each item becomes larger after FEC 
encoding (/,- —> F) • /,• ) and the item size increases normally lead to longer response times as
shown by Figure 6-2 on page 101, at low values of F the increased erasure correction capabilities 
induced by additional redundancy vastly outweigh the former effect of increasing F so that the 
mean download time decreases quickly. Eventually, the response time reaches an optimal point,
where recovery from packet loss is almost perfect. Beyond this point, /dSF >0, i.e.,
adding redundancy has a negative effect upon the response time. Now, higher values of F only 
serve to increase the response time through longer items and hence wider spacing between item
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appearances in the data carousel, without substantial benefits in terms of the already existing high 
loss-resilience.
If the designer of the broadcast schedule decides to set F below F^ pi, he or she can trade off 
network capacity for better download times. It is also important to note that in this region of the 
performance curve, high gains are feasible for small redundancy increments. However, if the 
optimum response time is desired, the designer may wish to over-engineer the FEC redundancy 
since an error in F leading to a value below F„pt has a wider deviation from the optimum response 
time than an eiTor leading to a value higher than F^ pt. The response time is worse on both sides of 
Fopt, but it is significantly more sensitive to changes in F below Fopt than above it.
6.1.4.2.2 A Comparison of Item Retrieval Techniques
Figure 6-2 showed that, without FEC, the cumulative item retrieval method produces better 
response times compared to its one-shot counterpart. Furthermore, the gain of the cumulative item 
retrieval method over the one-shot approach increases with higher packet loss rates and larger 
files.
The aforementioned trends between the two item retrieval methods also apply for the integrated 
carousel-FEC scheme, but only for small amounts of FEC redundancy regardless of the settings as 
depicted in Figure 6-6. Figure 6-6a) illustrates that the general trend that the cumulative method is 
better than the one-shot method at low levels of redundancy irrespective of the scenario-FAR 
combination. At any given small redundancy value, the gain of the cumulative method is much 
greater in a carousel with larger items compared to one with smaller items (cf. L,„ax -  5000 and 
Unax ~ 1500 in Figure 6-6b). Finally, the trend that the gain of the cumulative method over the 
one-shot method increases with higher packet loss rates is also preserved in the integrated 
carousel-FEC scheme at low redundancy levels as depicted in Figure 6-6c). For example, at 
F ~ 1.16, the cumulative gain is around 500 slots when p -  10%, but when p  = 15%, the gain is 
around 9 X lO'^ slots.
At low values for F, the mean item re-appearance value r-, is lower for the cumulative item 
retrieval scheme than its one-shot counterpart, hence the apparent gain of the cumulative scheme. 
However, as F increases, the performance curves of the two schemes converge. At those 
redundancy values the recovery from erasures is almost perfect, so that the mean number of item 
appearances in the carousel before full retrieval probability approaches unity, i.e., r, approaches 
zero for both item retrieval techniques. The response time then increases monotonically with F 
according to (6-13).
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Figure 6-6: One-shot (solid) item retrieval vs. cumulative (dashed) item retrieval under various 
settings; the normalised mean response time is in slots, and 1 slot can transmit 50 packets.
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1=1
(6-13)
The values in Table 6-7 confirm that the gain of the cumulative item retrieval method is negligible 
at the optimum response times, e.g., when the FAR is common SF and p = 10% in scenario 0, Fopt 
is the same for both retrieval methods and the cumulative approach only offers an improvement of
0.01% in the response time.
This performance convergence between the two item retrieval techniques in the presence of FEC 
bears interesting implications for the end user devices, in particular low-end devices. An 
optimised design of the FEC encoded carousel can relieve the end user terminals from the 
additional complexity and buffer requirements related to the cumulative retrieval technique. Users 
will experience the same performance under the much simpler one-shot retrieval that heavily 
penalises performance in the absence of FEC.
Scenario 0 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
^  opt Fopt ^  opt Fopt ^  opt Fopt ^ o p t Fopt
common SF cumulative 2740.77 1.20 1170.92 1.20 2429.10 1.20 1767.42 1.20
one-shot 2741.04 1.20 1171.04 1.20 2429.61 1.20 1767.75 1.20
10% common FSR cumulative 2740.12 1.20 1170.48 1.20 2432.62 1.21 1765.42 1.20one-shot 2740.30 1.20 1170.56 1.20 2432.77 1.21 1765.54 1.20
unique FSR-SF cumulative 2740.05 1.20 1170.40 1.20 2432.59 1.21 1765.37 1.20
one-shot 2740.24 1.20 1170.47 1.20 2432.75 1.21 1765.48 1.20
common SF cumulative 3208.22 1.40 1369.94 1.40 2837.66 1.40 2065.85 1.40
one-shot 3208.71 1.40 1370.13 1.40 2838.23 1.40 2066.25 1.40
20% common FSR cumulative 3205.10 1.41 1368.50 1.41 2845.70 1.41 2064.37 1.41one-shot 3205.31 1.41 1368.58 1.41 2845.84 1.41 2064.50 1.41
unique FSR-SF cumulative 3204.42 1.41 1368.09 1.40 2845.32 1.41 2064.26 1.41
one-shot 3204.67 1.41 1368.21 1.40 2845.50 1.41 2064.40 1.41
Table 6-7: Sopt and Fopt values for a carousel with RSn255 FEC and L^ax = 5000.
6.1.4,2,3 Heterogeneous Receivers
In a real system, users experience different packet loss rates. The difference in response time 
between dissimilar packet loss rates is quite dramatic at low F values as indicated in Table 6-8. 
e.g., at /? = 10%, Fopt = 1.20, but this F value yields a response time which is 4660.60 slots above 
the optimum response time for p = 15%. The optimum response time at p = 15% is attained by 
F = 1.30, but this F value causes an increase of 189.80 slots (6.92%) from the optimum response 
time at p = 10%. For a system designed to cope with both packet loss rates, a compromise could 
be achieved by choosing F = 1.28 where the deviations from the optimum response time when 
p = 10% and p = 15% are 144.70 slots (5.28%) and 69.00 slots (2.33%), respectively. Although a 
sophisticated weighting function, which takes into account number of users and item demand at 
each packet loss rate, can be used to determine an F value for a single carousel to cope with both 
packet loss rates, it is apparent that the F value has to be closer Fopt for the higher packet loss rate.
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especially when the users are spread evenly between both packet loss rates or the majority of them 
are at the higher packet loss rate. It is possible to have an F value closer to F^ p, for the higher 
packet loss rate because the response time does not increase dramatically from the optimum 
response time of the lower packet loss rate as F increases.
Although, the packet loss rates of 10 and 15% may be catered by a single carousel, the same 
cannot be easily said for packet loss rates of 10 and 20%. The Fop, value for p = 20% is 1.40 and 
this yields an increase of 415.20 slots (15.15%) from the optimum response time at p = 10%. 
Compromise F values yield response times which equate to relatively huge deviations from the 
optimum response times for either both or one of the packet loss rates, e.g., at F = 1.38 the 
deviation is 13.51% for p = 10%, and 2.48% for p = 20%, and at F = 1.36 the deviation is 11.86% 
for p = 10%, and 12.19% for p = 20%. Therefore, these two packet loss rates may be better served 
by two separate carousels with the same content but different amounts of FEC redundancy. 
However, ultimately, the use of more than one carousel to cater for different packet loss rates 
depends on the number of users and item demand at the specified packet loss rates.
F 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.38 1.40 1.42
Mean 
response 
time (slots)
p = 10% 2933.80 2740.80 2754.00 2795.70 2840.50 2885.50 2930.60 2975.70 3020.80 3065.90 3111.00 3156.00 3201.10
p = 15% 7953.60 7619.70 6420.40 4557.30 3404.20 3028.10 2959.10 2980.90 3021.70 3066.00 3111.00 3156.10 3201.10
p = 20% Inf Inf 8955.20 8605.60 8443.10 8212.40 7372.60 5846.70 4411.40 3599.20 3287.90 3208.20 3215.30
Table 6-8: A comparison of response times at different packet loss rates; scenario 0, RSn255,
cumulative item retrieval, L^ax = 5000.
6.2 Simulations
As stated previously, there are no exact equations for the considered FEC codes apart from ID 
RS. Therefore, simulations are necessary as they provide the fairest way to compare the 
performance of different FEC codes under carousel-FEC settings. Although expressions provided 
in [156] may eventually be adapted for ID RS to investigate the impact of burst losses on the 
integrated carousel-FEC scheme via analytical means, simulations readily offer the means to 
perform the aforementioned investigations not only with ID RS, but with other FEC codes such 
as 2D RS and LDGM Triangle. The carousel-FEC investigations under both uniform and burst 
packet loss form two major subsections of this section. The investigations are preceded by a 
description of the carousel-FEC simulator.
6.2.1 Simulator Description
The carousel-FEC simulator is merely an extension to the simulator described in chapter 4. The 
validation of the carousel-FEC scheme is in Appendix A. The extensions are as follows:
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1. Broadcast scheduling: the steps involved in the generation of schedules are illustrated in 
Figure 6-7. The first step is the derivation of FEC parameters for each combination of 
packet loss rate, FEC code, and file size. FEC code characterisation maps F to Pp.ioo and 
vice versa. A parallel step entails the derivation of unique Fop, values for use by unique 
FSR-SF; the derivation is performed for every combination of packet loss rate, FEC code, 
file size, and item retrieval method. The second step in broadcast scheduling is the use of 
a distinct combination of a FEC assignment rule and item retrieval method. Common SF 
provides the parameter F, = F, common FSR P f . i o o j  =  P f . i o o -. and unique FSR-SF 
F, = Fop,j -  Fdev The item retrieval methods require the P f . i o o j  to compute r„ so F, (for 
common SF and unique FSR-SF) is mapped to P f . i o o j  from the data generated during 
FEC code characterisation. The parameters r, and F, (so P f . i o o j  has to be mapped to F, 
when the FAR is common FSR) are fed to broadcast scheduling algorithm A (see (6-14)) 
which is based on the theorem of optimum broadcast schedule design [47]. In the final 
step, for a given carousel length, the scheduling algorithm determines when and how 
many times a particular file appears on the schedule. The parameter Q in (6-14) is the 
current time and R(i) is the last time item i appeared on the schedule. At time Q, item i is 
placed on the schedule if G(i) = max G. If there more than one item has its G value equal 
to max G, the item with least index number is selected arbitrarily. There is a schedule for 
each combination of packet loss rate, FEC code, item retrieval method, and FAR 
parameter, e.g., when the FAR is common FSR, P f . i o o  = 90% and P f . i o o  = 95% have 
different schedules.
Derivation of Unique Fop,
FEC Code Characterisation Values for Each File Size-
FEC Code Combination
▼ ▼
Common SF Common FSR Unique FSR-SF
1
V ▼ V ▼ 1 T
One-shot Cumulative One-Shot Cumulative One-shot Cumulative
Derivation
of
FEC
Parameters
FEC
Assignment
Rules
Item
Retrieval
Methods
Scheduling Algorithm
Figure 6-7: The procedures and flow of information in the generation of broadcast schedules.
G(i) = (Q -R (i)Ÿ  ■^■(.{ + 2 0  (6-14)
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2. The source reads a given broadcast schedule and continually transmits files to receivers 
until each receiver has been satisified or until the last file in the schedule has been 
transmitted.
3. The receivers request random items at a random time according to the item demand (Zipf) 
distribution described in section subsection 6.1.4.1. Each receiver is limited to one request 
per particular item, but it can request several different items. Once a receiver requests a 
particular item, it notes the time of the request so that it can compute the download time 
once the file has been successfully retrieved from the data carousel. Another parameter 
which is monitored from the moment a request is made for a particular item is the number 
of passes it takes for a receiver to recover that item. Under one-shot item recovery, 
correctly received packets are discarded in the event that FEC decoding is unsuccessful, 
whereas under cumulative item recovery, memory is set aside to store correctly received 
packets to be used in the next pass of a particular item if the cuiTent pass does not yield 
full file recovery.
6.2.2 Uniform Packet Loss
6.2.2.1 Parameter Settings
The simulator settings are as follows:
Scenarios: 0, 1,2,3 
6: 0, 1
Carousel types: (see Table 6-9)
M: 12; each carousel type has 12 unique items, but the number of appearances of a 
particular item depends on its demand and the carousel length
p: 20%
Carousel length: 2000 data slots 
Number of packets per slot: 50 
Request period: 10s to 1010s 
Requests: 2004, 2006 
Simulation runs: 5
FEC codes: RSn255, RS2D, LDGM Triangle, 3 hybrid schemes entailing combinations of 
the three FEC codes
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Item retrieval techniques: one-shot, cumulative
FEC assignment rules: common SF, common FSR, unique FSR-SF
F (for common SF) varies from 1.30 to 1.76 in steps of 0.02; F also varies in steps of 2% 
during FEC code characterisation and the derivation of unique Fop, values for unique 
FSR-SF to ensure a fair comparison of the different FARs
P p . i o o  (for common FSR) varies from 90% to 100% in uneven steps
Fdev (for unique FSR-SF) varies from -6% to 10% in steps of 2%.
Carousel ID
Unique instances of each file size ^
M
100 KB 500 KB m 10001KB 4000 KB' %
A 3 3 3 3 12
B 2 2 4 4 12
C 4 4 2 2 12
D 12 0 0 0 12
E 0 0 0 12 12
Table 6-9: Different carousel types and their makeup.
Most of the parameters are as defined in the analytical study. However, there are some notable 
differences between the parameter settings for the analytical study and the simulations. In the 
carousel-FEC simulations, there are five carousel types which are selected arbitrarily to aid with 
the investigation of the impact of FEC codes on the integrated carousel-FEC scheme. When 
p = 20%, carousel A has 6 small items and 6 large items, B 4 small items and 8 large items, C 8 
small items and 4 large items, D 12 small items, and E 12 large items. Due to the complexity of 
the simulations M = 12; this value is within the range of values used in some DVB-H carousel- 
FEC simulations [147]. It is difficult to investigate a wide range of packet loss rates due to the 
complexity of the simulations, so p = 20% is picked because, as stated previously in subsection 
4.2.4, it is the specified upper limit for the S-DMB system.
The simulations also require the declaration of the carousel length, request period, number of 
requests, and number of simulation runs. The carousel length is arbitrarily set at 2000 data slots,
i.e., 10,000 data packets (50 (packets per slot) x 2000 (carousel length)), while excluding parity 
packets. Therefore, the final carousel length depends on the aggregate value of the FEC SF. For 
common FSR and unique FSR-SF, aggregate F is computed from the generated schedules. The 
request period is simply a period when receivers make requests for carousel items. The period
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roughly corresponds to the first half of the carousel length so that each receiver has ample time to 
retrieve its requested files. The number of requests is 2004 in scenario 0, thus leading to 167 
requests for each of the 12 items; in scenarios 1 to 3, the number of requests is 2006 which results 
in at least 50 requests for the least popular item (see Table 6-10 for the mapping of index number 
to requests, and Table 6-11 for an example of the mapping of file size to index number). The 
number of requests and simulation runs are selected such that the simulation results yield mean 
download times with suitable 95% confidence intervals [157].
Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Index number
0 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 Requests
1,2.3 647 324 216 162 130 108 93 81 72 65 59 54
Table 6-10: Tbe number of requests for each item index number in different scenarios.
Index number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Scenario
L (KB)
100 100 100 500 500 500 1000 1000 1000 4000 4000 4000 0
100 100 100 500 500 500 1000 1000 1000 4000 4000 4000 1
4000 4000 4000 1000 1000 1000 500 500 500 100 100 100 2
1000 100 4000 500 100 4000 1000 500 100 4000 1000 500 3
Table 6-11: Tbe mapping of file size to each index number for carousel A.
Finally, the simulations allow the exploration of the use of multiple FEC codes or hybrid FEC 
schemes within the same data carousel. The three considered options are:
• RSn255-RS2D: a combination of ID RS and 2D RS
• RSn255-LDGMTri: a combination of ID RS and LDGM Triangle
• RSn255-RS2D-LDGMTn: a combination of ID RS, 2D RS, and LDGM Triangle.
The hybrid FEC schemes result in different items being protected with different FEC codes 
depending on their size and the FAR in use:
• Common SF: for each item, the achieved P f j o o  achieved by each FEC code at a given F is
read from the FEC code characterisation results, and the code with the higher P f j o o  value
is selected
• Common FSR: for each item, the given PF.m is mapped to F for each FEC code, and the 
code with the lower F value is selected
• Unique FSR-SF: for each item, the achieved response time when F = Fop, -  is read 
from the derivation of Fop, results for each FEC code, and the FEC code with the lower 
response time is selected.
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6.2.2.2 Results and Discussions
This subsection begins by presenting and explaining three fundamental relationships, namely, the 
mean download time and the FEC stretch factor, average number of satisfied users and FEC SF, 
and average number of passes and FEC SF. The results and discussions also compare the different 
FEC codes, item retrieval methods, FEC assignment rules, and scenarios.
6.2.2.2.1 Fundamental Trends
Figure 6-8 shows that the relationship between the mean download time and FEC SF is the same 
as that seen in the analytical study. An additional detail to this relationship is the diminishing 
width of the confidence intervals as F increases. This suggests that receivers experience more 
uniform or consistent download times when the carousel-FEC scheme is at or near its optimal 
settings.
Two further parameters which are tracked in the simulations are the average number of satisfied 
receivers and the average number of passes. The importance of having F set close to or equal to 
Fopt is emphasised by the relationship between the average number of satisfied receivers and the 
FEC SF; higher FEC SF values not only provide better download times, they also allow more 
receivers to recover files successfully. The average number of passes required for a receiver to 
recover files successfully also decreases as F increases. However, as F increases far beyond F ope 
the average number of passes continues to decrease, albeit at a very low rate, because more 
redundancy gives receivers a better chance of recovering files in one go, but at the expense of 
higher download times.
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Figure 6-8: The mean download time, satisfied receivers, and number of passes vs. the FEC SF; 95% 
confidence intervals, carousel A, scenario 0, common SF, one-shot item retrieval, RSn255.
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6.2.2.2.2 A Comparison of FEC Codes
The comparison of FEC codes begins with the results for carousel A (see Figure 6-9 and Table 
6-12). Where available, the ideal FEC code always has the best download times as expected, 
regardless of the scenario-FAR combination. The advantage of the ideal code over the best real 
code is great at lower values of F, e.g., the gain over RSn255-RS2D-LDGMTri is about 100 slots 
when F = 1.30 in Figure 6-9a). This gain diminishes at higher values of F, e.g., from Table 6-12, 
the gain offered by the ideal code over the best real at the optimal response times ranges from 
3.16 to 14.41 slots and 2 to 10.6% in FEC overhead. Thus, the investment in an ideal-like may not 
be worthwhile in some settings.
As for the real FEC codes, the hybrid scheme incorporating all three FEC codes is the best on the 
whole. The gains of any hybrid scheme over an individual FEC code are greater at low aggregate 
F values, e.g., when the FAR is common SF in scenario 0, the gain of RSn255-RS2D-LDGMTri 
over RSn255 is nearly 50 slots at F = 1.34 (see Figure 6-9a)) and 5.54 slots at F  = 1.40 (see Table 
6-12). This implies that it is preferable to use multiple FEC codes in a data carousel if its 
aggregate F will be below Fopt because the gains offered by a hybrid FEC scheme are quite 
substantial. However, if the aggregate F of a data carousel is very close to Fopt, the network 
operator may wish to carefully consider the relative cost of the slightly better download times and 
the increased terminal complexity due to hosting multiple FEC codes.
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Figure 6-9: FEC comparison in carousel A: mean download time vs. FEC SF under various FARs
and scenarios; cumulative item retrieval.
The performance of the individual FEC codes depends on the scenario, FAR, how close F is to 
Fopt, and makeup of the carousel. In carousel A, the number of small and large items is the same. 
The results in Figure 6-9 are interpreted with respect to one FAR at a time; Figure 4-3e) and f), on
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page 62, also help in deciphering the results. One key factor to note is that carousel schedules 
have fewer appearances of large items than small items regardless of the item demand distribution 
because the number of appearances of a particular item is inversely proportional to its length (see 
(6-14)).
When the FAR is common SF (see Figure 6-9), RSn255 has worse mean download times 
compared to the large codes because it is weak at protecting large files which only make a few 
appearances. Although, the large codes themselves are also weak at protecting small files, small 
files appear frequently, thus alleviating the deficiencies of these codes. As F increases, the 
RSn255 curve for Pfjoo vs. F (Figure 4-3f)), when protecting large files, eventually matches those
Scenario 0 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
S o p t F  opt S  opt F o p t S o p t F o p t S o p t F o p t  1
RSn255 201.26 1.400 114.49 1.380 285.54 1.400 168.33 1.400
RS2D 201.31 1.440 116.86 1.420 280.18 1.420 169.04 1.400
LDGMiri 206.55 1.380 120.41 1.460 286.37 1.420 174.88 1.380
common SF RSn255-RS2D 195.64 1.400 111.66 1.360 276.16 1.380 163.75 1.380
RSn255-LDGMrri 196.59 1.360 111.47 1.360 276.15 1.360 164.98 1.380
RSn255-RS2D-LDGMrri 195.72 1.400 111.95 1.380 275.72 1.380 163.80 1.380
Ideal 188.54 1.340 108.31 1.340 264.30 1.320 160.23 1.360
RSn255 201.38 1.407 115.44 1.393 285.35 1.397 168.49 1.407
RS2D 197.08 1.388 112.32 1.401 275.15 1.377 164.72 1.375
LDGMTri 196.87 1.388 110.13 1.411 274.88 1.378 163.94 1.386
common FSR RSn255-RS2D 194.93 1.365 111.36 1.360 274.10 1.372 162.23 1.378
RSn255-LDGMT,i 194.74 1.364 110.47 1.355 273.56 1.362 163.12 1.367
RSn255-RS2D-LDGMjri 193.64 1.356 110.46 1.355 272.78 1.358 162.88 1.368
Ideal 187.23 1.290 105.18 1.305 258.37 1.292 158.05 1.296
RSn255 199.91 1.398 115.90 1.378 285.22 1.399
unique FSR-SF RS2D 196.77 1.391 112.41 1.385 275.06 1.379
LDGMTri 199.33 1.399 111.54 1.391 274.88 1.364
Table 6-12: Sop, and Fop, values for carousel A; cumulative item retrieval.
of the large codes. Therefore, if the protection offered by all the FEC codes to large files is 
virtually equal, then the differentiating factor is the protection offered to small files. At these high 
FEC SF values. Figure 4-3e) shows that large codes still perform poorly compared to RSn255 
when protecting small files, hence the dominance of RSn255 around the optimal download times 
in almost all scenarios. RSn255 is not the best code around the optimal points in scenario 2 
because this scenario has the least requests for small items, so the effect of the differentiating 
factor is less. In scenario 3, there is non-uniform item demand where some large items have more 
requests than some small items, and vice versa. Although, there are more requests for large items 
overall, the effect of the aforementioned differentiating factor is greater, hence RSn255 emerges 
as the best code at the optimal point.
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When the FAR is common FSR (see Figure 6-9), large codes are better because they use less real 
estate compared to RSn255. The real estate is the differentiating factor because each item has an 
equal chance of being recovered. Although LDGM Triangle requires considerably higher FEC SF 
values than RSn255 to attain any given target FSR value, the number of extra packets is small in 
real terms, e.g., when Pp.ioo ~ 90% and L = 100 KB, F  = 1.32 for ID RS and F  = 1.46 for LDGM 
Triangle (see Figure 4-3e)), resulting in 14 extra packets (100 x (1.46 -  1.32)) by LDGM 
Triangle. In contrast, when compared to LDGM Triangle, the disadvantage of RSn255 in 
protecting laige files is apparently small, but in real terms RSn255 has a considerably higher 
number of extra packets, e.g., when Ppwo = 90% and L = 4000 KB, F  = 1.36 for ID RS and 
F = 1.32 for LDGM Triangle (see Figure 4-3f), resulting in 160 extra packets (4000 x (1.36 -  
1.32)) by RSn255. Although large items make fewer appeaiances than small items, there are 
enough of them such that for given value of Ppjoo, RSn255 has more ‘extra’ packets, e.g., when 
the cumulative item retrieval method is employed in scenario 0 for a target Ppjoo = 99.66%, 
aggregate F = 1.4218 for RSn255, whereas aggregate F = 1.3879 for LDGM Triangle. The ‘extra’ 
packets lead to longer periods between appearances of a given item, hence the response time 
increases.
As for unique FSR-SF (see Figure 6-9), RSn255 is the best code at very low Fdev values, but a 
large code is the best code around and beyond the optimal points. If it is assumed that 
P f , io o _ o p i  -  100% for each file, it can be seen from Figure 4-3e) and f) that decreasing F 
(equivalent to negative values for Fdev) results in a huge drop in the attained Pp.wo value when 
large codes are protecting large files, but the drop is smaller for small files. In the case of RSn255, 
the drop is small for all files; consequently, this FEC code offers higher Ppioo values, which in 
turn lead to its dominance at low Fdev values. However, around and beyond the optimal points, the 
P f . w o  values offered by all the codes are virtually the same. Therefore, large codes perform better 
than RSn255 as they use less real estate for a given Ppioo value as was explained in the previous 
paragraph on common FSR. The next few paragraphs discuss the results from other carousel 
types.
The simulations for the use of common FSR and unique FSR-SF in caorusel B (majority of 
unique items are large) were not executed, since it can be deduced from the results for carousel A 
(same number of unique small and laige items) that the large codes outperform RSn255 in all 
scenarios. Hence, the following discussion is only for the common SF results. At low SF values, 
the large codes are usually better than RSn255, and LDGM Triangle is better than RS2D before 
the optimal points (see Figure 6-10). However, around and beyond the optimal points, RS2D is 
better than LDGM Triangle in all scenarios, and also the best code in scenarios 0 and 2 as 
indicated in Table 6-13. As explained in subsection 4.3.1.1, the performance of RS2D improves 
considerably as F increases, so it is possible that, in the region around the optimal points, it offers
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a better aggregate protection than LDGM Triangle which is heavily biased against small files. 
Despite the fact that the majority of the items in carousel B are large, RSn255 is the best code 
around the optimal points when small items are more popular than large items, i.e., scenario 1.
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a) Scenario 0 b) Scenario 1 c) Scenario 2
Figure 6-10: FEC comparison in carousel B: mean download time vs. FEC SF under various 
scenarios; common SF, cumulative item retrieval.
Scenario 0 1 Scenario 1 Scenario 2
S » , F c , ^  opt Fopt S o o t Fppt
RSn255 275.97 1.380 150.25 1.420 360.58 1.400
one-shot RS2D 272.45 1.420 152.03 1.420 349.51 1.380
LDGMth 278.88 1.440 155.18 1.440 358.16 1.400
RSn255 272.13 1.380 149.31 1.420 350.93 1.400
cumulaitve RS2D 289.22 1.420 150.18 1.420 341.27 1.380
LDGMjri 274.78 1.380 153.09 1.440 347.63 1.380
Table 6-13: S„pt and Fop, values for carousel B; common SF.
The results in Figure 6-11 and Table 6-14 demonstrate that when the majority of the items are 
small (carousel C) and the FAR is common SF, the small code (RSn255) is the best code for all 
values of F in both scenarios 0 and 1, but not in scenario 2 where the more popular items are the 
large ones. However, when the FAR is common FSR, at least one large code is better than 
RSn255 in all scenarios, thus further confirming the poor performance of RSn255 under this FAR. 
As for unique FSR-SF, RSn255 is the best code only in scenario 1 where the small items are more 
popular.
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Figure 6-11: FEC comparison in carousel C: mean download time vs. FEC SF under various
scenarios; cumulative item retrieval.
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Scenario 0 I Scenario 1 Scenario 2
S o p t ^  opt S o p t F y S o p t Foot
RSn255 145.72 1.400 81.96 1.420 220.62 1.400
common SF RS2D 148.47 1.400 85.73 1.500 216.21 1.420
LDGMth 152.38 1.460 87.43 1.460 219.34 1.380
RSn255 146.18 1.393 82.71 1.431 219.27 1.395
common FSR RS2D 143.28 1.399 81.07 1.399 211.23 1.385
LDGMjri 144.40 1.407 82.58 1.424 212.57 1.383
RSn255 145.82 1.397 82.06 1.398 219.08 1.398
unique FSR-SF RS2D 143.66 1.404 82.10 1.421 211.93 1.387
LDGMjri 143.65 1.392 83.39 1.406 211.37 1.374
Table 6-14: Sop, and Fop, values for carousel C; cumulative item retrieval.
Figure 6-12 and Table 6-15 show that RSn255 is the best FEC code when all the files are small 
(carousel D), and LDGM Triangle is the best when all the files are large (carousel E). In carousel 
D, the gains in download time are small compared to the gains in FEC overhead, and the converse 
is true for carousel E, e.g., at the optimal points, ID RS offers gains of 2.63 slots and 18% of FEC 
overhead over LDGM Triangle in carousel D, whereas LDGM Triangle offers gains of 47.52 slots 
and 6% of FEC overhead in carousel E (see Table 6-15). The aggregate savings indicate that, 
when all the files are the same size, the most suitable FEC code for protecting those files should 
be employed.
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Figure 6-12: FEC comparison in carousels D & E: mean download time vs. FEC SF; scenario 0,
common SF, cumulative item retrieval.
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Carousel Carousel E
20.32 1.380 794.65 1.400
22.73 758.41 1.360
LDGMjri 22.95 747.13 1.340
Table 6-15: S„p, and Fop, values for carousel D & E; common SF, cumulative item retrieval.
6,2.2,23 A Comparison of Item Retrieval Methods
For all the considered settings, the difference between one-shot and cumulative is great at low SF 
values, but it diminishes around and beyond the optimal points just as was shown in the analytical 
study. However, it clearer from the simulations results that the difference between the two item 
retrieval techniques is greater in scenario 2 than in scenario 1 across all values of F. For example 
when F = 1.30, the cumulative method has a gain of about 50 slots and 200 receivers in scenario 
1, and over 200 slots and 800 receivers in scenario 2 (see Figure 6-13); when F = Fop, and the FEC 
code is RSn255 (see Table 6-13), the cumulative method has gains of 0.94 and 9.65 slots in 
scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. As scenario 2 is where large items are more popular, the 
aforementioned results suggest the cumulative item retrieval method is more important when the 
majority of the requests are for large items or, alternatively, it is more difficult to retrieve large 
items in one attempt.
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Figure 6-13: Item retrieval method comparison: from left to right, the mean download time, and 
average number of passes vs. FEC SF; carousel B, common SF, RSn255.
Another trend in the results is that, for a given value of F, the gains provided by the cumulative 
item retrieval method are relatively less when the selected FEC code is the most suitable for a 
particular scenario, e.g., when F = 1.30 in carousel D where all the items are small, the cumulative 
method saves a little under 2 slots for RSn255, whereas its gain is nearly 60 slots for LDGM 
Triangle (see Figure 6-14).
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Figure 6-14; Item retrieval method comparison: the mean download time vs. FEC SF; carousel D,
common SF.
6.2,2.2,4 A Comparison of FEC Assignment Rules
Figure 6-15 illustrates that common SF is the outright winner around the optimal points only in 
scenario 1 when the FEC code is RSn255 in carousel A. The discrimination offered by this FAR 
is welcome since it is alright for RSn255 to favour small items as they are more popular in this 
scenario. However, common FSR, like in the other scenarios, is still the best at low aggregate SF
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values, probably due to the fairness, i.e., same file success for all items, it administers. In all 
scenarios except scenario 1 with RSn255 FEC, the FAR which is the best around the optimal 
points is common FSR or unique FSR-SF. RS2D and LDGM Triangle perform very poorly with 
common SF in all scenarios probably because, for a given respectable value of F, these FEC 
codes offer substantially higher FSR values for large files than small files compared to the reverse 
case when the FEC code is RSn255, i.e., the built-in bias of RS2D and LDGM Triangle is greater 
than that in RSn255. Therefore, common FSR is required by the large codes to offer some fairness 
in the protection of all file sizes. On the whole, common FSR is the best FAR because it is the 
best at low aggregate F, and it is often as good as if not better than unique FSR-SF around the 
optimal points. The aforementioned trends are similar for other data carousels, e.g., see the results 
for carousel C in Appendix D.
Another important point is that the simulations which derive unique Fgp, values for use by unique 
FSR-SF are carried out when M = 10 (and uniform item demand) as this value yields an Fopt value 
close to the theoretical result in a particular setting reported for RSn255 in subsection 6.1.3.2 (see 
Appendix D for more details). The problem with M = 1 for such simulations is that the requests 
generated when the transmission of a particular instance of a file is already underway can force 
Fop, to be extremely high. However, this problem is eliminated when there are more items since 
requests for other items also have to be catered for, i.e., the use of more items allows Fgp, to be set 
in a fair manner compared to the greedy manner when there is only one unique item in a carousel.
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Figure 6-15; FAR comparison: the mean download time vs. FEC SF under various scenarios;
carousel A, cumulative item retrieval.
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6,2.2.2.5 A Comparison of Scenarios
The comparative plots of the scenarios reveal that, for all settings, scenario 2 has the worst 
download times, e.g., see Figure 6-16, because it is the scenario with the most requests (79.11%) 
for large items which take longer to download. Scenario 0 is the second worst as 50% of the 
requests are for large items. Scenario 3 has 59.22% requests for large items, but it has better 
download times than scenario 0 because it has random non-uniform item demand so some small 
items are more popular than large items, and vice versa. Scenario 1 has the best download times 
because it has the least requests for large items (20.89%).
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Figure 6-16: Scenario comparison: the mean download time vs. FEC SF, from left to right RSn255, 
RS2D, and LDGM Triangle; carousel A, common SF, cumulative item retrieval.
6.2.3 Burst Packet Loss
6.2.3.1 Paramater Settings
The simulator settings are as before (uniform losses) except for:
• Scenarios: 0, 1, 2
• Carousel type: carousel A (see Table 6-9)
• Simulation runs: 10
• FEC codes: RSn255
• FEC assignment rules: common SF, common FSR
• F (for common SF) varies from 1.1 to 4.0 in steps of 0.1
•  P f . i o o  (for common FSR) varies from 50 to 90% in steps of 4%, and 92 to 100% in steps
of 2%
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• c: 3 Km/h, 50 Km/h
Only carousel A is considered because the other carousel types, B, C, D, and E, are more suitable 
when small and large FEC codes are being compared. There are 10 simulation runs because, 
under burst losses, five runs are insufficient to yield suitable confidence intervals. The only FEC 
code used in the carousel-FEC investigations is ID RS because its performance is close to that of 
the ideal code, and it is significantly better than the other real FEC codes under carousel-FEC 
settings (see Figure 6-17). This is also true for one-off file delivery when the burst packet loss 
model introduced in chapter 4 is considered. The unique FSR-SF FAR is left for further work as it 
cannot be readily implemented like common SF and common FSR. It can be noted that the steps 
in F are bigger under burst packet loss (0.1) than under uniform packet loss (0.02); this is due to 
the fact that more FEC redundancy is required to register a noticeable change in the file success 
rate under the considered burst losses than under uniform losses. The two user speeds are 
important as they have an impact on the number of packets in a good or bad state.
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Figure 6-17; Normalised response time vs. FEC stretch factor; scenario 0, one-shot item retrieval, 
common SF FAR, c = 50 Km/h, exploratory simulations with 0.5 as a single step in F.
6.2.3 2 Results and Discussions
This subsection starts by presenting and explaining three fundamental relationships, namely, the 
mean download time and the FEC stretch factor, average number of satisfied users and FEC SF, 
average number of passes and FEC SF. The results and discussions also compare the different 
item retrieval methods, FEC assignment rules, user speeds, and scenarios.
6.23.2.1 Fundamental Trends
As illustrated in Figure 6-18, when c = 50 Km/h, the trends of the mean download time, satisfied 
receivers, and passes, are similar to those under uniform packet loss. However, the situation is
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different at c = 3 Km/h, where both the average bad and good states last considerably longer than 
when c = 50 Km/h. The concept of the optimum download time becomes questionable. Although 
the mean download time plot suggests that increasing F is detrimental, there are actually two 
benefits: first, the number of satisfied receivers increases, and second, the average number of 
passes decreases. Therefore, a network operator may wish to rely more on the average number of 
satisfied receivers than the mean download time when configuring the FEC SF. For example, the 
operator can decide to target 95% receiver satisfaction where F = 2.0 or use an extra 200% of 
FEC overhead to target 100% receiver satisfaction where F = 4.0. Beyond F = 4.0 (not shown in 
Figure 6-18b)), the mean download time begins to rise sharply, so one can consider F = 4.0 as F„pt 
for 100% receiver satisfaction.
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Figure 6-18: The mean download time, satisHed receivers, and number of passes vs. the FEC SF; 95% 
confidence intervals, carousel A, scenario 0, common SF, one-shot item retrieval, RSn255.
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6.23.2.2 A Comparison of Item Retrieval Techniques
Under all settings involving c = 50 Km/h, the trends observed during uniform packet loss are 
preserved. For example, the usual trend that the cumulative item retrieval method is vastly 
superior to its one-shot counterpart at low FEC SF values still exists as can be seen in Figure 6-19. 
The previously observed behaviour that cumulative item retrieval is more important for large files 
is also prominent since, when F = 2.5, the gain of the cumulative method is about 400 slots in 
scenario 2, whereas in scenarios 0 and 1, it is about 300 and 150 slots, respectively.
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Figure 6-19: Item retrieval comparison: the mean download time vs. FEC SF: c = 50 Km/h, carousel
A, scenario 0, common SF, RSn255.
When c = 3 Km/h (see Figure 6-20), the trends are also similar to those when c = 50 Km/h to a 
cetain extent. At low FEC SF values, it is unfair to compare the mean download times since the 
cumulative method has significantly more satisfied receivers than the one-shot method. 
Nonetheless, the fact that there are more satisfied receivers indicates that the cumulative method 
is superior to its one-shot counterpart at low FEC SF values. Furthermore, at F values where both 
methods have the same number of satisfied receivers so that their mean download time can be 
compared fairly, the cumulative method has a lower mean download time, e.g., the gain from the 
cumulative method is about 50 slots at F  = 3.5. The mean download times for the cumulative and 
one-shot methods also eventually converge as F increases far beyond F opt {Fopt = 4.0 for 100% 
receiver satisfaction under cumulative item recovery).
Despite the similarities between the behaviour of the item retrieval methods when c equals 3 and 
50 Km/h, there is one key difference. When c = 3 Km/h, the mean download time plots in Figure
6-20 show that the difference between the item retrieval methods is always less than 100 slots, 
whereas, when c = 50 Km/h, differences of several hundred slots, particularly at low FEC SF 
values, are evident. When c = 3 Km/h, the good and bad periods are longer, so most items can be
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recovered a single good period or totally lost in a single bad period, thus weakening the advantage 
of cumulative item retrieval since both one-shot and cumulative often have to start from scratch at 
the next appearance of a given item. When c = 50 Km/h, the good and bad periods are much 
shorter, so some files may not be entirely lost in bad period, which means that, if necessary, the 
cumulative item retrieval method can use the correctly received packets during the next pass of a 
particular item.
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Figure 6-20: Item retrieval comparison: the mean download time and number of passes vs. FEC SF: 
c = 3 Km/h, carousel A, scenario 0, common SF, RSn255.
6.2.3.2.3 A Comparison of FEC Assignment Rules
As can be seen in Figure 6-21, common SF offers the best download times under all the 
considered settings. The downfall of common FSR originates from the fact that, under the 
considered burst losses, small items require considerably high FEC SF values to attain respectable 
FSR values, e.g., when c = 50 Km/h and Pp.ioo = 90%, F = 6.50 for L = 100 KB, whereas F = 3.5 
for L = 1000 KB. As noted previously, small items are more likely to be completely erased by a 
single bad duration, so a FAR which emphasises on assigning zero or very little FEC redundancy 
to small items and considerably more redundancy to large items could possibly perform even 
better than common SF.
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Figure 6-21: FAR comparison: the mean download time vs. FEC SF; carousel A, scenario 0,
cumulative item retrieval, RSn255.
6.2.3.2.4 A Comparison of User Speeds
As shown in Figure 6-22, the mean download time is better when c = 50 Km/h than c = 3 Km/h. 
The mean download time is also less sensitive to changes in F when c = 3 Km/h due to the 
considerably longer bad durations at this speed. A system which has to cater for both speeds can 
set F to suit the higher speed because, when c = 50 Km/h, there is an optimum for the mean 
download time, and the mean download time is more sensitive to changes in F, e.g., from F = 2.5 
to 4.0, the maximum and minimum mean download times for c = 3 Km/h are about 840 and 790 
slots (a difference of 50 slots), respectively, whereas the respective values are about 660 and 520 
slots (a difference of 140 slots) for c = 50 Km/h.
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Figure 6-22: Speed comparison: the mean download time and number of passes vs. FEC SF; carousel 
A, scenario 0, cumulative item retrieval, RSn255.
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6,2,3,2.5 A Comparison of Scenarios
Under all settings, scenario 2 emerges with the worst mean download times as expected (see 
Figure 6-23).
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Figure 6-23: Scenario comparison: the mean download time vs. FEC SF; carousel A, cumulative item
retrieval, RSn255, c = 50 Km/h.
6.3 Summary
This chapter presented a thorough investigation on integrating data carousels with packet-level 
FEC. The investigations were both via analytical and simulation means. The major findings are as 
follows:
1. The fundamental trend of carousel-FEC performance curves (mean download times vs. 
FEC SF) is that the mean download time decreases sharply as the FEC SF increases from 
low values. Eventually an optimal download time is reached. Further increases in the FEC 
SF are detrimental to the download time. There are two conflicting effects of increasing 
FEC redundancy in a data carousel. Increasing FEC redundancy results in bigger carousel 
items, which in turn lead to longer response times as there is now wider spacing between 
appearances of any given carousel item. However, increasing FEC redundancy also 
enhances the erasure correction capabilities of any FEC code; therefore, receivers are 
more likely to recover a file in one attempt, hence leading better download times.
2. The integration of data carousels and FEC alters the difference between the one-shot and 
cumulative item retrieval methods as the great advantage of the cumulative approach 
diminishes around and beyond optimal download times. Therefore, in this performance 
region, an operator may wish to choose the simpler one-shot method ahead of the more 
complicated cumulative method which demands the use of buffers at mobile terminals to
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store correctly received packets from previous unsuccessful attempts to recover a file. All 
the same, the cumulative method is still vastly superior at low FEC SF values, and its use 
is more important for downloading large files and also when the selected FEC code is not 
the most suitable for a particular scenario.
3. Of the three proposed FEC assignment rules, common FSR is the best on the whole under
uniform packet loss due to the fairness it administers. Common SF is only the best in one
setting where the FEC code is RSn255 and most of the requests are for small items. The 
large codes perform very poorly when the FAR is common SF as this FAR exacerbates 
the lesser protection offered to small files by these codes. However, under the considered 
burst losses, common FSR is worse than common SF because small files require 
significantly large FEC SF values to attain respectable FSR values.
4. The gain of the ideal code over the best real code is great at low FEC SF values, but it
diminishes at higher FEC SF values. Hence, the investment in an ideal-like may not be 
worthwhile in some settings. The best real code under uniform packet loss is one of the 
hybrid schemes as it uses the benefits of each component FEC code. As for the individual 
FEC codes, the best code for a particular setting depends on the FAR, FEC SF, item 
demand distribution, and makeup of the carousel. In general, RSn255 is worse around and 
beyond the optimal points for common FSR and unique FSR-SF; for common SF, the best 
code is RSn255 in all cases except where most of the requests are for large items. Given 
the wide range of parameters involved in determining which individual FEC code is the 
best, the operator may wish to adopt a hybrid FEC scheme to guarantee superior 
performance under all settings. Under the considered burst losses, ID RS is best code due 
to the advantage of maximum depth blocking interleaving over random interleaving in 2D 
RS and LDGM Triangle.
5. If a carousel it to cater for different uniform packet loss rates, packet loss rates which are 
relatively close can be catered for by a single caiousel as compromise settings have 
reasonable deviations from the individual optimal settings. However, multiple carousels 
may have to be used for carousels in the case where packet loss rates are farther apart, 
since compromise settings provide greater deviations from optimal settings.
6. The mean download time is more sensitive at higher speeds under burst losses, so the 
configuration of a carousel which has to cope with different speeds should be based on the 
highest speed. At lower ^ speeds, the average good and bad states are much longer. Thus, 
receivers are more likely to recover or lose an entire file in one state, with FEC making a 
small impact.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusions and Future Work
The aim of the thesis, to enhance existing or develop new reliable multicast transport techniques 
for wireless multicast systems with a bias towards S-DMB, was played out in chapters 2 through
6. The review of existing reliable multicast transport techniques revealed a number of open 
research issues. Three research issues were explored, namely, a comparison of packet-level FEC 
codes under S-band (frequency band for S-DMB) burst packet losses, 2D RS FEC file success 
rate performance bounds and decoding algorithms, and the integration of data carousels with FEC. 
The main findings, recommendations, and suggestion for future work are discussed in the 
paragraphs that follow on per-chapter basis and are further summarised in Table 7-1 and Table
7-2.
The results from the comparison of open source FEC codes under S-band burst packet losses were 
a shift from the repeatedly reported results under uniform packet losses and/or otlier burst packet 
loss models. Those results show that small FEC codes aie more bandwidth efficient when 
protecting small files, while large codes are better at protecting large files. However, under S- 
band burst packet losses, ID RS, a small code, emerges as the best code for protecting all relevant 
file sizes. This is due to the demonstrated superiority of ID RS maximum depth block 
interleaving over random interleaving in 2D RS and LDGM Triangle FEC codes. Therefore, an S- 
DMB operator, wishing to reach receivers directly via the satellite signal, should seriously 
consider using ID RS for the protection of all relevant file sizes.
The two aspects of 2D RS which were investigated are the file success rate bounds and decoding 
algorithms. In the absence of prior work, a number of approximate file success rate bound 
functions were explored. The bounds are important for quickly estimating the performance of a 
real system. The simulation results showed that the best two bounds, an upper and lower, can be 
used in conjunction to reasonably estimate the real performance curve of 2D RS. A number of 
decoding algorithms were also proposed to provide more efficiency compared to the two main 
existing algorithms. More efficient algorithms are crucial for power constrained devices like the 
bulk of S-DMB receivers. The experimental results indicated that one of the proposed algorithms, 
called MF, had lower decoding times on the whole compared to one of the traditional algorithms 
called RF. However, MF suffers overwhelmingly in the scheduling stage which determines the 
order in which rows and columns of 2D RS should be decoded, such that when the scheduling and
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Related work in thesis
Use ID RS when protecting all file sizes under S-band burst losses Chapter 4
Upper and lower file success rate bounds suitable for 2D RS Chapter 5
The best 2D RS decoding algorithm usually has a schedule with the 
highest ratio of erasures to FEC blocks Chapter 5
Use the one-shot item item retrieval method if the FEC SF for a data 
carousel is close to or above the value which yields an optimal download 
time
Chapter 6
Use the cumulative item retrieval method for:
• large files
• low FEC SF values
• FEC code which is not the most suitable for a given scenario to 
ease the incurred penalty in download times
• an absolute gain at any value of the FEC SF
Chapter 6
Use multiple FEC in data carousel to attain the best FEC performance 
under any setting involving uniform packet loss Chapter 6
Which individual FEC code to use around the optimal download times in a 
data carousel experiencing uniform packet loss:
• a small code when:
o the FAR is common SF and small items are more 
popular than large items
o the FAR is unique FSR-SF and small items are more 
popular than large items in a carousel where the majority 
of unique items are small
• a large code when:
o the FAR is common FSR or unique FSR-SF regardless 
of which class of items, small or large, is more popular
o the FAR is common SF and large items are more 
popular than small items
Chapter 6
On the whole, the best FAR under uniform packet loss is common FSR Chapter 6
Use common SF instead of common FSR under S-band burst losses Chapter 6
Table 7-1: A summary of the main Hndings and recommendations of this thesis.
decoding times are combined, RF emerges as the better algorithm. Although none of the proposed 
algorithms is better than RF overall, there are two main new outcomes from the results. First, in 
the decoding stage, the best decoding algorithm usually has a schedule with the least number of 
FEC blocks or, alternatively, the highest ratio of erasures per FEC block. Second, in the 
scheduling stage, the simplicity of traditional algorithms renders them vastly superior to the
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proposed algorithms. Therefore, the development of further 2D RS decoding algorithms should 
consider these tvyo key outcomes. For example, a natural continuation of this work would be the 
design of a hybrid algorithm which incorporates the best aspects of RF and MF.
The research on the integration of data carousels with packet-level FEC is relatively new. This 
thesis proposed a number of FEC assignment rules, and the use of multiple FEC codes in the same 
carousel. The impact of the integrated carousel-FEC scheme on item retrieval methods was also 
investigated, in contrast to other researchers who have selected the cumulative item retrieval 
method without paying attention to its one-shot counterpart. Both the analytical and simulations 
results demonstrate that, around and beyond the optimal mean download times, the simpler one- 
shot item retrieval method can be used instead of the cumulative approach. All the same, the 
cumulative method is vastly superior when the FEC overhead is low, and it is particularly 
important for downloading large files and when the selected FEC code is not the most suitable 
one for a given scenario. The use of multiple FEC codes yields lower mean download times 
compared to the use of individual FEC codes. The performance of each individual FEC code 
depends on a range of parameters, including the item demand distribution, FEC overhead, FEC 
assignment rule, and makeup of the carousel. To guarantee the best possible FEC performance 
under all settings, a data carousel must employ multiple FEC codes. On the whole, under uniform 
packet loss, the best FEC assignment rule is common FSR as it offers all files in a carousel the 
same probability of being successfully recovered in one attempt. However, common FSR is not 
ideal for burst losses because small files require a significantly high amount of FEC overhead to 
attain respectable file success rate values. Since small files, even with the inclusion of FEC, can 
be easily wiped out in a single bad duration, a FEC assignment rule which is assigns very little 
FEC overhead to small items and a considerably higher amount to large files may be ideal for 
burst losses. All the aforementioned findings can help network operators to make the best choices 
concerning the algorithms and tunable parameters of the integrated carousel-FEC scheme.
Apart from the few suggestions in the previous paragraphs, future research can focus on the use of 
scalable online feedback in S-DMB or similar systems, and the further improvement of open 
source FEC codes in relation to Raptor codes. Online feedback in S-DMB could work by 
employing a few operator-owned receivers*^ which provide feedback, via terrestrial networks, to 
the S-DMB server which in turn sends its response to all receivers via satellite. Thus, normal 
receivers can also benefit from feedback triggered by the operator-owned devices which act as 
representatives. Online feedback is suitable for both one-off file delivery and data carousels. In
They could be placed on buses, bus stops, taxis, shopping centres, parks, and volunteers to cover a wide 
range of mobility conditions.
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one-off file delivery, online feedback can reduce the amount of traffic in post-delivery file repair 
procedures, since it enables more receivers to correctly recover a whole file or most of its packets. 
In the case of data carousels, online feedback can improve the download times. To prevent a data 
carousel from being interrupted from time to time with responses to feedback, a separate channel 
can be used for responding to feedback pertaining to a particular item while that item is being 
transmitted on the normal carousel channel or after the end of transmission of an instance of that 
item. On the subject of FEC codes. Raptor is said to perform like a hypothetical ideal code. 
Raptor codes are superior to other FEC codes, when considering the aggregate effect of their 
decoding complexity and bandwidth consumption, but their use incurs license fees. It would be 
interesting to investigate the performance of Raptor codes under S-band burst losses where the 
performance of ID RS codes is close to that of an ideal code. The comparison of Raptor codes 
with other FEC codes in data carousels would also be worth investigating as Raptor codes 
introduce the concept of a fountain carousel, where each appearance of a particular item has 
totally different packets from previous and/or future appearances. In the case of open source 
codes, other forms (e.g., zigzag RS, 3D RS) of RS codes could be examined in an effort to match 
the superior bandwidth efficiency of Raptor and LDGM Triangle codes when protecting large 
files. A hybrid FEC code which protects some packets of a particular file with RS and others with 
LDGM Triangle could eventually match the superior bandwidth efficiency of Raptor codes when 
protecting large files.
Suggestions for f u ^ e  work ' / /  : , Related work in thesis
The use of online feedback from multicast representatives in S- 
DMB
Chapter 3
Other forms of RS and combining RS and LDGM codes to protect 
the same large file in an effort to outperform Raptor codes
Chapter 3
RSn255 versus Raptor under S-band burst losses Chapter 4
A comparison of FEC codes under other burst loss models Chapter 4
The development of hybrid 2D RS decoding algorithms which 
incorporate the best aspects of ME and RF
Chapter 5
Open source codes versus Raptor codes in data carousels Chapter 6
A FAR better than common SF under burst losses Chapter 6
Table 7-2: A summary of suggestions for future work.
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Appendix A
A Simulator Validation
This appendix contains the results from the validation of the developed ns modules:
> FEC codes
> Data carousel
>  Integrated carousel-FEC scheme
A .l Validation of FEC Code Modules
The FEC codes are validated by comparing the simulation results from the developed simulator 
with those from INRIA [87]-[89], [94]. Due to the unavailability of suitable external results, the 
2D RS module is not validated here. However, the 2D RS module is validated indirectly by the 
comparison of 2D RS simulation results with the derived analytical bounds in chapter 5.
The simulation results from INRIA are in the form of global reception overhead versus file size 
for ID RS and LDGM Triangle. There is no specific packet loss model, but all packets from a 
given file are transmitted randomly and the decoder records the minimum number of packets 
which yields full file recovery. Therefore, the global reception overhead is the ratio of minimum 
number o f received packets which yield full file recoveiy to total data packets making up a file. 
Both FEC decoders function iteratively since they have to check if a particular file can be 
successfully decoded upon the arrival of each packet. The plots in Figure A-1 demonstrate that the 
results from the developed simulator match those from INRIA very closely.
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Figure A-1: FEC validation: global reception overhead vs. file size; F  = 1.5.
A.2 Validation of Data Carousel Module
The data carousel module is validated by comparing simulation results with analytical results. The 
analytical model was given in (6-2). The settings are as follows:
p: 0%
M=  12
L, = 500 KB, Vf, 1 < / < M  
item retrieval methods: one-shot, cumulative 
FEC code: none 
FAR: none 
simulation runs: 5
requests per run: 996, 6 e  {0.00, 0.25, 0.50}; 995, 6 e  (0.75, 1.00}
carousel duration: 1,200 data slots.
Since p = 0%, the analytical model yields r, = 0 for both the one-shot and cumulative item 
retrieval methods. Figure A-2 illustrates that the one-shot simulation results closely match the 
analytical model. The cumulative simulation results also closely match both the theoretical and 
one-shot simulation results, although the simulation results are consistently better; this is due to 
the fact that even in the absence of packet loss, one-shot recovery has data loss in situations where 
receivers request an item which is already in transit. In addition, the analytical model only 
accounts for one-shot item retrieval in this unique situation. However, cumulative recovery allows
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receivers to save packets for a file even if they missed the start of the file, hence enabling quicker 
response times.
• §  66
- 9 -Sim
0.5Theta0.25 0.75
72i
■g 66
E 62 -« -M ath  
- ® - Sim
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8Theta
c) one-shot item retrieval d) cumulative item retrieval
Figure A-2: Validation of data carousel module: the mean download time vs. theta (determines the 
skewness of the item demand (Zipf) distribution).
A.3 Validation of Carousel-FEC Module
Some of the results from the validation of the carousel-FEC module are presented in Figure A-3. 
The settings are the same as those in section A.2 except for the following changes:
• p: 10%
• FEC code: RSn255
• FAR: common SF
• item retrieval methods: one-shot
• carousel duration: 2,000 data slots
The results in Figure A-3 are representative of other results which also indicate that at low values 
of 9, the simulation and analytical results closely match each other (the mean difference of the 
plotted points is 1.68%), whereas at higher values of 9, the simulation results are always worse 
than the analytical results (the mean difference of the plotted points is 8.63%). All the same, the 
higher deviations at larger values of 9 are not a concern because it must be remembered that the 
analytical model represents an optimum lower bound [47], which is difficult to match in practise; 
furthermore, deviations of up to 10% are reported in [47].
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Figure A-3: carousel-FEC module validation: the mean download time vs. FEC SF.
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Appendix B
B Further File Success Rate versus FEC SF Results
The results in Figure B-1 reveal that, under uniform packet loss, the impact of interleaving on the 
file success rate is negligible. Random interleaving involving all data and parity packets is used 
for all FEC codes.
'
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Figure B-1: Interleaving vs. no interleaving under uniform packet loss: file success rate vs. FEC SF; 
p = 20%, i<FEC code> in the legend denotes the use of interleaving.
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Appendix C
C Further Experimental Results for 2D RS Decoding 
Algorithms
The contents of this appendix are as follows:
> More detailed results comparing RF, LF, MF, RF-CF, and MF-LF
> A comparison between the decoding algorithms RF, MF, and DMF
C.l Extensive Results Comparing RF, LF, MF, RF-CF, and MF-LF
Tables C-1 and C-2 further confirm the dominance of RF and MF in the decoding stage; the 
scenarios listed therein are defined in chapter 5.
Scenario 1---------------m r  " 1 1 L# 1I MF 1 RF-CF 1 1/ tnin f mln max f mln max 1 mln f mln1 17 0.91% 0.09% 3.07% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 61 1.29% 0.02% 3.47% 1 0.03% 0.03% 0.03% 21 1.59% 0.05% 6.42%2 2 0.74% 0.20% 128% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 85 1.64% 0.06% 3.57% 3 024% 0.07% 0.39% 10 0.76% 0.12% 1.35%3 30 0.87% 0.01% 2.85% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 61 1.09% 0.05% 3.43% 3 0.50% 0.16% 1.02% 6 1.53% 0.11% 3.14%4 50 1.09% 0.04% 2.71% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 43 1.33% 0.01% 3.57% 1 0.41% 0.41% 0.41% 6 0.36% 0.06% 1.06%5 65 0.39% 0.01% 1.71% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 35 0.63% 0.01% 1.39% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%6 1 0.04% 0.04% 0.04% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 99 0.59% 0.04% 1.05% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%7 85 0.37% 0.03% 0.95% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 15 0.45% 0.04% 1.47% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%8 58 0.34% 0.00% 125% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 42 0.37% 0.00% 1.57% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%9 39 0.39% 0.01% 1.03% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 61 0.62% 0.01% 1.68% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%10 3 0.04% 0.03% 0.06% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 97 0.42% 0.01% 0.80% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
11 64 0.30% 0.00% 0.94% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 36 021% 0.00% 0.80% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%12 82 0.24% 0.00% 0.98% ___0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.47% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% ___0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Total 496mm ÜH WH mm 653mm mm 8mm mm 43Ë fiP 41 1 0.48%l1 0.04%|1 1.41%| 01 0.00%|1 0.00%|1 0.00%| 541 0.73%l^ 2 % |1 1.94%! 11 0.10%|1 0.06%|1 0.15%| 4] 0.35%! 0.03%! 1.00%
Table C-1: The number of times (/) each decoding algorithm is in 1*‘ position and the statistics 
concerning its deviation from the algorithm in 2"*’ position.
ioanarlo I RF 1 LF 1 MF 1 RF-CF 1 MF-LF 1f mln max t mean mln / mean mln max f mln f mean mln1 83 225% 0.02% 11.76% 100 6.68% 3.41% 13.00% 39 2.27% 0.03% 8.09% 99 4.05% 0.10% 1425% 79 2.02% 0.09% 8.06%98 2.79% 0.16% 8.95% 100 5.67% 0.86% 12.17% 15 1.44% 0.25% 3.52% 97 3.08% 0.12% 8.77% 90 2.10% 0.06% 6.29%70 1.69% 0.05% 6.34% 100 7.42% 3.26% 13.43% 39 2.28% 0.01% 12.07% 97 3.86% 0.34% 10.45% 94 2.14% 0.05% 9.49%50 1.74% 0.01% 8.41% 100 521% 1.86% 12.44% 57 1.30% 0.04% 7.06% 99 3.14% 020% 9.76% 94 3.00% 0.50% 20.21%35 0.66% 0.01% 2.45% 100 3.11% 2.33% 5.24% 65 0.42% 0.01% 2.70% 100 1.99% 1.16% 4.87% 100 1.83% 0.79% 4.07%99 0.82% 0.04% 527% 100 1.04% 0.38% 1.60% 1 0.04% 0.04% 0.04% 100 0.95% 0.17% 4.76% 100 0.75% 0.16% 1.77%
10
1112
Table C-2: The number of times (/) each decoding algorithm is in 2”** or lower position and the 
statistics concerning its deviation from the algorithm in 1^ ' position.
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C.2 A Comparison of RF, MF, and DMF
DMF (start decoding the Dimension with the Most number of recoverable erasures First) attempts 
to outperform both RF and MF by retaining the best aspects of either algorithm. The algorithm 
works as follows;
• analyse the whole 2D matrix to determine the dimension with the most number of 
recoverable erasures
• start decoding that dimension and proceed normally like CF or RF thereafter depending 
on which dimension was decoded first
The DMF results herein are only compared to existing RF and MF results.
C.2.1 Scheduling
It is predicted that DMF is always second in the scheduling results. DMF should be better than 
MF as it only analyses the whole 2D matrix once instead of at every scheduling step. DMF should 
be worse than RF because it analyses the whole 2D matrix, albeit once. Thus, the DMF results 
should also be closer to the RF results than the MF results.
The results in Table C-3 match the aforementioned predictions.
Scenario L (KB) S F P
1 400 1.5 10%
2 400 1.5 20%
3 400 2.0 10%
4 400 2.0 20%
5 1600 1.5 10%
6 1600 1.5 20%
7 1600 2.0 10%
8 1600 2.0 20%
9 3600 1.5 10%
10 3600 1.5 20%
11 3600 2.0 10%
12 3600 2.0 20%
Mean scheduling time (ms)
Key:
Colour Position 
lis t 
12nd 
3rd
Table C-3: Tbe mean scheduling times for RF, MF, and DMF.
Out of all the 1,200 erasure samples, RF is first 983 times, MF 0 times, and DMF 217 times, with 
RF showing an overall mean gain (over the algorithm in second position) of 41.74%, and DMF 
37.14%.
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C.2.2 Decoding
Scenario L(KB) S F P
1 400 1.5 10%
2 400 1.5 20%
3 400 2.0 10%
4 400 2.0 20%
5 1600 1.5 10%
6 1600 1.5 20%
7 1600 2.0 10%
8 1600 2.0 20%
9 3600 1.5 10%
10 3600 1.5 20%
11 3600 2.0 10%
12 3600 2.0 20%
Mean decoding time for 
different decoding algorithms 
(ms)
1.877
3.725
1.871
3.631
.049
Key:
Colour Position
Table C-4: Tbe mean decoding times for RF, MF, and DMF.
Out of the 1,200 erasure samples, MF is first 593 times, RF 376 times, and DMF 231 times, with 
MF showing an overall mean gain (over the algorithm in second position) of 0.71%, RF 0.40%, 
and DMF 0.39%.
C.2.2 The Overall Picture
Scenario L (KB) S F P
1 400 1.5 10%
2 400 1.5 20%
3 400 2.0 10%
4 400 2.0 20%
5 1600 1.5 10%
6 1600 1.5 20%
7 1600 2.0 10%
8 1600 2.0 20%
9 3600 1.5 10%
10 3600 1.5 20%
11 3600 2.0 10%
12 3600 2.0 20%|
Mean scheduling + decoding 
time (ms)
Colour Position
Table C-5: Tbe mean for tbe combined scheduling and decoding times for RF, MF, and DMF.
Out of the 1,200 erasure samples, RF is first 808 times, DMF 350 times, and MF 42 times, with 
RF showing an overall mean gain (over the algorithm in second position) of 0.83%, DMF 0.86%, 
and MF 0.30%.
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Appendix D
D Further Carousel-FEC Results
The contents of this appendix are as follows:
> Why is M = 1 not suitable for the derivation of F opt for use by unique FSR-SF?
> Simulation results comparing FEC assignment rules
D.l Derivation of F opt for use by Unique FSR-SF
The formulation of unique FSR-SF in the carousel-FEC analytical study (see subsection 6.1.3.2) 
indicated that unique Fopt for each file size is the same as the Fop, given when that item is the only 
one in a data carousel. However, as explained in subsection 6.2.2.2.4, M = 1 in simulations yields 
Fop, results which are quite far from theoretical results, e.g., when L = 100 KB and the one-shot 
item retrieval method is in use, simulation Fop, = 2.44, whereas theoretical Fop, = 1.39. Therefore, 
some exploratory simulations are necessary to find a value of M which yields suitable Fop, values; 
the simulation results in Figure D-1 show that M = 10 yields Fop, = 1.40 which is quite close to the 
theoretical result. Thus, M = 10 is used in all Fop, derivation simulations for each file size for use 
by unique FSR-SF.
25
20
M=2
M=5
M=10
10
1.51 1.6 1.7 1.8 21.9FEC Stretch Factor
Figure D-1: Comparison of M values in F^ p, derivation simulations for unique FSR-SF: mean 
download time vs. FEC SF; uniform item demand, RSn255, one-shot item retrieval.
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D.2 A Comparison of FEC Assignment Rules
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b) Scenario 1, from left to right, RSn255, 2D RS, and LDGM Triangle
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c) Scenario 2, from left to right, RSn255, 2D RS, and LDGM Triangle
Figure D-2: FAR comparison: the mean download time vs. FEC SF under various scenarios; carousel
C, cumulative item retrieval.
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